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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have demonstrated that a dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG)
can be applied as a variable-speed constant-frequency (VSCF) generating system. In such
an application, this machine, which has two excitation windings, requires two-phase slip
frequency excitation voltages. Thus, the practical application of this DESG for VSCF

operation depends on the ability to generate and control these two-phase excitation voltages.

In this thesis, the problem ofdeveloping an excitation system for a variable-speed DESG
is investigated as a signal generation problem. The problem is to generate a two-phase
excitation supply which satisfies, in real time; the excitation requirements of the variable
speed DESG. The proposed solution to tins excitation problem has a frequency regulation
(FR) scheme and a voltage regulation (VR) scheme. Based on these regulation schemes,
a computer-based, real-time, two-phase excitation system for a variable-speed DESG has.
been developed, implemented and tested. The excitation system uses a novel and flexible

signal generation scheme to meet the excitation requirements of tile variable-speed DESG.
The development, the implementation, and the testing of tile excitation system are described
in the thesis, The implemented FR and VR schemes control tile two excitation voltages
simultaneously, but act independently. Experimental results showing the real-time

performance of tile excitation system and the response ofa laboratory DESG driven at variable

speeds are presented. These results show that the excitation system is flexible, fast acting,
and accurate. The excitation system is flexible in that, the amplitude, the frequency, the

frequency-range, and the phase sequence of the two generated excitation voltages can all be
controlled dynamically (on-line). In addition, the waveform distortion of the excitation

voltage signals can be specified on-line and, once specified, this distortion is independent
of the frequency of the generated signals. With the FR and VR schemes both acting
automatically, the DESG can supply power at any desired frequency and terminal voltage
while its rotor is driven at a variable speed.
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control function, law or algorithm, e.g. P, PI, PID algorithms.

parameters of the dynamic model of the DESG operating at constant slip.

number of pulses per revolution that will be generated by a shaft encoder.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

In conventional power systems, electrical power is generated and supplied to customers

at constant frequency and constant voltage. Since a power system consists of several

generators operating in parallel, the quality of the supplied power in the system depends on

the quality of the control of the frequency and the regulation of the magnitude of the terminal

voltages of these individual generators of the system. Most conventional generating systems

are constant-speed constant-frequency (CSCF) systems. In these CSCF generating systems,
the generators are driven at constant speed which is regulated to control the frequency of

the supplied power. Typical CSCF generating systems include diesel-, hydro-, and thermal

power plants. The latter type includes nuclear plants and those that use fossil fuels, e.g.

coal, oil, and natural gas, as energy sources. These CSCF generating systems use energy
. ..'

sources which are physically controllable and, thus, the speed of the generating units can·

be regulated by controlling the input power to their prime movers.

However, there are cases in which the energy sources can not be easily governed for

power generation and, thus, they cannot be utilized through the use of CSCF generating

systems. One example of such cases is that of power generation from wind [1 - 5]. Wind

energy captured by a wind-turbine is intermittent, highly variable, and weather dependent.
Due to the fluctuations in the captured wind energy ,. the wind-turbine runs at variable speed.
This randomness of the turbine speed makes it difficult to use a wind-turbine as a prime
mover in a CSCF generating system. A second example of these cases is that of using an

aircraft engine to generate power for air-borne applications [6 - 9]. In this case, the engine
runs at variable speed which depends on the flight conditions. Again, the use of a CSCF

generating system may not be easy in this case. Also, tidal and storage pumped hydro

1
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plants which operate at water-heads that change widely [3, 10] present a third example. In

such hydro plants, the wide variation in thewater-heads results in that the hydraulic turbines,
and hence the hydrogenerators, run at variable speed. This makes it difficult to use the

hydrogenerators in this case as CSCF generating units. In all these examples of power

generation, it is still desirable to operate the generating units at variable speed while supplying
electrical power at constant frequency and constant voltage. TIns could be possible by the

application of one of the variable-speed constant-frequency (VSCF) generating systems

[1, 8] Although the goal in such VSCF generating systems is to generate power at constant

frequency and constant voltage as in the case of the CSCF generating systems, the control

techniques for achieving this goal in the VSCF systems differ greatly from the techniques
used in the CSCF systems.

Overall, three main issues have to be considered when designing a generating system,
its controllers and its interface with the power system [1]. These issues can be summarized

as follows.

1. TIle Frequency Stability: This satisfiesthat the generating system will supply
electrical power at constant frequency."

2. TIle Voltage Stability: This satisfies that the generating system will keep the

terminal voltage constant.

3. TIlePower Quality: This satisfies that the generating system will supply power
with no appreciable harmonics [11, 12].

It is the role of the controllers of a generating unit to maintain the frequency stability, voltage

stability, and the power quality during both the transient and steady-state operating conditions

of the generating unit. These three issues will be discussed in detail in the subsequent sections

for both the cases of CSCF and VSCF generating systems.
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1.2 Power Generating Systems

1.2.1 Constant-Speed Constant-Frequency Generating Systems

In all the CSCF generating systems used nowadays, synchronous machines are used

as the generating units. Automatic speed governing systems and automatic voltage (excitation)

regulators (AVRs) are used together with such machines to generate electrical energy at

constant frequency and voltage with the desired frequency stability, voltage stability, and

power quality. A conventional synchronous generator in a CSCF system uses d.c. excitation

current which produces an air gap flux that is rotating together with the rotor. In this case,

only the speed of the prime mover determines the frequency of the generated voltage. For

a generator connected to an infinite bus, the operating speed should correspond to the

frequency at which the infinite bus operates and this speedmust be regulated accordingly.
The speed control is accomplished by mechanical devices which regulate the flow of the

energy source, e.g. water, steam, gas, or diesel fuel to the prime mover as shown in

Fig. 1.1 [13 - 17]. In the case of a hydro power plant, the water flow to the hydraulic
turbines is regulated by either a gate control scheme, a turbine blade-pitch control scheme

or a combination of both. In the case of a thermal power plant, steam input flow to the

steam-turbine is regulated by governor controlled valves and a combustion control scheme

of the boiler. In a diesel-power plant, speed control is achieved by using a speed governor
to regulate the fuel input to each diesel engine.

On the other hand, the d.c. excitation current of a synchronous generator is regulated

by a voltage regulator (AVR) to keep the magnitude of the terminal voltage, �, constant

and to meet the reactive power requirement of the system. When a generator operates in an

isolated network, the excitation is controlled to maintain the steady-state voltagewithin the

specified limits, and to prevent unacceptable variations of the voltage during transient

conditions (i.e. when large and sudden changes of load occur). Generators running in parallel
in larger systems usually need additional control signals to share the total reactive load

correctly between them. A schematic diagram of a typical voltage regulation scheme

employing an AVR is shown in Fig. 1.2.
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Figure 1.1: Speed control in conventional CSCF generating schemes utilizing
controllable energy sources.
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Figure 1.2: A conventional CSCF system utilizing an AVR to regulate the
terminal voltage of the generator.
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1.2.2 Variable-Speed Constant-Frequency Generating Systems

Accurate frequency control by regulating the speed of the prime mover is possible in

a CSCF generating system because the energy sources used, such as water, steam, and diesel

fuel, are physically controllable. However, such a frequency control scheme is not feasible

when the energy source used is random in nature and uncontrollable, as it is in the case of

wind energy. A conventional, d.c.-excited, synchronous generator driven at variable-speed
will supply electrical power at variable frequency and variable voltage. Such a variable

frequencypower is not acceptable and will not allow the connection of the generating unit

to a constant-frequency electrical grid. To overcome such restrictions, numerous variable

speed constant-frequency (VSCF) generating systems have been developed [6 - 10, 18 -

32]. These VSCF generating systems can be classified into three main categories:

1. Systems which use mechanical devices to convert a variable-speed drive to a

constant-speed drive.

2. Systems which use static power converters to obtain constant-frequency power
from variable-frequency power.

3. Systems which use variable-frequency excitation systems to obtain constant

frequency output from the variable-speed generator.

These three categories of VSCF generating systems are illustrated in Fig. 1.3. A brief

review of these generating systems follows.

1.2.2.1 Speed Control by Mechanical Techniques

In the VSCF generating schemes of this category, Fig. 3. 1 (a), the speed of the prime
mover is regulated by mechanical devices. Then, a synchronous or an induction generator

is driven at this regulated speed [8, 18]. Variable-gear ratio units together with variable

blade-pitch wind-turbines arewidely used in wind powered generating units to obtain almost

constant speed drives. Such drives are ideal for driving induction generators. The control

approach for regulating the turbine speed is to change the aerodynamic characteristics of
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Figure 1.3: Block diagrams ofvarious variable-speed constant-frequency (VSCF)
:::'�-;:;'�5 systems.
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the turbine blades in response to changing wind speed. Usually, the variable-gear units are

used to select the speed range for operating the turbine. Such a control is known to minimize

the effect of the fluctuations of the wind speed on the magnitude of the generated voltage
and its frequency. In the case when a synchronous generator is used, the control of the

field voltage of the generator allows the regulation of the magnitude of the terminal

voltage [18]. The frequency stability and power quality mainly depends on the speed

regulation which must take place in the presence of random variations of the wind speed
and electrical disturbances. However, such VSCF generating systems require complex
mechanical speed control schemes, and need frequentmaintenance of themechanical parts.

1.2.2.2 Use of Power Converters

A. Use ofACIDCIAC link systems

This method employs AC/DCIAC link systems which use static power converters for

regulating the desired frequency. In these linksystems, Fig. 1.3(b), a generator is driven
"

at variable speed and rectifiers are used to convert the variable-frequency a.c. power to d.c.

power. Then, this d.c. power is inverted to constant frequency a.c. power [1, �,4, 19-

23]. These link systems are widely used in wind energy conversion systems. They have

increased the possibility of capturing a larger fraction of the energy incident on the wind

turbines. In general, an AC/DCIAC link decouples the variable-speed generator from the

rest of the power system. This offers the advantage of eliminating any direct interaction

between this variable-speed generator and the other generators in the system. However,

rectifiers and inverters generate unwanted harmonics and, thus, the acceptability of the

inverted a.c. power depends on the utility-specified maximum acceptable level of the

harmonic content of the inverted power [11, 12]. The other disadvantages of this scheme

are its relatively high cost, the requirement of an inverter control scheme which is usually

complicated, and the need to supply reactive power to these power converters [23].
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B. Slip-Power Recovery Systems

A slip power recovery system [24 - 27] employs an induction generator. The generator

operates at speeds above the synchronous speed. In such a system, both the stator and the

rotor windings of the generator are connected to the power network as shown in Fig. 1.3(c).
Since the rotor power is at slip frequency, the rotorwinding has to be connected to the network

via a static frequency changer which is usually an AC/DC/AC link of lower rating than

that used in the system represented by Fig. 1.3(b). In this setup, the mechanical power is

converted to electrical power and fed to the network partly through the stator winding and

partly through the rotor winding. The power output from the rotor is proportional to the

slip. This double output feature makes it possible to feed more than the rated power of the

generator to the network without overheating the machine. Tins system absorbs. reactive

power from the network and thus compensation may be needed [23].

C. Rotor Resistance Control Technique

Tins technique employs an induction generator with variable resistance in the rotor circuit

[6, 7, 28, 29]. It is a special case of the slip-power recovery system of Fig. 1.3(c) in that,

the slip power is not fed to the power network. Instead, tins slip power is dissipated in the

rotor circuit resistance. In some cases, the heat dissipation in the rotor circuit requires

special cooling systems [28, 29]. In tins technique, the speed-torque characteristic of the

induction generator is adjusted to match the input power by adjusting the external resistance
connected in tile rotor circuit of the generator. The operation of this scheme is also limited

to a range of speeds above tile synchronous speed of the induction machine. Overall, the

power loss in the rotor reduces the efficiency of the generator setup.

1.2.2.3 Variable-Frequency Excitation Systems

Tile generator setups used with this method are designed to generate voltage at constant

frequency in spite of the variation in the prime mover speed, as l<:mg as the speed varies

within a specified range. Tins is achieved by electrical means which result in the production
of a synchronous flux in the generators used. Tile term synchronous flux refers to the
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magnetic field in the generator that rotates at synchronous speed relative to the armature of

the generator. This synchronous flux will induce in the armature a voltage of constant

frequency. Such machines are usually called asynchronized synchronous generators [6 - 10,

30 - 37].

The basic control approach in this technique involves supplying variable frequency
excitation currents to the rotor of the generator as illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (d). The frequency
of these excitation currents should be equal to the slip frequency, Is, which is defined as

the magnitude of the difference between the desired synchronous frequency of themachine,

10, and the frequency corresponding to the speed of the rotor of the generator, lr, i.e.

Is = 1 10 -lr I· The sign of the quantity to - 1;, which is equal to the sign of the rotor slip,
determines the phase sequence of the excitation currents. These excitation currents can be

supplied as three- or two- phase currents depending on the number of the field windings in

the rotor of the generator [30 - 33]. The field windings are usually identical and only

electrically phase shifted from each other. The phase shift is 120 electrical degrees in a
.

rotor with three field windings [30, 31], and 90 electrical degrees in a rotor with two field

windings [32 - 37] .. For the case of a rotor having two field windings, the generator is

usually referred to as a dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG) and its excitation scheme

is also known as the two-axis rotor excitation technique [32 - 37]. In tins thesis, a DESG

has been chosen to implement a computer-controlled VSCF generating system. Since the

three-phase rotor winding can be replaced analytically by an equivalent two-phase winding,
tile use of a DESG in the study represents all asynchronized synchronous machines. These

machines have been recognized as themost versatile and economical VSCF schemes. Their

reactive power can be controlled by the excitation system. In addition, these machines,

when operated as synchronous generators, have higher stability limits compared to tile

conventional synchronous generators [10, 34, 37]. However, in order to utilize the DESG

as a VSCF generating system, controlled two-phase excitation currents should be supplied
to its rotor.
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1.3 Excitation System for A Variable-Speed Dual-Excited
Synchronous Generator

TIle underlying principle ofoperation of a DESG is that the two-phase (a.c.) excitation

currents fed into its rotor produce a magnetic field that rotates relative to the rotor. This

relative rotation of the field is at such a speed and in such a direction that the frequency of

the generated voltage is always constant. In other words, the magnetic field rotates at slip

frequency relative to the rotor and at synchronous speed relative to the stator of the DESG.

Based on tins principle, tile realization of the VSCF operation of the DESG depends on

the ability to generate and control these two-phase excitation currents. Due to this fact,

the excitation problem becomes a problem of generating and controlling low-frequency

(0-100 Hz), two-phase, variable-amplitude variable-frequency (VAVF) voltage signals. TIle

frequency of these signals should be equal to the slip frequency. Their phase sequence should

be determined by tile sign of tile rotor slip. These excitation voltage signals should then

supply the required rotor currents. TIle generation of such excitation signals could be done

by various techniques [34, 38 - 54]. These techniques are either based on the frequency
converter method in which a fixed frequency from a local oscillator is mixed together with

frequencies from a variable frequency source [48] _ or on tile method of frequency division

by digital combinational circuits.

In the frequency-converter method, the local oscillator supplies a fixed reference

frequency to tilemixing device (mixer). Then, another controllable variable-frequency source

is used to supply frequencies for mixing with the fixed reference frequency. TIle mixer

output is generally characterized by harmonic components having frequencies consisting
of sums and differences ofmultiples of the variable input frequencies and the fixed reference

frequency. Most of these frequency components are unwanted and, hence, low pass filters

are used-to obtain the desired low frequency output from tile mixer. TIlls schemeof frequency

synthesis applies to every phase generated. In this method, the phase information of each

generated signal is expected to be preserved in the frequency mixers. In addition, control

signals are needed for the control of the magnitude, the frequency, and the phase sequence

of the generated signals.
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In the frequency division method, output frequencies are synthesized by dividing a

reference frequency by integer dividers which are programmed on digital counters [ 49 -

54]. The desired waveforms are obtained by using sampled data of the sine wave which

are converted into analog values by clocked digital-to-analog converters (DACs). These

frequency synthesis methods can be implemented by using different design techniques which

can be classified into (a) analog designs, (b) digital designs, (c) hybrid designs, (d)designs
that use power converters as frequency changers, (e) designs that use analog computers,

and (f) microcomputer-based designs. Brief reviews of these design techniques are given

in the following subsections.

1.3. 1 Analog Designs

Analog designs use analog circuitry to generate the variable-frequency voltage signals

[38,40]. In these schemes, passive phase shifting networks are used to realize the required

phase relationship between the output signals and for filtering the outputs of the mixers.

The serious drawback of these analog designs is that the signals generated in the low-frequency

range (0 - 100 Hz) are accompanied with a drift problem. This drift problem is caused by
the Sensitivity of the designs to the instability of the reference oscillators used. This sensitivity
problem is solely due to mixing frequencies of comparable order of magnitudes. The

performance of these analog circuits suffers from errors due to aging of components and

the environmental factors, e.g. temperature. Hence, the design of the analog circuits requires
careful component selection to achieve the desired accuracy in the phase relationships and

in the frequency of the generated signals. Also, the harmonic distortion of the output signals

depends on the output frequency.
.

In fact, it is difficult to realize frequencies close to zero

(0 - 5 Hz) due to the filtering problems. Lastly, there is no easy way for generating different

types of multiphase waveforms.

1.3.2 Digital Designs

Digital designs use digital logic circuits to synthesize signal waveforms. An 'example
of these digital designs is the scheme reported in Reference 39. This method makes use of
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a programmable-read-only-memory (PROM) containing coded numerical values of the sine

wave for 32 steps between 0° and 90° per phase. During the signal generation process,

these coded reference data are loaded from the PROM into the output buffer at predetermined
time intervals. Then, these output buffers drive a set of DACs, one per phase. TIle DACs

convert the digital values into analog values to produce the desired sine waves. The timing
for the sampling process is controlled by up/down counters. About a decade ago, this scheme

was assessed as expensive and complicated [45]. At that time, many of the components

used in the scheme were expensive and limited in capability, e.g. the PROMs used have

limited storage capacity for the pattern tables. These parts are primitive by today' s standards.

As it will be discussed later in this thesis, this design technique, when implemented on a

microcomputer, offers many advantages that overcome most of the drawbacks of the other

methods. One main cause of waveform distortion in digital designs is the integerization

procedure to obtain the sample values. This procedure can be done either by roundoff or

truncation. The other main cause of waveform distortion is the integration of these samples

by the DACs to produce stepped analog outputs.

1.3.3 Hybrid Designs

Hybrid designs use both analog and digital circuits for synthesizing variable-frequency
waveforms [41, 45, 46]. In these designs, digital logic is used to determine the output

frequency and the phase sequence of the output signals. On the other hand, hybrid circuitry
is used to determine the output amplitude and the waveform shape of the generated signals.
In Reference 41, the three-phase sine waves are produced by DACs as in Reference 39.

The difference between these two schemes is that, in Reference 41, the sine pattern data are

hardwired into the 6-bit DACs used. This is achieved by using normalized resistor values

which are selected to be equal to the value of the sine function for every 15° from 0° to

90°. Hybrid designs share the same disadvantages as the analog designs. Relatively, these

Schemes are more expensive and complicated when compared to their analog counterparts.
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1.3.4 Designs Which Use Analog Computers

A programmablemethod using analog computer simulation method for generating sine

wave signals is described in Reference 42. Although, the method appears to be elegant and

programmable, the main disadvantage of the scheme is the large number of components

used which have to be selected carefully.

1.3.5 Use of Power Converters

The use of power converters as frequency changers is another technique for sine wave

synthesis. A power converter is an array of static power switches (e.g. thyristors and triacs)

arranged to close and open the supply voltage to a load at controlled time intervals. This

switching process constitutes the mixing of an input fixed frequency of the supply voltage
and a variable frequency from the switching controller to generate an output frequency. An

example of such power converters is the cycloconverter [48, 55, 56]. This static device is

capable of directly converting single or polyphase a.c. power of a given frequency to a single
or polyphase a.c. power of a chosen output frequency. The output frequency is lower than

the input supply frequency. In fact, cycloconverters are dominantly used for supplying
variable frequency excitation power to generators in VSCF generating systems '[9, 10, 30 -

32, 36]. Of course, the main disadvantage of these frequency changers is that they are

harmonic generators [11, 12]. The other drawback is that, in general, good quality output
waveforms can be produced from a cycloconverter only over a narrow frequency range,

usually up to one fourth of the input supply frequency. This gives a frequency range of

o - 15 Hz for a 60 Hz supply. These power converters also require complex switching
control circuits. Naturally, increasing the number of switches used or/and the input supply

frequency would reduce the harmonic distortion of the synthesized waveforms. Essentially,
this is expensive.
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1.3.6 Microcomputer-Based Method

An earlier study by the author [57, 581 demonstrated that it is feasible to use a digital

computer to generate the excitation voltage signals and to eliminate the drawbacks of the

other previous techniques mentioned above. In the feasibility study, a computer-based

digital-to-analog (DIA) conversion process which uses numerically generated pattern data

of sinusoidal waveforms was used to synthesize variable-amplitude variable-frequency

voltage signals. The results of the feasibility study demonstrate that the digital signal

generation technique is suitable for generating and controlling the two-phase excitation

voltage signals for the variable-speed DESG. This computer-based technique offers four

main advantages. Firstly, the technique is a software-based approach for generating variable

amplitude_variable-frequency sinusoidal waveforms of acceptable quality, Secondly, the

technique gives total control on the distortion of the waveforms generated, i.e., the waveform

distortion can be specified on-line and, once specified, this distortion is independent of the

excitation frequency. Thirdly, the technique allows for on-line control of the range of the

excitation frequencies, i.e., the frequency range can be changed dynamically. Lastly, the

technique has a software-based flexibility for (a) generating multiphase waveforms which

can be specified as mathematical functions, and (b) for varying the number ofcontrol options.

1.4 Objectives of the Research Project

The main objective of this thesis is to develop, implement and test a flexible, computer

based, real-time, two-phase, excitation system for a variable-speed dual-excited synchronous

generator (DESG). This objective translates into the development of a computer-controlled
VSCF generating system using a DESG which can supply power at constant voltage and

constant frequency over a variable speed range. Based on the experience of the feasibility

study [57 - 58], it is proposed to implement the excitation system on a distributed computing
hardware. Use of a distributed computing approach gives modularity to the research.

Modularity is expected to simplify the development, implementation and the testing of the

excitation system. In order to meet the research objective, it is proposed to carry out the

following investigations:
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1. To develop a computer-based, real-time, two-phase excitation algorithm based

on the excitation requirements of a variable-speed DESG.

2. To investigate the interface requirements, the timing and sampling requirements,
and the measurements and signal processing requirements for solving the

excitation problem. These investigations become necessary following the

decision to use a distributed computing hardware for the study. Such a multi

process hardware should be provided with the means to exchange information,
i.e. data and control commands, among the excitation system modules. The

need to study the timing and sampling requirements reflects the awareness

that real-time control requires critical timing to respond to real time responses.

Also, synchronization of all the measurement and control processes is

essential. Usually, such critical timing requires special signal interfaces

between modules. The plan is to use dedicated plug-in cards to meet the signal
interface requirements.

3. To develop and test all the required real-time application programs. It is

intended that the developed programs should allow on-line and interactive

experimentation. The goal is to take into account the findings from the

investigations of stage 2 above to develop coordinated real-time application

programs for the excitation system.

4. To implement the excitation algorithm on amicrocomputer distributed platform
which will be configured based on the results of the investigations of the first

three stages.

5. To test the resulting excitation system and to evaluate its performance
on a laboratory variable-speed DESG in the Rotating Machines Research

Laboratory, University of Saskatchewan.



2. A DUAL-EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE
AND ITS EXCITATION REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, a dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG) can be used

as a variable-speed constant-frequency (VSCF) generating system. TIns chapter describes

in details the basic principles of such a generator and its excitation requirements when

employed as a VSCF generating system. A structure of a computer-based system that can

meet the excitation requirements of the DESG in real time is proposed. Finally, the main

blocks which characterize the functional relationships in the proposed excitation system are

identified and discussed.

2.2 Basic Principles of A Dual-Excited Synchronous Machine

A DESG has a three-phase armature winding on the stator and a laminated rotor which

is constructed such that, for each pole, it has two sets of identical excitation windings

[32 - 37]. One winding is on the pole-axis (direct- or d-axis) and the other winding is on

the interpole-axis (quadrature- or q-axis). As a result of this construction, the two field

windings are in quadrature with each other, i.e. 90 electrical degrees from each other. These

two field windings are externally accessible via slip rings and both windings are usually

capable of carrying the full-load excitation current. Figure 2.1 shows a typical schematic

diagram of a DESG.

16
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Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of a dual-excited synchronous generator.

2.2.1 Excitation Requirements of A Dual-Excited Synchronous Machine

To operate a DESG in a VSCF generating setup, its two field windings should be

supplied with two-phase variable-amplitude variable-frequency (VAVF) excitation voltages,
identified as Vfd and vfq in Fig. 2.1. These two excitation voltage signals should be sinusoidal

and must meet, in real time, the following set of five requirements:

1. The two excitation voltage signals must have equal frequencies.
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2. The frequency of these signals must be equal to the slip frequency, Is. This

frequency is defined byIs = I Sr I fo = srafo' where sr is the rotor slip defined.
as the ratio sr = (no - nr)/no = (fo - fifo and sra is the magnitude of the rotor

slip. In this definition, no (rev.lsec.) is the required synchronous speed of

the DESG, nr (rev.lsec.) is the rotor speed,fo = pno (Hz), is the synchronous

frequency.j' = pnr (Hz) is the frequency corresponding to the rotor speed, and

p is the number of pole pairs of the DESG.

3. The two excitation voltages must be orthogonal, i.e. 90 degrees phase shifted

from each other.

4. The phase sequence of the two voltages should be controlled by the sign of the

rotor slip, sign[sJ = sign[ no - nr] = sign[fo -.1;], in such a way to compensate

for the difference between the rotor speed, nr' and the synchronous speed, no'
of the generator .

.

5. The amplitude of these' excitation voltages, Vlf, should be controlled by the

terminal voltage error, e = e(t), in a way to nullify the deviations of the

magnitude of the terminal voltage, �, from the required magnitude, VREF.

Practically, the sources of the voltage signals Vfd and vfq should be capable of supplying
the required excitation power to the DESG. But, the use of a microcomputer to generate

voltage signalswill only produce signals at digital logic current levels. Thus, the generation
of the excitation voltage signals should have two stages, firstly, to generate the two-phase

voltage signals at low current levels, Vd and vq' and secondly, to amplify these signals to

obtain the required high current signals Vfd and vt1• If G is the gain of the amplifiers that
. q

have to be used to obtain the required excitation power, then, thewaveforms of the excitation

signals can be described as follows:
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Vd - Urrcos(sign[sr]21t fat) (2.1)

'V - Urrsin(sign[sJ21tj: t) (2.2)q

v; - Uf(l-qJ(e» (2.3)

Vfd - GVd (2.4)

vfq - GVq (2.5)

�f - GUrr (2.6)

where Uffis the amplitude of the signals Vd and vq' U, is the bias amplitude of the two voltage
signals (value of Urrwhen qJ(e) = 0), and qJ is a control algorithm which is a function of

the voltage error e(t).

2.2.2 The Concept of a Rotating Magnetic Field

The two excitation voltages Vfd and vfq' Fig. 2.1, supply the required excitation currents

iCd and ifq to the d- and q-axis excitation windings, respectively. At no load, the, current iCd
in the d-axis excitation winding produces a flux <l>

d along the d-axis, and the current ifq in
the q-axis excitation winding produces a flux <l>q along the q-axis. These two orthogonal

fluxes, <l>d and <l>
, produce a resultant rotating flux (f) (Fig. 2.2) which has a constant

q
,

amplitude. To generate constant-frequency constant-magnitude voltage from a variable-

speed DESG, the flux (f) should have the appropriate magnitude and should rotate at the

synchronous speed (corresponding to the desired output frequency) with respect to the stator.

Such a behaviour of the resultant flux (f) requires that the excitation voltages VCd and VCq be

generated and controlled dynamically in real time .

.

With the assumption that the two field windings are electrically identical, the fluxes

<l>
d
and <l>

q produced by the two orthogonal excitation voltages Vfd and Vcq respectively, and.
the resultant flux (f) can be described as follows.
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<Pd - <I>
m cos(sign[sr]21t/, t + y) (2.7)

<P - <Pm sin(sign[sr]21t Is t + t ) (2.8)q

cfj - <Pd + j<Pq - <Pm /(sign[sr]2rc!, t + y ) (2.9)

<P - V (<P 2 + <P 2 )
,

(2.10)m d q

where j is the complex plane notation, y is an angle which depends on the parameters of

the field windings, and <Pm is' the magnitude of cfj which is a function of the voltage
error e.

q- axis

CI>
q

e = (sign[sr] 21t Is t + y)

Figure 2.2: The phasor representation of the two orthogonal fluxes <P
d
and <P

in a d-q frame in a dual-excited synchronous generator.
q

Equation (2.9) clearly shows that this resultant flux cfj rotates at a relative speed

ns = Is /p with respect to the rotor, The direction of rotation of cfj should be in the same

direction as the rotor if sign[sr] = + 1, OT should be in the opposite direction to that of the

rotor if sign[sJ = -1. For!, = 0, the flux cfj will rotate togetherwith the rotor, i.e. stationary
with respect to the rotor, and this corresponds to the case of conventional d.c. excitation

currents. Also, Eqns. (2.7) to (2.9) show that the control of the direction of rotation of cfj
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is possible by dynamically controlling the phase sequence of the excitation voltages Vfd and

Vfq• TIle slip sign, therefore, is a sufficient control parameter for dynamically selecting the

appropriate phase sequence of the two-phase excitation voltages. Reversal in the direction

of rotation of the flux «Il can be observed by reversing the polarity of one of the excitation

voltage signals or by interchanging the two voltage signals of the two field windings. With

this type of excitation control, the speed of the rotating flux «Il with respect to the rotor, ns'

can be dynamically superimposed on the rotor rotation, nr, to realize a regulated speed of

«Il relative to the stator, i.e. no = nr + sign[sJns' The flux «Il rotating at this regulated
relative speed will induce a constant armature frequency, 10. This is the basic strategy for

controlling the excitation of a DESG operating as a VSCF generating system. In this thesis,

this strategy of superimposing the flux rotation on the rotor rotation is referred to as the

frequency regulation (FR) scheme [57 - 60].· The FR scheme is, in essence, a frequency

modulation scheme, where the desired synchronous frequency, 10, is modulated by the rotor

slip such that sign[sJ.t: = s/o. The result of this modulation is then added to the frequency

.4 that corresponds to the rotor speed, nr, to give the output IOlIT = 10.

On the other hand, the magnitude of the resultant flux, <l>
m' should be controlled such

that the terminal voltage of the DESG is kept constant. This can be accomplished by adjusting
the amplitudes of the excitation voltages, VII' as a function of the terminal voltage error e(t),
i.e. Vif = GUlf = Uf{1 - qJ (e»G (Eqns. (2.3) and (2.6». This amplitude adjustment has

the form of a negative amplitude modulation scheme, where the voltage error signal, e(t),

processed according to some control function qJ, is the modulating signal. The effect of

this amplitude modulation is to keep the terminal voltage constant. In this thesis, this

amplitude control is referred to as the voltage regulation (VR) scheme [60].

2.3 The Excitation Control Problem

Equations (2.1) through (2.6) describe the excitation voltage signals which, when

used to excite a variable-speed DESG, will result in the regulation of the output frequency,

IOlIT' and the regulation of the magnitude of the generator terminal voltage,�. These two

,
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regulation schemes, FR and VR schemes, can both be accomplished by controlling specific

parameters of the excitation voltages. These two schemes should act simultaneously, but

independently. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic diagram which illustrates a conceptual
excitation system with such FR and VR schemes.

2.3.1 The Frequency Regulation Control Loop

The frequency regulation (FR) scheme is a feed forward scheme which uses the rotor

slip (frequency) as the error information [31, 59, 60]. The block diagram for this scheme

is shown in Fig. 2.4. In this figure, S denotes the Laplace operator as used in expressing
transfer functions. The transfer function Glf(S) represents the speed transducer. The variable

speed operation of the DESG controlled by the FR loop is such that:

foUT = (2.11)

Theoretically, Glf(S) = P (the number of pole pairs of the DESG) so that the output

of the FR ioop is an algebraic summation of the slip frequency and the frequency t;
to give /OlIT = 10·

Proper operation of this loop requires that Is = Is (t) and sign[sr] be measured

continuously in real time. Due to this measurement process, the transfer function Glf(s)
may introduce some delay in the FR loop. TIle accuracy of this loop in regulating/OlIT will

depend on the accuracy in measuring or specifying the reference/system frequency, 10, and
on the accuracy of measuring the rotor speed, nr• There is no stability problem within the

FR loop because this loop is a feed forward scheme.

2.3.2 The Voltage Regulation Control Loop

The main blocks that characterize the voltage regulation (VR) scheme are shown in

Fig. 2.5. This VR control loop is a feedback scheme which uses the terminal voltage error

signal e(t) to adjust the amplitude of the excitation voltages [61]. The task of this VR
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Figure 2.3: A two-phase excitation scheme for a variable-speed dual-excited
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Figure 2.4: A block diagram showing the structure of the frequency regulation (FR)
scheme of the proposed excitation system.
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scheme is to keep the terminal voltage � constant. In real-time operation, the VR will

regulate � by adjusting Vff = GUff• However, the VR loop may have the tendency toward

instability because it is a feedback control system. In Fig. 2.5, the tuning of theVR loop
to achieve the voltage stability can be dealt with by selecting, by design and/or synthesis,

suitable transfer functions for the controller Gcv(s), stabilizer G1v(s), limiters G2v(s) and the

filter Gsv(s). This filter, Gsv(s), is for conditioning the measured terminal voltage
for feedback purposes.

2.3.3 Overview of the Basic Hardware Requirements for the Study

As stated in the objectives of the thesis in Chapterl, a distributed computing hardware

will be used to investigate the excitation problem.. Therefore, such a computing hardware

will form the major part of the computing platform for implementing the excitation system.

Figure 2.6 shows a conceptual layout of the platform. This layout has a multi-process
structure. In a multi-process system, several processes take place simultaneously in real

time. Then, there is the concern of the interfacing of the computing platform to the real

world, both for input and output purposes. Plug-in cards have been identified as sui�ble
for meeting this interf�ce need [66]. IIi addition, power amplifiers are needed foramplifying
the generated excitation signals. In Fig. 2.6, the layout of the computing platform has three

main stages. The first stage consists of the transducers required for real-time signal
measurement. Tracking of�, VREF' nr, and no has to be done continuously and in a

synchronized fashion. From these measurements, the control signals e(t) and sr(t) or

sign[sJfs(t) can be derived and conditioned for computer processing and control.

The second stage of the layout of Fig. 2.6 is the computer-based signal generator.
This stage has three main blocks, namely, the input, processing and control, and the output

blocks. To allow for maximum flexibility and modularity each of these blocks is a personal

microcomputer (PC). This approach was verified during the feasibility study [57] as

appropriate for this type of research. There are several ways to input to and output data

from a PC. Figure 2.7 shows some of these interfaces. Data can be input to a PC via analog-
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to-digital converters (ADCs), timers, digital 110 data lines, the keyboard or loaded from

mass storage devices such as floppy diskettes and hard drives. On the other hand? data

can be output from a PC via digital-to-analog converters (DACs), timers, digital 110 data

lines, or displayed on the computer video monitor (at programmable precision) or stored

on mass storage devices. However, the process of inputting data to or outputting data from

a PC requires proper timing. A dedicated programmable clock is required to provide this

timing. This clock may be an internal component of the PC or external from the PC.

The third stage consists of the amplifiers. Since two-phase voltage supply is to be

generated, a dual power amplifier setup is required. The type of amplifiers suitable for this

study should be able to amplify both a.c. and d.c. voltage signals. TIlUS, operational power

amplifiers are the best candidate for this application. The ability to amplify both a.c. and

d.c. signals will allow the DESG to operate at subsynchronous, synchronous, as well as

supersynchronous speeds. Furthermore, since the phase sequence of the excitation signals
is controllable, the flow of the excitation power will be always into the generator.

2.4 Dynamic Model of A Variable-Speed Dual-Excited
Synchronous Generator Operating at No-Load

Figure 2.8 illustrates the proposed structure of an input-output dynamic model of the

variable-speed DESG. TIle inputs to the model, Fig. 2.8(a), are the two-phase excitation

voltage signals, vrd and vrq' and the speed of rotation nr of the generator rotor. The outputs

of the model are the magnitude of the terminal voltage, �,and the frequency of the terminal

voltage, fouf' Figure 2.8(b) and (c) reinforces the fact that the regulation offOUT and �
can be accomplished separately. In Fig. 2.8(c), for the purpose of regulating the magnitude
of the terminal voltage, the DESG can be treated as having one equivalent field winding
which is supplied with the voltage Vff• Thus, if saturation effects are neglected, the DESG

operating at no-load can be modelled as a first order system [31, 37, 62 - 64].
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Figure 2.8: Proposed structure of the dynamic model of the variable-speed DESG.

The dynamic behaviour of the DESG will depend mainly on the behaviour of the gain
factor Kgv' Fig. 2.S(c). It is therefore important to know how this gain factor varies with

the different operating conditions of the variable-speed DESG. The general behaviour of

KgV can be deduced from the steady-state performance of the DESG (operation at constant

slip). Such an operation of a DESG is investigated in Reference 59. The reported analysis
shows that, when the effect of saturation is neglected and there is no armature current, the

magnitude of the terminal voltage, �,is linearly related to the magnitude, Vif' of the excitation

voltages. IfL is the stator magnetizing inductance in both the d- and q-axis, Lff is the selfa •

inductance of each field winding, and R, is the resistance of each field winding, the linear

relationship between V. and Vff at constant slip, sr' can be shown to be:

(2.12)
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where Xa = 21C/J:a is the magnetizing reactance in both the d- and q-axis of the

DESG, Xcr = 21Cf�cr is the reactance of each field winding, and to is the synchronous

frequency. Equation (2.12) is derived in Appendix A. From this equation, the gain factor

Kgv = d�Id Vcr is obtained as:

(2.13)

Since sr = sign[s�,fs I/o, where fo = p(nr + sign[sr],fs Ip), Eqn. (2.13) can be rewritten

to take the form:

(2.14)

The numerator of Eqn. (2.14) clearly shows that the dynamic behaviour of.Kgv is a

linear function of the regulated synchronous speed no. This speed no is a function of

the rotor speed, nr' the excitation frequency,,fs, and the sign of the slip, sign[sJ. In fact,

the factor in, + sign[sJ,fslp) in the numerator describes the operation of the FR scheme.

On the other hand, the gain Kgv is inversely proportional to the impedance of the field

windings and tins is accounted for by the denominator of Eqn. (2.14). Since the excitation

frequency will vary when the DESG will be operating at variable speed, the impedance
of the excitation windings will also vary and , thus, there will be a coupling effect

between the FR and the VR control loops. Due to this coupling, the gain factor will not

be a constant. In the following sections, three cases of Eqn. (2.14) are investigated for

La = 71.9539 mH, Lff = 77.4262 mH, Rf = 1.538!J, p = 2, and no = 1800 rpm (rated

, ,speed) for operation atfo = 60 Hz [59]. The three cases are (a) variablefs at constant speed
nr' (b) constantIa at variable speed nr' and (c) when bothfs and nr are variable but no'is
constant.
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2.4.1 Constant Rotor Speed Gain Curves at Variable
Excitation Frequency

Figure 2.9 shows a sample of the gain curves as a function of the excitation frequency
for different rotor speeds. One aspect of these curves is that, for each value ofIs, the

value ofK for sign[s] = -1 is smaller than that for sign[s] = + 1. This is attributed to
gv r r

the fact that the corresponding value of no for sign[sr] = -1 is smaller than that for

sign[sJ = + 1. This shows the effect ofchanging the phase sequence of the excitation voltages

at constant rotor speed.

The other aspect of the curves of Fig. 2.9 is that each curve gives only one operating

point at which the DESG will generate voltage at a constant output frequency, foe
Tins aspect can be illustrated by the following example. Suppose that the generator is running
at n, = 2250 rpm. At this speed the generator should be excited with Is =" 15 Hz and

sign[sJ = -1 to generate power at 60 Hz. In this case, the 2250 rpm- gain curve (Fig. 2.9)
has to be used to determine the value ofK . From Fig 2.9, tins value is 3.6. Now, considergv

that the generator speed is changed to 1350 rpm. In this case, fs = 15 Hz and

" sign[sr] = + 1, and now the 1350 rpm-gain curve has to be used to obtain tile value of KgV'
"

"

which is equal to 3:6. "The striking fact of these two operating cases is that the two gains
from the two curves are equal. Tins is due to the fact that tile synchronous frequency of the

magnetic field W is equal to 60 Hz for both cases, i.e. no = 1800 rpm.

2.4.2 Constant Excitation Frequency Gain Curves at Variable
Rotor Speed

From Eqn. (2.14), the behaviour of the gain Kgv at constant Is and sign[sJ can be

described by a model of the form:

(2.15)

I
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where A.o = (a£fign[sr1fa Ip)/fO + a1fa2 i and A.l = a/10 + a1J:2) are parameters of

the model. Equation (2.15) is linear in nr as it is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. This figure shows

a sample of the curves of Kgv plotted against the rotor speed, nr, for different excitation

frequencies. Thus, allowing for a speed deviation of say ± 25 % from no = 1800 rpm will

also cause the gain Kgv to vary by ± 25 % of its gain Kgvo at nr = 1800 rpm.

2.4.3 Constant Generating Frequency Operation Gain Curve

For the desired operation of the dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG) in a VSCF

generating system, i.e. with the rotor driven at variable speed, nr, and the excitation frequency,

J:, and the slip sign, sign[sJ (i.e. the phase sequence), adjusted such that the relative speed,

no' of the field CI» with respect to the stator is kept constant, i.e. no
.

= nr + sign[sr1 fa Ip,
there is an operating gain curve for each desired value of no' This operating gain curve can

be obtained from Eqn. (2.14) by specifying a constant value of no'

Figure 2.11 shows the DESG gain operating curves forfo = 50 Hz and 60 Hz. These

two curves correspond to synchronous speeds of. no = 25 rev/sec. and 30 rev/sec,

respectively. It can be seen from this figure that the shape of the operating curve is

symmetrical about the linefa = O. Also, the gain Kgv is very sensitive to the change in the

slip frequency, fa. This behaviour of the gain can be described by:

(2.16)

where KgVO = aono' For a + 25 % speed deviation from the synchronous speed of

1800 rpm, which corresponds to !" = 15Hz, the gain Kgvdecreases by about 80% of the

maximum value KgvO corresponding to fa = O. This means that, if the terminal voltage of

the DESG is regulated by a closed loop system, the + 25% speed deviation will cause the

effective open loop gain of the regulator system to vary from 100% to 20% of its value at

fa = O. Thus, the terminal voltage regulator should be capable of compensating such a wide

range of parameter variation.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter has described the basic principles and the excitation requirements of a

variable-speed dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG). The solution to the excitation

problem has a frequency regulation (FR) scheme and a voltage regulation (VR) scheme. It

has been shown that the excitation control ofa DESG operating in a VSCF generating system

can be achieved by generating the excitation voltages Vd and vq' described by Eqns. (2.1)

through (2.6), amplifying them, and exciting the rotor of the DESG with the amplified signals,

Vfd and vfq' In this way, the excitation problem becomes a signal generation problem in

which a two-phase excitation supply is generated to satisfy, in real time, the excitation

requirements of a variable-speed DESG. The computer-based technique used to generate

the two-phase excitation supply is described in the next chapter. The software-based

implementation of the signal generation technique is described in Chapter 5. The foregoing

analysis of the variation of the gain factor Kgv of the DESG operating at no-load has been

presented as a background for the qualitative interpretation of the performance of the excitation

system in Chapter 6.



3. THE MICROCOMPUTER-BASED REAL-TIME
TWO-PHASE EXCITATION ALGORITHM

3.1 The Excitation Methodology

This chapter describes the microcomputer-based real-time two-phase excitation algorithm
for realizing the frequency regulation (FR) and the voltage regulation (VR) schemes discussed

in Chapter 2. The excitation algorithm deals with the real-time programmability of the

excitation requirements of the dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG). In the work

reported in References 57 and 58, the author describes the feasibility of a computer-based
excitation control algorithm implementable on a multi-buffered computing environment.

In such computing systems, data is accessed from memory only in units of buffers. This

accessibility of data, does not allow the processing of one data point at a time for real-time

control. TIns chapter extends the buffer-based data processing approach to accommodate a
" ,

point-based data processing approach'. Thispoint-based approach has proved to have more

flexibility than the buffer-based approach [59]. The discussion in this chapter treats the

excitation problem as a signal generation problem as discussed in Chapter 2.

The computer-based excitation algorithm employs a dedicated digital-to-analog (D/A)
conversion process, which is driven by a real-time programmable clock, as a technique for

generating the variable-amplitude variable-frequency rvAVF) excitation voltage signals for

the variable-speed DESG. This signal generation approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In

this figure, DRNERs A , B, and C denote real-time clocked software programs. These

drivers control the two-channel digital-to-analog converter (DAC), whose channels are

identified as DAC #1 and DAC #2. The timing ofDRIVER A is controlled by CLOCK A

and the timing of DRIVERs B and C is controlled by CLOCK B.

37
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: Two Channel
----I DAC

G G Amplification

Figure 3.1: The block diagram showing the structure of the computer-based
two-phase signal generation scheme.
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TIle algorithm uses numerically computed samples of cosine and sine waves of specified

amplitude, A (Fig. 3.1), as reference (pattern) data. TIle choice of these two orthogonal
sinusoidal functions fulfils two of the excitation conditions of the variable speed DESG,
i.e. the signals are sinusoidal and 90° phase shifted from each other. These reference samples
are fed to the two-channel DAC, Fig. 3.1, during theDfA conversion process. These samples
are sent to the DAC in a predetermined sequence and at controlled time. intervals to generate

the excitation voltages described by Eqns (2.1) - (2.6� of Chapter 2. Practically, the

amplification of the excitation signals can be done after the low current signals are generated.
For this reason, the gain G in Fig. 3.1 is placed outside the signal generator.

In the following derivations.j'CK denotes the sampling frequency of the clock (DRIVER
A in Fig. 3.1) at w�ch samples are sent to the DAC and/lia denotes the frequency of the

signal(s) to be generated. The reciprocal of!CK gives the DfA intersample time TCK (= the

clock period) and the reciprocal of/dagives the period TIIa
of the required generated voltage

signal(s), as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The real time tn at the nih clock tick is equal to

L (TCK)i' where i= 1, ... , n, and for a constant!CK' tn =nTCK. A subscript n attached to a

variable denotes the sampled form of the variable corresponding to the time tn. In

Fig. '3.1, fSB denotes the sample rateat which' data is acquired by'DRIVER Band .'

DRIVER C, i.e. the rate of CLOCK B.

3.2 Synthesis and Control of the Frequency of the
Excitation Voltage Signals

The DRIVER A in Fig. 3.1 is a clocked process for synthesizing and controlling the

frequency of the excitation voltages. This driver is the major component of the frequency

regulation (FR) scheme. Figure 3.2 shows a typical periodic, stepped, sinusoidal waveform

of the output voltage generated by a continuous DfA conversion process synchronized by
a real-time clock (e.g. CLOCK A in Fig. 3.1) of constant rate/CK[57]. By inspecting

Fig. 3.2, an angle 8n in radians can be associated with �e stepped periodic signal at any
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Figure 3.2: A periodic-stepped output voltage from a digital-to-analog converter
driven by a clocked software driver.

.

instant of time tn such that en = 2tcfcJanTCK' In terms of en' the excitation voltages described

by Eqns. (2.1) and (2.2), for G = 1, can also take the form:

Vdn
= U

ffn
cos (2.1t'fda nTc-J (3.1)

V = Uffn sin (2.1t'fda nTCK) (3.2)qn

Uffn = AUAMn (3.3)

U = Uf{l - cp(eJ) (3.4)AMn

where en denotes the processed sample of the terminal voltage error signal, e(t), at the nth

clock tick, UAMn
is an amplitude control update (Fig. 3.1), and A is the amplitude of the

digitized pattern waves.
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IfN is the number of samples per cycle in the DIA conversion process, the periodic

output voltage will have N steps of equal width and thus, Tda = NT
CK' from which

fda = feK/N. This gives en = 2;rn/Nand Eqns. (3.1) and (3.2) can be rewritten as:

V
dn

= UfIn cos (21rll IN) (3.5)

V
qn

= U
fIn
sin (21r 11 IN) (3.6)

It can be deduced from Eqns. (3.5) and (3.6) that the Npaired ordinates, «vdn' vqn),
n = 0, 1, 2, ... , N-l), of the two sinusoidal functions are independent of the frequency to

be generated. Thus, these values can be computed off-line and stored in the computermemory

as a pattern lookup table.' Also, it can be deduced fromfda = fCK IN that, the frequency of

the output signals can be varied by dynamically varying either the number of samples per

cycle, N, the sampling frequencyfCK of the DAC driver (DRIVER A), or both. These two

deductions constitute the main function of the FR scheme, which is performed by Driver A

in Fig. 3.1.

In the application described in this thesis, the variableN represents contiguous memory
locations where the pattern data are stored. For this reason, the values of N can be only

integer values. Consequently, the major source oferror in tile signal generation technique
is the round-off errors or quantization noise due to the finite number of steps (= N) within

a cycle of each output waveform [49, 50, 57]. The number of samples per cycleNshould

be chosen such that the total waveform distortion of the stepped signals will not exceed the

maximum specified level. Given a value of N, the value of the voltage distortion factor

(VDF) for such stepped waveforms can be determined by VDF% = 180.01N [57,58].

The harmonics responsible for the waveform distortion are integer multiples of the

fundamentalj., and can be identified by the expression (mN + l)fda [49,50, 57] where m
is a positive integer. It is therefore preferable to select and keep the value ofNlarger than

a certain minimum value. For example, choosing N > 180 samples per cycle, gives a

r
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distortion factor of less than one percent. Thus, the requirement for the amount of low

pass filtering to remove unwanted harmonics is greatly reduced. In fact, the excitation

windings of the DESG may be a sufficient filter to smooth the excitation signals.

3.2.1 Slip Frequency Control Function

Accurate synthesis of the frequency fcJa of the two-phase excitation voltages requires
continuous measurement of the slip frequency fa = 1 fo - Ir I. This requires continuous

measurement of the desired reference (system) frequency fo and the frequency 1r which

corresponds to the rotor speed nr• Clearly, the FR scheme has four main tasks:

1. To measure the rotor speed, nr' and the system (reference) frequency,,fo. From

these measurements, the actual slip frequency.j., and the slip sign, sign[sr]' can
be determined (Fig. 2.4).

2. To select the appropriate value ofNand to synthesize the correct value offCK•

3. To generatej'; by using NandfCK from task (2).

4. To select the appropriate phase sequence of the excitation voltages based on

the value of sign[sJ

The above four tasks have to be executed continuously in real time. To vary fcJa
(the above first three steps) for variable speed operation of a DESG, either the clock frequency

fCK or the number of samples per cycleN, or both, should be dynamically adjusted as functions

of the processed absolute values of the slip signal, sr' or the slip frequency, fa. This can be

accomplished by using the following slip frequency control functions.

fCK = NJ: = Nfda

N = INT(fcKlfJ = INT( fCK / fda)

(3.7)

(3.8)
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Equation (3.7) is applied in the case when the value ofN is fixed and the clock

frequencyICK is varied to control/da. This equation describes a frequency modulation scheme

of varying fCK' which in turn varies Ida' with the slip sr as the modulating variable. The

value ofN can be selected and fixed by using either known or directly computed set ofN

samples per cycle of the cosine and the sine functions. On the other hand, Eqn. (3.8) is a

frequency division scheme which is applied in the case when the clock frequencyICK is fixed

andN is varied to synthesize/da. Overall, these two options, varying ICK andNdynamically,
enable the generation of the variable-frequency excitation voltage signals.

3.2.2 Timing Requirements and Frequency Synthesis by Clock
Rate Control

TIle timing requirements for the signal generation (01A conversion) process is critical

because the generation of the variable-frequency voltage signals is achieved by both the

variation of the clock rate fCK and the division of the clock rate by N. This requires manual

or dynamic (on-line) programming of the clock rate,ICK' This task could be accomplished

by a separate clock driver, DRIVER C in Fig. 3.1. In addition, the DIA conversion process

reconstructs the real time tn = L(TCK)i' where i = 1, ... " n ( = nTCK for constantfCK)
using the clock (CLOCK A). Therefore, for this application, it is desirable to select and

use a reference clock of high rate ( > 100 kHz ) to allow for a wide variation ofICK and also

for realizing fine quantization units of time. A quantization unit of time of the order of

milliseconds allows for a relatively fine approximation and adjustments of the frequency Ida
of the generated excitation signals. Multi-stage timers can be used as clocks to meet such

a requirement. Examples of such timers include the 8254 three-counter programmable
interval timer and the 9513 jive-counter integrated system timing controller, both having
16-bit counters [68]. The counters of these timers can be cascaded as shown in Fig. 3.3 to

provide a flexible software-based programmable frequency synthesis setup. Each counter

has to be loaded with an appropriate integer divider Dj (i = 1, 2, ... , N) such that

o, = INT(� 1�+l ) (3.9)

r
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where/;. is the input frequency to the counter stage and/;.+I is the desired output frequency
from the counter. The determination of the values of these integer dividers D. requires that

.. 1

/;. and/;.+l for each counter stage be known or specified in advance. The theoretical permis
sible range of values of each divider Dj (for a 16-bit counter) is 1 � D, � 65535. The

valueDj = 1 gives the maximum output frequency for a stage and the valueDj = 65535

gives the minimum output frequency for the stage.

COUNTERS

j�

Figure 3.3: A block diagram of a multi-counter programmable timer.

The fine tuning of the output frequency of a particular timer stage depends on the

reference frequency, Ie ( = e.g. the MPU clock or bus speed of the computer used) and

the number of stages preceding it. The higher the reference frequency Ie is, the wider is

the range of the clock sampling frequencies,/oc Also, more counter stages cascaded can

provide more flexibility for frequency variation. However, in practice, the minimum value

of each divider (hence the maximum output frequency of each stage) will be determined

by the efficiency and the speed of execution of the DAC software driver (DRIVER

A in Fig. 3.1).
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3.2.3 Dynamic Control of the Waveform Distortion, the Number of
Samples per Cycle, and the Phase Sequence

Figure 3.4 shows a two-dimensional pattern lookup table which holds a specified
maximum number of equispaced samples per cycle, NM, for both the cosine and the sine

waves of specified amplitude, A. In Fig. 3.1, the value ofA is set to unity for convenience.

The angular spacing between the consecutive samples for each waveform is 2rr.INM. A

sample index k ( = 0, 1, 2, ... , NM-l) points to a pair of these reference samples, i.e

vd[k] = cos(2rr.kINM), vq[k] = sin(2rr.klNM). The value_s ofNcan be dynamically derived

from a dedicated software pointer control process. This software pointer will scan the

pattern lookup table containing the NM coordinates such that N = NM /J, where

J = 1,2 ... , NM -1. The integer J is a jump index. For example, J = 1 will giveN = NM.
In this case, every Sample in the pattern will be used for the signal generation. When

J = 2, every other sample in the pattern sequence will be used. This will giveN = NM/2.
Since the waveform distortion of the generated voltage signals is a function ofN, the pointer

Pointer

Cosine Pattern Sine Pattern

Vd[O] V [0]q

enting k Vd [1] V [1]q

h «ls: vd[2] V [2]
q q

• •

• •

....
Vd [k] V [k]

"... q

• •

• •

V = V /900 vd[NM-2] Vq [NM - 2]
l' q d

Vd [NM - 1] vq[NM-1]
enting k

Decrem

Vd = Vq /900

Increm

Figure 3.4: Two dimensional lookup table containing NM pairs of cosine and
sine ordinates.

j
-- -,�-
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control process can be used not only to vary the frequency, but also to control the distortion

of the waveforms dynamically. In the case when the clock frequencyfCK is varied to control

the output frequency fda' this pointer control process can be used to change the frequency

range of the output frequencies by varying J dynamically.

During the signal generation process, the pointer scanning process should update the

sample index k such that:

1. the value ofN remains fixed as specified,

2. the phase sequence of the two-phase signals correctly corresponds to the sign
of the slip according to the excitation requirements of the DESG, and

3. continuous signal waveforms are generated, i.e. no discontinuities.

Conditions (1) and (2) of the pointer scanning process can be achieved if the sample index

k is updated at every clock tick to:

k <---- k + sign[sJ, J (3.10)

In order to realize continuous signal waveforms (condition (3) of the pointer scanning

process), the sample index k should be reset to a new value when it reaches a value greater

than NM-l or less than zero. The pseudo code for resetting k is:

k <-- k - sign[sJ, NM (3.11)

The pseudo codes (3.10) and (3.11) describe the pointer scanning process as a

complex, clocked, resettable, software-based digital oscillator [52, 53] , as jllustrated in
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Fig. 3.5. In this figure, the software-based switch will be simply a boolean logic that

compares the value of the index k with that of NM and selects the appropriate bias addend

for the oscillator. The output of the oscillator is the updated index k.

··-J--���I�__�gn
__�_J���----�.

k

Software-Based
Switch

'----MEM �__.

Variable Storage
memory

Figure 3.5: The block diagram of the software-based digital oscillator for
controlling the pointer which scans the pattern lookup table.

Several ways can be used to control the pointer activity of scanning and fetching the

pattern coordinates for a specified jump index, J. The following four examples of pseudo
codes for updating the sample index k on successive clock ticks will dynamically vary the

number of samples per cycle, N, and the direction in which the pointer scans the pattern

lookup table depending on the slip sign.

k <- k + sign[sJ.INT(NMIN) (3.12)

(3.13)

k <- k + sign[sJ.JMp[x] (3.14)

k <-- k + sign[sr]. F(z) (3.15)

j
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where R is a positive integer less than or equal to Log2NM, x is a sample index for another

lookup table containing predetermined choices for N denoted as JMP[.x], and F(z) is a

polynomial function of an integer variable z: All these pseudo codes use the sign of the

slip, sign [sr] , to select the direction of scanning, i.e. incrementing k for sign[sr] = + 1,

decrementing k for sign[sr] = -1, and keeping k a constant for sign[sr] = 0. Effectively,
this is equivalent to controlling the phase sequence of the excitation voltages. It should be

noted that the condition sign[sr] = 0, which corresponds toJ" = 0, is a valid programmable
condition.

. Given the values of NM and N, the pseudo code (3.12) will approximate a frequency

�nge by using the integer (INn function. In the case ofNM being a power of2, the pseudo
code (3.13) will switch the frequency ranges using jumps which are also powers of2 indexed

by -R. In addition, it may be convenient all along to specify and select (in off-line) the

values ofN for desired frequency ranges. These choices ofNcan be stored also as a lookup

table, e.g. JMp[x]. The software pointer only needs to use � index, such as x, to locate

and fetch the specified value ofN from the lookup table as in the .case of the pseudo code

(3.14). Further, the jump index J can be defined as an integer function F(z) as in the

pseudo code (3.15). For example, F(z) = J + adjust.z will increment (adjust = + 1) or

decrement ( adjust = -1) J in steps specified by z, For adjust = 0, the value of J will

remain unchanged. Such a function is suitable for on-line adjustment ofNmanually from

the keyboard of the computer.

The control of both the phase sequence and N can be accomplished at any of the NM
points. This flexibility is a powerful and desirable feature.of this point-based data processing

approach. Such a flexibility is not possible with the buffer-based data processing approach.
The reason is that, in the buffer-based data processing approach, the pattern data are accessible

only in units of buffers. However, with this point-based data processing scheme, there is

a possibility of the two excitation windings carrying direct current with unequal excitation

power. The worst case will occur when one of the excitation winding is contributing all the

required excitation and the other winding is carrying no current at all. Therefore, there

may be a need to specify off-line or dynamically the loading ratio of the excitation windings
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when the DESG is operating at or near its synchronous speed. This need is not a serious

constraint in the case where both the excitation windings of theDESG are capable of carrying
the full load excitation currents.

3.3 Real-Time Constraints

It has been discussed earlier that the variation of the clock rateICK and!or the variation

of the number of samples per cycle, N, are dynamic control options for synthesizing the

variable-frequency of the excitation voltage signals. However, it is typical for any real

time clock or timer to have a fixed number of combinations of the clock frequency, Ie' and
the values of the counter preset dividersD; These finite combinations allow only a subset

of possible frequenciesICK and, thus, fda'

On the other hand, the value of N is limited by the number of quantization levels of

the DACs used in the signal generation which is equal to 2b where b is the bit-size of the

DACs used. For this signal generation application, one value ofNand one range of dividers

D, are not adequate to provide control flexibility [57]. Therefore, different combinations

of NandD, are required. There are four limitations in selecting the counter presets (D_j) as
per Eqns. (3.7) and (3.9), and in selecting the values ofN as per Eqn (3.8). These limitations

are:

1. Low sensitivity of the counter divider range to variation inlCK' TIns applies to

the counters used to synthesize/CK'

2. The problem of generating very low frequencies,fda, when the DESG is operating
near zero slip,

3. The limited range of the values ofN, and

4. The limited speed of the execution of the PAC software driver (DRIVER A

in Fig. 3.1).

These four limitations and ways to overcome them are discussed in the following sections.
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3.3.1 Low Sensitivity of Counter Dividers to Clock Frequency

Equation (3.8) uses the integerization process (IN!) by truncation. TIle curveD VS/CK
for a specified input frequency to a counter stage is a hyperbola which changes from a curve

with smaller steps for small values of/CK to a curve with larger steps for high values of fCK.
This problem arises from the fact that, for small values offcK ' the values ofD are practically
distinct and the sensitivity is high, while for high values offcK' sub-ranges offCK will give
the same value of D. TIlls gives steps on the D VSfCK hyperbola. This provides a poor

sensitivity for dynamic control.

TIns problem can be illustrated by an example. Suppose that theDAC driver (DRIVER

A in Fig.3.1) is to be driven at clock rates in the range 50 Hz � ICK � 600 Hz. Let these

rates be synthesized by loading appropriate dividers, i.e. D = INT( fc / fCK), into a

one-stage (counter) timer. The corresponding D VS/CK curves for N = 64, 128, and 256

samples per cycle are shown in Figs. 3.6 to 3.9 for input clock rates, fc' of 100 kHz,

500 kHz, 1.0 MHz, and 10.0 MHz, respectively. These figures show that, to have a high

sensitivity and to avoid the more stepped parts of the hyperbola, there must be an ability to

changeboth the values ofNand the input clock rate dynamically. Otherwise, it is necessary

to use extremely high clock rates (> 1.0 MHz) to guarantee a high sensitivity. Clocks of

such high rates may not be available. Also, it may become necessary to use small values of

N to synthesize/CK. TIns is not desirable since low values ofNcorrespond to high waveform

distortion.

3.3.2 Generation of Very Low Excitation Frequencies for Operation
Near Zero Slip

The values of sr near or equal to zero require approximately zero sampling frequencies
if the option of varying fCK (to vary fda) is used. Such low sampling rates are a problem
because the DAC software driver, at such low rates, will be slow in reacting to changes in

the slip-sign arid, thus, the phase-sequence control will be slowed down.
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The best way to generate low frequencies, fda' is to increase N. In addition, zero

sampling rate could be accomplished by virtually stopping the sampling process, e.g. by

setting sign[sJ = 0, when a specified de-zone is reached. This de-zone is a range of

slip frequencies, 0 � fda �tcz' for which it can be assumed that the rotor slip is equal to

zero. The excitation power will be a minimum within this dc-zone , This concept of the

de-zone corresponds to the idea of a deadband in frequency regulation schemes for constant

speed constant-frequency (CSCF) generating schemes [14]. In this case, the frequency

regulation curve is defined by:

fda = Is; fdcz < Is � isM

fda = 0; 0 � Is � fdez (3.16)

wherefsM is the maximum slip frequency allowed for the operation of the DESG. ThislsM
corresponds to the frequency regulation setting in conventional CSCF systems.

If (fCK )min is the mini.mum rat� at which the DAC driver .should operate, and the

specified maximum value of N is NM ' then the possible minimum value oftez will be:

(3.17)

For example, if (fCK)min = 50 Hz and NM = 4096, then, r: = 0.0122 Hz. TIns corre

sponds to a slip range of ± 0.02% for fa = 60 Hz.

There is an objection to tins idea of a de-zone, since this de-zone requires the DESG

be operated with a d.c. excitation. There is thus no frequency correction in this case

(sr = 0 for the FR). As a result, a DESG synchronized to a power system may fall out of

synchronism. This is not desirable. Practically, operationin a de-zone can be avoided by

operating the DESG at higher slips. However, the value of fdcz = 0.0122 Hz, of the example

,
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discussed above is about ten times smaller than what is considered normal in conventional

systems. Normal deadband settings in CSCF systems are about + 3 rpm (fossil) and

±2 rpm (nuclear) [14]. For the case of/o = 60 Hz and p == 2, these values translate to

��'Z == 0.1 Hz and 0.07 Hz, respectively. Thus, this de-zone problem is not a serious issue.

Since, the excitation control is programmable, the value of �cz can be adjusted on demand.

The only foreseeable limitation to adjusting tins zone is tile finite resolution of the shaft

encoder used to measure the speed of the generator.

3.3.3 The Maximum Number of Samples per Cycle

The maximum number of the equal-spaced samples per cycle, NM ' of the sinusoidal

. patterns used in the signal generation process is a function of tile bit-size (b-bits) of the DACs

used. In this application, quarter-cycles are used as building blocks of tile sinusoidal

waveforms to maximize the value of NM• A quarter of a cycle (rr./2 radians) is the smallest

detailed part of a cycle of a sinusoidal wave from which the full cycle of a sinusoidal wave

could be reconstructed [53] .. If NQ is tile maximum number of samples per quarter cycle,

then, the maximum number of samples per cycle will be four times as much, i.e.

NM == 4NQ• The value of NQ is 2b for b-bits DACs. Thus, the size of the lookup
table in memory (for a complete cycle) per each pattern need to be no longer than

NM = 4(2b) = 2b+2. For b = 12-bits, NM = 16384 samples per cycle. In addition, this

bit size of the DACs determines the quantization noise of the signal generation (sampling)

process. The signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the converter is given by 20LoglO( 2b)
decibels.

On the other hand, at run time, the waveform pattern values have to be loaded into the

dynamic program memory of the computer, RAM (Random Access Memory), which is

accessed by the microcomputer. Some microcomputer hardware architecture may restrict

the size of tile lookup tables, especially if single-chip microcomputers (microprocessors)
are used [52 - 54]. The reason for this is that such microcomputers generally have limited

memory pointers. Thus, tile value ofNM may be limited by the available memory for loading

_j_ l
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the waveform pattern lookup table during run time. However, the RAM problem is not a

serious limitation if personal computers are used. Such microcomputers have much larger

memory pointers. For example, the 8086-, 80286-, 80386- and 80486-MPU-based PCs

have motherboards with expandable RAM. This expansion depends on the addressing

capability of the computer system, e.g. RAM can be expanded to 1.0 Megabytes (1.0 Mb)
for the 8086 -based PCs and up to 4 Gigabytes (4 Gb) for the 80486-based PCs [69].

Since the value of NM is limited to some finite value, there is a problem of sensitivity
in the use of Eqn. (3.8) for synthesizing fda by varying N. Also, there is the problem of

waveform distortion control. In general, the waveform distortion will increasewith increasing
excitation frequency, fda' because fewer pattern samples are used per wave signal at higher

frequencies Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the variation ofN=t: for a DAC-software driver
rate of 500 Hz. From these figures, it is clear that Eqn. (3.8) has a good sensitivity for

synthesizing frequencies fda � 5Hz. Using fCK = 500 Hz and NM = 16384 in a 60 Hz

system, the minimum value offda is � 0.03 Hz. This gives a slip range of ± 0.05 % for the

de-zone. This de-zone can be reduced by reducingfCK• For example, selecting fCK = 50

Hz gives a minimum value offda � 0.003 Hz, which gives a slip range of ± 0.005 % for the

de-zone.

3.3.4 Execution Speed of the Signal Generator (DAC) Software Driver

The DAC software driver, DRIVER A in Fig. 3.1, is a real-time application program.
Real-time means that the time it takes the program to fetch and process the waveform pattern

data, to monitor all external signals, and to drive (write to) the DACs for every clock period

( TCK) must be negligible when compared to the period of the maximum clock frequency,

( fCK )M' the driver can track. Thus, the ultimate sophistication of the DACs driver, i.e.

how many tasks to be performed per clock period, is limited by how long it takes to execute

the program. In fact, this speed of execution of the driver determines the maximum clock

frequency ( fCK)M in the frequency synthesis process (Eqn. (3.7». It is therefore important
that the program be carefully structured and written tominimize execution time. Three

ways can be used to increase tins execution speed.
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Firstly, the execution speed depends on the type of the program compiler and the

computing hardware used. Compilers that can optimize program code for speed, e.g. C,
C+ + compilers, are most suitable for developing the DAC driver. Secondly, the use of

fast hardware computing processors, e.g. Maths Co-processors, can also greatly increase

the speed of the execution of the DAC driver. The third way to increase the execution

speed is to reduce the background computational load in the driver and only perform tasks

directly relevant to the signal generation. This third approach has been extensively used in

. this work by distributing tasks to three computers (three PCs), i.e. the use of a distributed

computing hardware. For example, the variation of the clock ratefCK from.CLOCKA can

be performed by an independent driver, e.g. DRIVER C in Fig. 3.1, implemented in a

separate computer.

3.4 Modified Dynamic Control of the Lookup Table Scanning
Process Based on the Quarter-Cycle Patterns

The procedure described in section 3.2.3 for scanning the pattern lookup table is only

applicable for the case that all N
M samples of complete cycles of the cosine and sine waves

are stored in memory. In the case when only quarter cycles are used, i.e. NQ samples per
wave are stored, a different procedure is required for scanning the lookup tables to achieve

smooth joining of the quadrants at the boundaries and to eliminate discontinuities.

The modified procedure requires quadrant information (be stored in memory or

determined in real time) for reconstructing the full cycles of each wave from the pattern

table of quarter-cycles stored in memory. In this research work, the real-time approach is

used to determine the quadrant information for the scanning process. Two sample indices,
nn and k are used. The index nn is used to point at virtual samples in the range 0 to NM - 1

such that:

nn <---- nn + sign[sJ. J (3.18)
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where nn is incremented or decremented after every clock tick depending on the value of

sign[sJ, and J is the j ump index. If codes Quad = 0,1,2, and 3 are used to denote the I",

2Jl�, 3rd, and the 4th quadrants, Quad can then be determined from the index nn in

real-time from:

Quad = INT( nn INQ) (3.19)

The sample index k = (0, 1, 2, ... NQ - 1) is then used to point at the actual samples stored

in the lookup tables. TIle pseudo code for updating k in terms of nn and Quad is:

k<--- nn - Quad*NQ (3.20)

TIle full waves of each signal can be reconstructed from the quarter-cycle patterns by
. performing simple arithmetic operatio�s on the pattern data before they are converted into

analog values. Denoting (vlln' vqn) as the processed samples corresponding to the pair

(VII [k], Vq [k]) indexed by k, the operations are as shown in Fig. 3.12 .. This figure also shows

the corresponding processed pattern values of the pointer index k (marked by *) for the

case when 12-bit DACs are used in the signal generation process.

The modified scanning process also requires a reset pseudo code when the value of nn

is less than zero or is greater than NM - 1 in order to guarantee continuous waveforms in

real time. The reset pseudo code is:

nn<--- nn - sign[sJ* NM (3.21)

I
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Quad Sample Pointer (k) Data to be Used Range of Index nn

k -E:- nn vdn - Vd [k] [O,NQ-l]0
V = V [k] [0, 4095]*qn q

k� nn-NQ vdn = - V [k] [NQ, 2NQ -1]1
q

k� nn - 4096* v - Vd [k] [4096, 8191]*qn

k� nn -2NQ vdn = - Vd [k] [2NQ, 3NQ - 1] .

2
k� nn - 8192* V = - V [k] [8192, 12287]*qn q

k� nn-3NQ vdn - V [k] [3NQ, 4NQ - 1]
3

q

k� nn - 12288* V - - Vd [k] [12288, 16383]*qn

* for 12-bit DACs

Figure 3.12: Quadrant information and pseudo codes for the pointer scanning
process based on the quarter-cycle pattern.

3.5 Control of the Amplitude of the Excitation Voltages

The voltage regulation (VR) loop must adjust the amplitude of the excitation voltages

Vd and Vq to maintain the terminal voltage of the variable speed DESG constant. This

adjustment of the amplitude of Vd and Vq is .

a task of another clocked process identified as

Driver B in Fig. 3.1. This driver generates a signal, UAM = UAM(t), which may be digital
or analog, proportional to the term Ur(l- qJ(e» in Eqn. (3.4). Then, tins signal is multiplied

by the outputs of Driver A such that Uff = AUAM• The realization of the VR control

scheme in terms of the operations of Driver A and B is as follows:

1. After every clock tick, Driver A fetches from tile pattern lookup table a

predetermined pair of reference data, ( vd[k], vq[k]), processes them to obtain

( Vlin' vqn) according to the pointer scanning process described in Section 3.4.

I ,
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2. Before these values of the reference cosine and sine functions are released for

conversion to analog values or while in the process of being converted to analog

values, the values are processed such that:

UAMn <-- (3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

<--

<--

where UAMn is the amplitude update, en is the processed sample of the terminal voltage error

signal, e(t), corresponding to the nih clock tick, and qJ is a control function. It can be

observed that Eqns. (3.22) to (3.24) describe a negative-amplitude modulation scheme which

uses the errors en derived from the terminal voltage error signal as the modulating signal.
Such a scheme, in real time, can keep the magnitude of the generator terminal voltage

constant. The phrase keep the magnitude of the terminal voltage constant is a

performance objective for the VR scheme. This objective, once specified, e.g. as a steady
state error, can be achieved by the use of a suitable control function, qJ •

The control function qJ is either a compensator or a digital filter. A class of

conventional control functions which can be used include the P, PI, PD, and PID controllers

[70 -74]. However, the use of computer-based control greatly increases the class of control

laws that can be used. For example, it is easy to use nonlinear calculations, to incorporate

logic and to perform substantial calculations (iteratively or otherwise) in the controller.

Further, lookup tables can be used to store data in order to accumulate knowledge about

the properties of the system as it is the case in self-tuning or adaptive controllers [70].
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In general, the design of a suitable digital control function, such as cp , will depend
on several aspects of the control system on which the function is to apply. These aspects

include:

1. Sensors, sensor intetfaces and computational delays - These give rise to

additional dynamics (delays) into the system.

2. Numerics - e.g. the accuracy of the ADCs and DACs used, and the precision
of computation chosen must be considered in the controller design.

3. Actuators - These also introduce extra dynamics and may also introduce

nonlinear dynamics into the system.

4. Operational aspects - e.g. switching fromMANUAL to AUTOMATIC control.

5. . Programming aspects - e.g. code optimization for speed, available computing

power and the timing of the real-time tasks.

6. Knowledge about the system orplant to be controlled - in this case the DESG.

To acquire the necessary knowledge about the system requires system modelling
and identification.

Effects due to these aspects of real-time control should be considered and accounted

for in the controller design. Altogether, these aspects show that the selection of transfer

functions of the blocks of the excitation system (Fig. 2.5) discussed in Chapter 2 is a complex
issue. In fact, the controller design problem requires an independent study of its own and,

thus, is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the proposed VR scheme has a software

based provision for implementing a desirable control function, cp. Figure 2.5 shows the

blocks that form the structure of the VR scheme. This structure has been used to test the

VR scheme. Of course, the proposed structure can be changed or modified as may be deemed

necessary. After all, the structure is software-based and hence flexible.

I
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3.6 Summary

This chapter has described the development of a real-time algorithm for controlling
the excitation of a variable speed dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG) operating as

a VSCF generating system. The algorithm has a frequency synthesis scheme (which is also

a waveform distortion control scheme), frequency and amplitude modulation schemes, and

a phase-sequence control scheme, all designed to run concurrently in real time. The algorithm

employs a dedicated, clocked, DfA conversion process to generate the two-phase excitation

voltages that meet the excitation requirements of a variable speed DESG. The frequency

synthesis and the frequency modulation schemes of the excitation algorithm are used to realize

the frequency regulation (FR) scheme for the DESG. The amplitude modulation scheme is

used to realize the voltage regulation (VR) scheme for the DESG. These two regulation
schemes are designed to control the excitation voltages simultaneously while acting

independently. Such a concurrent control by the FR and the VR schemes will enable the

variable speed DESG to supply electrical power at constant frequency and constant terminal

voltage.

J
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4. EXCITATION SYSTEM SIGNAL
INSTRUMENTATION

4.1 Introduction

The various variables of the dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG) in a variable

speed generating system must be synchronously monitored continuously and simultaneously.

In the frequency regulation (FR) loop, the s_peed of the generator rotor, nr, and the desired

(system) frequency, 10, must bemonitored continuously. From these two measured signals,
the slip frequency, Is, and the slip sign, sign[sJ, could be obtained for feed forward control

from Is = I fo - Ir I and sign[sr] = sign[/o - Ir]· The voltage regulation (VR) loop requires
the terminal voltage error, e(t) , to be available continuously..In t�, the generation of

e(t) (= VREF
- �) in real time requires the measurement of the magnitude of the terminal

voltage of the generator, �, continuously (Fig. 2.3). In addition, it was.decided that the.
excitation system should generate analog signals proportional to nr, sign[sJIs, the frequency
of the generator terminal voltage,/oUT' and the magnitude of the terminal voltage, �. These

analog signals have been identified and found useful for monitoring the performance �f the
excitation system. This chapter describes the instrumentation employed to perform these

measurements in a microcomputer environment.

4.2 Terminal Voltage Transducer and the Voltage Error
Formulation [75]

Figure 4.1 shows the arrangement used to derive the terminal voltage feedback for the

VR loop. The important componentof this arrangement is the RMS-to-DCAD536AJ device.

This device, an RMS-to-DC converter, is a complete monolithic integrated circuit which

performs true rms-to-dc conversion (rms stands for root mean square value) [46]. The

I
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converter will accept both d.c. and a.c. input voltage signals. This device performs an

averaging operation to generate a d.c. voltage signal proportional to the rms-value of the

input voltage signal. In Fig. 4.1, the terminal voltage of the DESG is attenuated by a factor

of 100 before it is fed to the RMS-to-DC converter. Figure 4.2 shows the isolation and

attenuator circuit employed to interface the RMS-to-DC converter to the generator terminals.

From
Terminals
of the •

DESG

,---------------------,

I Isolation Low-Pass RMS-to-DC I
I Amplifier Filter Converter I
I I

_ i 1+ 1001 -I LPF 1 �AD536AJI 1"'6��rter
I I
I I
L �

(a)

From
Terminals

_
...

---�
of the
DESG
(ae input)

(1 + S't'4Vl)( 1 + S't'4v2 )
To AID
convener

( de output)

(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Part of the block diagram of the VR control loop showing the

components that make up the terminal voltage transducer.

(b) Equivalent transfer function of (a).

The rms-to-dc transducer requires an external capacitor to set the averaging time

constant. In addition, a low-pass prefilter (LPF in Fig. 4.1) with a cut-off frequency of
60 Hz is used to limit the effect of noise and unwanted high frequency harmonics

( > 60 Hz) to the rms-to-dc conversion process. Due to the added averaging capacitor and

J
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the LPF block, the arrangement of Fig. 4.1 has unavoidable delays. TIle transfer function

of the prefilter plus the RMS-to-DC converter arrangement has been determined

experimentally to be of the form:

K4v I [(1 + S'l'4vl ) (1 + S'l'4v2)] (4.1)

where K4v = 0.01, �vl = 0.0067 sec. and'l'4v2 = 0.06 sec .. These values depend on the
.

selected components of the isolation stage, the prefilter and the averaging capacitor of the

RMS-to-DC converter.

100kn 1

1Mn 10 xa tot«:
10

100

":>---........+

VOUT TO LPF

r

Figure 4.2: The circuit diagram of the differential amplifier stage used as an

isolation and attenuator unit for metering the terminal voltage of
the DESG. {Specification for the 1 MD. resistors: 5%, lkV,3W}.

,
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The d.c. output from the RMS-to-DC converter is then sampled by an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) into the computer, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. TIle voltage samples from

the ADC are passed (processed) through another low-pass filter of the form:

(4.2)

TIle parameters of tins filter can be varied or adjusted on-line. The gain Ksv is a software

based multiplier which provides a means for adjusting the error formulation, in Fig. 4.3,

such that V
REF

= V. ( e(t) = 0) before closing the VR loop (i.e. engaging the automatic

mode). The value of this gain KSv will vary with the desired V
REF

and the on-line adjustment
of the gain is such that:

VREF / V. . (4.3):

r-----------------------------,

I I
I I

: Gsv(s) :
I I

FROM I V
+

t) I
RMS-TO-DC_I ADC

1
K

t

L.
e I

CONVERTER I ( 1 + S'l"sv ) sv I
I "\ f I
I �� I
I FORMULATOR I
I COMPUTER-BASED I
L �

Figure 4.3: Part of the block diagram of the VR loop showing the details of the
software-based error formulator for deriving the terminal voltage
error signal, e(t). -

__ .

I
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In essence, the programmable gain K5v allows for the VR loop to optimize the scaling of

the generator terminal voltage so that this voltage can be compared with the reference voltage

(software-based) for generating the error signal, e(t). Additional processing of the error

signal by the computer is discussed in Chapter 5.

4.3 Speed and Frequency Measurements

For the proper operation of the proposed excitation system, four frequency signals must

be metered continuously and simultaneously in a synchronized multi-process sampling
scheme. These four signals are the rotor speed, nr (orlr), the reference frequency (or the

system frequency)fo, the slip frequency.j', and the frequency of the terminal voltage of the

DESG, four The slip frequency is calculated fromfo andlr as.t: = I fo -lr I. In the case

that the generator is supplying power to a constant-frequency power system, the DESG will

be synchronized to the system and, thus, foUT = foe In such a case, there will be no need

to monitor lOUT and fo separately. On the other hand, if the DESG is operating in the island

mode (i.e. not synchronized to a constant-frequency power system), theremust be an accurate

means of specifying the desired output frequency foe In a microcomputer environment, this

reference frequency may be either specified as a theoretical number or generated (internally)

using programmable counters.

In the case that the DESG is isolated, the range of fohas been chosen to be between

40 Hz and 70 Hz. Once fo is chosen, it remains fixed unti� changed manually (on-line). In

the second case, when the DESG is connected to a grid, the reference frequency will always

have a known nominal value, e.g. 50 Hz or 60 Hz. For both cases, the deviation of to
from the specified value should be negligible. These deviations of to should be measured

continuously in real time.

Also, it has been established that data acquisition rates between 20 Hz and 35 Hz

are sufficient to track the dynamics of the DESG. These dynamics have been investigated
and found to be not faster than 2 Hz. Thus, such low sample rates can be derived from the

_j I
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reference frequency fu by dividing it by two. A shaft encoder, mounted on the rotor of the

DESG, is used as a speed transducer. TIle outputof the shaft encoder provides asynchronous
electric pulses whose frequency is proportional to the rotational speed nr' (and hence Ir ).
TIle speed signal is obtained by computer processing of these encoder pulses. With these

pulses available, the problem of speed measurement also becomes a frequency measurement

problem.

4.3.1 Selection of the Method of Frequency and Speed Evaluation

The following requirements were considered in the selection of the method for metering

the frequencies fa, folIT' Is, and the speed nr•

(1) Both the frequency and the speed evaluation schemes should be implementable
and programmable in a microcomputer-based multi-process environment.

(2) Both the frequency and the speed metering (or sampling) operations should be

amenable to being synchronized to othermetering operationswithin the excitation

system.

(3) Since the excitation system is a real-time multi-process system, the speed and

frequency evaluation schemes used should be real-time processes and must not

be computational intensive. TIle range of the response time of the frequency
and speed metering schemes should be less than 60 ms so that they can work

with the low sample rates between 20 Hz and 35 Hz.

(4) The frequency metering schemes should be able to measure accurately

frequencies at least between 30 Hz and 80 Hz. This range covers the range of

the output frequency, IOlIT' particularly when the FR scheme is operating in

the MANUAL mode.

(5) The digital speed metering scheme should be able to measure accurately speeds

within + 30 % deviation from the specified nominal operating speed, no' of the

,
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DESG. For a 60-Hz, 4-pole DESG, the corresponding speed rangewill be

1260 .::;; n, , 2340 rpm, where the nominal speed no is equal to 1800 rpm.

However, the actual operating speed range may be limited to either the

subsynchronous range (n, < no) or the supersynchronous range (nr > no)'

Different methods for designing speed and frequency measurement systems were

considered for implementation in the excitation system. The first group of these methods

consists of those schemes that use data acquired from waveform sampling [77 - 80]. These

methods use high sample rates of up to 10 kHz and require relatively extensive processing
to obtain the frequency updates. Thus, such schemes are not appropriate for implementation
in the excitation system. The other group of methods considered are those that are counter

based (i.e. based on processes that count pulses) [81..; 88]. These methods differ mainly in

the approach for timing the measurement processes and in the method of speed or frequency
evaluation. Of these methods, the constant elapsed time (eEl') method for designing digital
tachometers [81, 84, 86] has been studied and found capable of meeting the above five

requirements of the excitation system. In general, this CET method requires a short

measurement time which varies little throughout the speed range. In addition, the cm

method provides an optimal compromise between resolution and "measurement time (response

time) [84]. With this CET method, it is possible to measure both speed and frequency

simultaneously.

4.3.2 Programmable Constant Elapsed Time Method

The constant elapsed time (CEl') method involves the counting of shaft encoder pulses"
and a time measurement simultaneously and continuously. The encoder pulses are counted

for a specified time interval, M = Tm, to obtain an incremental rotational angle, dlfJ = lfJm•
The time Tm gives the period of the measurement cycle and t: = lITm gives the sample
rate. In a separate counting process, the time interval Ll t = Tm is measured by counting

cycles of a high frequency clock, Ie' over this period of time. An update of the rotational

speed, nr' is then calculated from the quotient [81, 84]:
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(4.4)

The em method is made programmable by providing a software-based way to specify
both Tm, which is the cm, and the frequencyfe for the time measurement. Such a provision
makes the CET independent of the speed to be measured. If an integer Cp is the count of

the encoder pulses accumulated in time Tm and Ct is the count representing Tm, then, the
rotational speed nr in rev/sec. can be calculated from Eqn. (4.4) as:

(4.5)

where p. is the number of encoder pulses per revolution of the shaft. It can be reasoned out

from Eqn. (4.4) that the relative error of the speed measurement scheme is determined by

the error in the measurement of the increment of the rotational angle tPm' the error in

measuring Tm, and the calculation error. These errors are denoted as el/lm' en' and eea'

respectively.

The calculation error, eea' depends on the computing platform used to evaluate.

Eqn. (4.4) expressed as in Eqn. (4.5). Microcomputer platforms are so advanced that they
can offer up to 64-bit floating point arithmetic. Thus, the calculation error, eea' can be

considered negligible.

The maximum relative error en for the Tm, based on one missing count (L\� == 1), is

given by 1 fm Ife I. This error can be specified and fixed by specifying appropriate values

oft; and/e. For example, iffm = 60 Hz, andfe = 2.5 MHz, then, eo = 0.0024 %.

The maximum relative error in tPm' i.e. eljlm' is a sum of the error due to the non

equispaced encoder pulses, denoted as e ,and the error in accumulating the count C of the
� p

encoder pulses, deno,ted as eep' The value of e� is usually specified by the encoder

r
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manufacturer and is small of the order of 0.01 %. The value of CCp (based on L1Cp = 1)

increases with the decrease in speed according to:

(4.6)

As a result, the measurement of lflm becomes less accurate at low speeds. The accuracy can

be improved by using a high resolution encoder, i.e. a high value of 1-', and/or a longer
CET period ( Tm). This error cCP can be eliminated by using a fixed integer value of Cpo
This requires a continuous adjustment of theCll (Tm) such that Cp is always constant. This

is the case when an integer number of encoder pulses is used to specify the CET

. asynchronously [81, 84]. However, such a control gives a variable sample rate and, thus,

this control is not easy to synchronize with other sampling operations. For speeds in the
.

range 1260 � nr � 2340 rpm, sample rates (l/Tm) in the range between 25 Hz and

35 Hz, and J.l = 360ppr, the error cCpwill vary from a minimum of 0.14% (at 2340 rpm,

sample rate of 25 Hz) to 0.46% (at 1260 rpm, sample rate of 35 Hz). Correspondingly,

cl/Im =. CCp+: cep will be less than 0.5 %. �s accuracy of the speed m�surement scheme
usirig a fixed value ofCll (Tm) was considered adequate. The accuracy can be improved
by using a shaft encoder with higher resolution.

4.3.3 Speed Metering Counter Scheme

Figure 4.4 shows the configuration of the computer-based tachometer which utilizes

programmable multi-counter timers. All the signals shown in this figure are digital signals,
i.e. a HIGH signal level gives a LOGIC = 1 level and a LOW signal gives a LOGIC = 0

level. In this figure, counters #1 and #3 are used to count the encoder pulses and counters

#2 and #4 are used to count the cycles of the high frequency, Ic. The gate signal Q controls

the counting processes in counters #1 and #2. The gate signal QC (compliment ofQ) controls

the counting processes in counters #3 and #4. These two gate signals, Q and QC, are also

I ,
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Figure 4.4: The block diagram of the counter scheme for implementing the

programmable CET technique for computer-based frequency and

speed metering.
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fed to the computer as digital inputs IPI and IP2. A HIGH (LOGIC = 1) digital input IPt

indicates that the counting processes in counters #1 and #2 are still in progress. A LOW

(LOGIC = 0) input !PI indicates that these two counters are ready to be latched for reading.
The timing of the counting processes in the counters is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. A similar set

of events takes place to counters #3 and #4 when the digital input IP2 is HIGH and when it

becomes LOW.

On detecting a LOW level of Q, counter #1 will register a count Cpp and counter #2

will register a count CtP• These two readings are updates that correspond to the positive

.half cycle of Q. The corresponding update of the rotational speed nrp is obtained from

Eqn. (4.5) as:

(4.7)

�imilarly, on detecting a LOW level of Q�, there will be counts CpN and CtN registered by

counters #3 arid #4, respectively. These two readings correspond to the negative half cycle
.

.

.

of Q (which corresponds to the positive half cycle of QC). The update of the rotational

speed after the negative half period is thus:

(4.8)

The updates nrp and nrN are two consecutive updates within' a cycle of the signal Q

(frequency = fm/2 orfcl2). Therefore, the arrangement of the counters #1 through #4 provide
continuous updates of the rotational speed at a sample rate equal to1mor fa. Using only nrp
or nrN as a speed update will give a sample rate equal to fm/2 orfJ2.

I
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Counters #5 and #6 of Fig. 4.4 are for synthesizing the sample ratet; from another

reference (Master) frequency fM�' The synthesis oft; is accomplished by loading into

counters #5 and #6 appropriate dividers DIm and D2m, respectively, such that:

DIm - INT(fMST�)

D2m - INT(� Ifm)

(4.9)

(4.10)

where IN!' denotes an integerization operation by truncation. Counter #7 is used to synthesize

the frequency fe• TIns is accomplished by loading into this counter an appropriate integer

divider, De' such that:

(4.11)

The multiplexer circuit, identified asMUX in Fig. 4.4, allows for the use of eithert;
or the power system line frequency 10 as reference frequencies, These two can be chosen

.. ,

by using the digital output signals OP1 and OP2. TIns switching arrangement provides not

only programmable CET but also a way to measure 10.

In Fig. 4.4, the counts CtPand CtN are proportional to the time periods corresponding
to the positive and negative half-cycles of the signal Q, whose frequency isfm/2 (orfo/2).
These measurements give two consecutive updates of the full period corresponding to the

frequency fm (or10). That is:

folP - fe letP

fmN - fe/CtN

(4.12)

(4.13)

_j_ \_
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Equations (4.12) and (4.13) describe the measurement of the frequency by first

measuring the period of a signal and then taking the reciprocal of the period to obtain the

frequency [85]. The maximum relative error in this measurement can be shown to be

IL\InJfn.1 = 1/� =J�/fe' For/e = 2.5 MHz, this maximum error is equal to 0.0024% for

tracking a steady 60 Hz, and the error is equal to 0.002 % for tracking a steady 50 Hz. A

worst case deviation of ± 2 Hz from the 60 Hz or 50 Hz nominal values will cause the

respective maximum errors to change by ± 0.00008%. Thus, the method is sufficiently
accurate for the excitation control. This frequency measurement method is also used to

measure/OlIT in another (separate) two counter setup such as counters #2 and #4.

4.4 Digital-to-Analog Signal Instrumentation

TI1e excitation control scheme uses several digital-to-analog (0/A) conversion processes,
which employ 12-bit, bipolar and inverting, multiplying digital-to-analog converters (DAC's)
to generate the required analog signals. These devices provide an interface between the

digital words (binary codes) of the PCs and the continuous analog world within the excitation

system. Under software control, each DAC takes the assigned digital words as inputs and

generates a stepped output voltage. Figure 4-6(a) shows the block diagram ofa single-channel
of the DACs used interfaced to a computer data-bus via an output (Latch) register. The

corresponding 12-bit data format of the DAC channel is shown in Fig. 4.6(b).

The waveform of the output voltage, u(t), of the DAC of Fig. 4.6 can be controlled

by the pattern of the digital words applied to the output register, the rate of application of

the digital words and the DAC reference supply UREF= UREF(t), which can be an output of.

another DAC [59 - 62]. Essentially, the DAC performs a programmable hardware

multiplication as it combines each digital word with the reference signal to generate an output.
This provides a fast way to accomplish the multiplication arithmetic as compared to the

relatively slower softwaremultiplication. The bipolar output u(t) of the DAC of Fig. 4.6

can be described as:

_L �_
'---
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u( t) -
- UREF (1 -211) (4.14)

where 11 = LS. 2-i, where i = 1, 2, ... , 12. The value of each bit s. can be either 0 or 1.
1 I

The value of 11 is minimum and equal to zero when all bits are at logic zero (Si = 0), and

the maximum value is approximately unity when all the bits S; are set to 1. For each value

of 11, the bit sequence S, (i = 1, 2, .... , 12), corresponds to an integer, D. For 11 = 0, D

is equal to zero and, for 11 = 1, D is equal to 4095 ( or 2b - 1, where b is the number ofbits

Power Supply
V -

s

DATA
BUS

DIA
OUTPUT
REGISTER

•

•
•

(a) + UREF -

. Reference Voltage

HIGH BYTE
A

LOW BYTE

(b)

'-

j..-- 12-b//s or Data

FIgure 4.6: (a) A block diagram of a DAC interfaced to a digital computer via
an output register. (b) The data format of the 12-bit DACs used
in the excitation system.

\
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in the data format of the DAC). Since 11 cannot be negative, the variation of this factor

suggests that the pattern data should be binary offset. In the case of a 12- bit data format,

the offset value is 2b-l = 2048.

Under software control, the digital values of any variable W (within the computer) can

be mapped to the DAC analog values so as to optimize the sensitivity of the analog signal,

u(t). In the case where the measurement range for w is -wM < W < wM' the mapping of

such W bipolar values into 12-bit digital numbers, Dw' can be defined by:

(4.15)

(4.16)

where wM is the maximum value of w, and f3w is the sensitivity of the DAC output

voltage signal in volts per unit of the variable w. Equation (4.15) is suitable for metering

bipolar signals such as bipolar voltages, slip, and frequency deviations from a reference

value.. Sometimes, a variable such as the rotor speed nr and the output frequency10m: may
not be assigned a negative value. These are unipolar variables. A typical measurement

range of such variables would be 0 � W < wM• In this case, Eqn. (4.15) can be modified

for sensitivity optimization to:

Dw = INT{2048(2 - wlwM)} (4.17)

On-line programmability of f3 w
can be accomplished by having a lookup table Lw[x]

containing different values of wM indexed by an integer x. This integerx can be chosen and

entered from the keyboard of the computer dynamically such that:

,
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f3w = UREF I c; [x]

Dw = INT{2048*(1 - wIL1Jx])}; if -wM < W < wM

or Dw = INT{2048*(2 - wILJX])}; if 0 � W < wM

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

4.5 Digital Filtering for Data Smoothing

Preliminary studies on the excitation problem [ 60, 61] have shown that the performance
of the variable-speed DESG is characterized by slow dynamics, much less than 2 Hz. Such

slow dynamics allow the use of low sampling rates (20 Hz - 35 Hz) in the excitation system.

However, the use of a computerized excitation system near high current machines, such as

the DESG, makes high-frequency noise (> 60 Hz) due to electromagnetic interference

unavoidable [92]. Even if anti-aliasing analog-low-pass preftltering is applied on all signals
before digitizing them, still someof the high frequency noise will contaminate the acquired
data. Smoothing of this data is therefore necessary.

The Least Squares (LS) digital filters have been found to be, suitable for smoothing the

acquired data within the excitation: system modules. These LS filters have a linear phase,
.

cause no distortion to passband signals, and introduce minimum error in the filtering process.

As a result of these properties, the LS, non-recursive, smoothing filters can discriminate

against the rapid fluctuations in the data while preserving the slowly changing dynamics

[93]. This feature of the low-pass filters is illustrated by their frequency response,

H({J =fIlm)' shown in Fig. 4.7 (for LS quadratic filters with data window sizes of

W = 5 and 9 points).

Real-time filtering in the excitation system uses a filter block consisting of five LS

quadratic filters of data windows W = 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 points. Each of these filters can

be chosen and engaged dynamically. The structure of these' five filters and the software

procedure used to implement them as causal filters are detailed in Appendix B.
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4.6 Summary

In this chapter, the signal instrumentation schemes employed in the excitation system

are presented. The RMS-to-DC converter (AD536AJ ) is used as a terminal voltage
transducer. A software-based error-formulator is used for deriving the terminal voltage error

signal, e(t). Also, the frequency and speed metering scheme used in the excitation system

is presented. The programmable CET method is investigated for implementation on a

microcomputer platform. It is shown that this CRT method can be synchronized to other

sampling operations when the sample rate (i.e the CRT) is fixed. Furthermore, 12-bit,

bipolar and inverting, multiplying DACs are investigated for generating the required analog

signals within the excitation system. Finally, Least Squares quadratic filters are discussed

as suitable for smoothing the data acquired within the excitation system modules.

r



5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REAL-TIME
TWO-PHASE EXCITATION SYSTEM

S.1 Introduction

A prototype of the computer-based two-phase excitation system for the variable-speed
dual-excited synchronous generator, based on the excitation algorithm described in

Chapter 3, has been implemented. The excitation system is implemented on a real-time

distributed computing hardware consisting of three personal computers (PCs). Such a

hardware gives sufficient flexibility to implement the excitation algorithm. Also, the PCs

give enough resources and computation power for implementing the required measurement

and signal processing schemes. This prototype excitation system has a frequency regulation

(FR) scheme and a voltage regulation (VR) scheme. These two regulation schemes are

designed to control the excitation voltages simultaneously, but always acting independently.
This chapter describes the hardware of the excitation system prototype, the components of

the excitation system software and the operation of the excitation system. Also, the details

of the intermodular interactions among the modules of the excitation system software are

presented. The FR and the VR control schemes are realized through such interprocess
interactions.

5.2 Hardware Description

Figure 5.1 shows the block diagram of the prototype of the computer-based two-phase
excitation system. In this figure, PC1, PC2, and PC3 are 8086 AT&T/10 MHz

microcomputers with bus speeds of 5 MHz. These three microcomputers are programmed
as dedicated modules for amplitude control, signal generation, and frequency control,

respectively.

84
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Figure 5.1: A block diagram of the prototype of the computer-based two-phase
excitation system supplying a DESG.
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Each PC has a computer-interfaced two-channel, 12-bit, multiplying digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). In Fig. 5.1, the channels are identified as DAC.d and DACx2' where x is
the PC number, i.e. x = 1,2 or3. The voltage outputs oftheseDACs can best be described

by using Eqn. (4.14), i.e. in terms of the factors 1Jx1 and 1Jx2, and the reference supply, UREF,
of these DACs. TIle PCs have a set of electronic programmable real-time timers built around

the 8254 timer chip [94]. These timers are used for frequency synthesis and frequency or

pulse-width measurements as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. In addition, each PC has an

8-channel analog-to-digital converter (ADC) (DAS-8 cards) for data acquisition. Most

important in the excitation control is the ADC of PC1 and, thus, is the only one shown in

Fig. 5.1. The microcomputer PC1 uses this ADC to measure the output terminal voltage
of the generator via the voltage transducer block. The amplifiers BOPA1 and BOPA2

(KEPCO - BOP15V-20A (M» are used to amplify the control signals Vd and vq• The dual

excited synchronous generator is identified as DESG. A shaft encoder capable ofproducing
360 ppr is used to monitor the speed of the rotor. The generator is driven by a d.c. motor

which is labelled as the prime mover.

Furthermore, Fig. 5.1 shows a bidirectional, programmable, 24-bit parallel data line

connecting PC2 and PC3 .. This data line is configured using' two PIO-12 plug-in cards,

one on each of these two PCs. The 8255 programmable peripheral interface chip [94] on

each of the PIO-12 cards controls the 24 bits of the digital 1/0 data line. These 24 bits are

accessible via three 8-bit ports identified as ports A, B, and C in Fig. 5.2. In this figure,
these ports on the PIO-12 cards are hardwired in pairs, i.e. A-A, B-B, and C-C. For each

pair ofports, eight bits as parallel data can be transmitted between PC2 and PC3 along the

eight lines conriecting the two ports, simultaneously.

The functional configuration of the 24-bit data line is software-controlled partly from

PC2 and partly from PC3. In fact, the data line can be configured to operate in either a

unidirectional or bidirectional mode. The choice between the two modes is accomplished
under software control. The microcomputer PC2 receives coded data containing the status

of PC3, phase sequence and the value of the jump index, J, from PC3 via this data line.

The value ofJ is used in PC2 to select a pattern of data that defines one cycle of each sinusoidal

-�---��-�- L
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(DEVICE CHECK) 4 lines

(CONTROL MODE) 4 lines

(DATA) Blines

8 lines(DATA)

PIO-12 card in PC3

Figure S.2: Hardware connection between the ports of the PIQ-12 cards for

realizing the 24-bit data line between PC2 and PC3.

wave (sine and cosine), i.e. the number of samples per cycle, N. The selected 'patterns

are then used to generate the excitation voltage signals using DAC21 and DAC22• The sample
rate of application of the pattern data to these DACs is controlled by a square wave (PM)

signal from PC3 which is fed through a digital I/O port in PC2. This PM signal is generated

using programmable counters in PC3. The frequency of this PM signal can be adjusted

automatically according to Eqn. (3.7) when the clock rate fCK is used to varyfda' Also, the

frequency of this signal can be manually set to be constant whenfda is varied by using N

(Eqn. (3.8». Another square wave signal generated in PC1, which has a frequency of

r: =1012, is used to synchronize the sampling operations in PCI and PC3.

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) have two parts, i.e.' UAMn = Uf{l - (/J(en» and

Acos( 2JCfdanTcK) or Asin( 2JCfdanTCK)' The amplitude of the excitation voltage signals is
done by adjusting the first part, UAMn = Uf{l - qJ(en». The frequency of the signals is

,
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controlled by adjusting the frequency of the second part of each of the equations. These

two parts should be multiplied in real time on a continuous basis to generate variable

amplitude variable-frequency rvAVF) excitation voltages, Vd and vq• This multiplication
can be accomplished fast by using numeric coprocessors or multiplying DACs. However,

the sampling processes in PC1 and PC3 are mainly data acquisition processes which are

driven at the constant sample rate !sa. On the other hand, the sampling process in PC2 is

driven at a variable sample rate,/CK' which is controlled by the PM-signal from PC3. For

this reason, the multiplication of the two factors in Eqns. (3.1) and (3.2) may not be done

in one PC and, thus, only the use ofmultiplying DACs is feasible. In Fig. 5.1, the hardware

multiplication is implemented by having the reference supply, UREF, of DAC21 and DAC22
in PC2 controlled by the output of ?AC12 of PC 1, UAM. This reference supply is controlled

such that U
AM

= -UREF (Eqn. (4.14».

5.3 Software Description

The excitation system software consists of three real-time application programs namely,
AMMODULE in PC1, SIGGEN in PC2, and FMMODULE in PC3 .. These three programs

are time critical modules. Each of them must perform a set of activities and produce responses
at times dictated by external real-time event triggers. These event triggers specify time

windows during which the programs sample designated sensors, compute the required control

responses and output the processed values to output devices for control or signal visualization

purposes, or to mass storage devices for off-line processing. These features qualify the

excitation system for use as a personal instrument [56, 95]. The novelty of the excitation

system is based on the structure of these three program modules. The structure allows the

programs to run continuously in real time. In addition, the structure permits the control

variables and parameters of the excitation system to be adjusted on-line either manually or

automatically.

Data can be acquired by means of ADCs, programmable timers, peripheral interface

parallel 110, and also can be keyed into the PCs via the keyboards of the PCs. These programs

output processed data to the outside world as binary data via parallel 110 interfaces, as
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alphanumeric text to the computer monitors, as analog signals for control or strip chart

recording via DACs, and as floating point or integer data to mass storage devices of the

computers. Appendix C presents some guidelines for programming the plug-in cards of

the excitation system. Details of each of the three programs are presented in the following
sections. The excitation control is achieved through the intermodular interactions of these

three programs as illustrated in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.

The three programs of the excitation system software are designed to run continuously
with a "do while the user requestfrom the keyboard, if there is any, is not to wind-up and

quit" structure. Tins structure is illustrated by the flow chart of Fig. 5.5. In this structure,

all assigned tasks of a module are grouped into blocks of code. Then, these blocks of code

are organized into a main loop so that, on event trigger, each block is executed once per

pass through the loop.

Each module has a KeyPress Event/KeyboardHit Event trigger. This trigger causes

the module to respond dynamically to the user requests entered via the keyboard of the

respective microcomputer .. In addition to the KeyPress Event trigger, the program
AMMODULE has two more eventtriggers and the programs FMMODULE and SIQGEN

.

'. .

.

each have one more event trigger. In this application, these event triggers are digital signals
'which are scanned by the excitation system software continuously. The program

AMMODULE has a Measure-Frequency-Flag (MFF) and an Event-Trigger-Flag (ETF).

TIle MFF trigger initiates the measurement of the frequency of the terminal voltage, JoUT•
The ETF is a general trigger that controls all the other activities of the program

AMMODULE. This EfF trigger also controls the activities of the program FMMODULE

in synchronism with the activities of the program AMMODULE. When theEfF goesmGH

(Logic = 1), a sampling event occurs in both PCl and PC3. A LOW EfF (Logic = 0)

indicates a waiting state. During this state, the two programs are structured to perform

background tasks, e.g. responding to the requests from the keyboards of these pes. The

operations of AMMODULE and FMMODULE programs are synchronized to run at a rate

t; = to /2. The activities of the program SIGGEN are triggered by an FM�Flag which is

controlled by the FM signal at the rateJCK•

,
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5.3.1 The Amplitude Modulation Module (AMMODULE)

The program AMMODULE in PCl is structured to measure both the magnitude, �,
and the frequency, fouT' of the terminal voltage. It also produces an analog signal

proportional to the measured output frequency using DAC11 (Fig 5.1) by controlling the

factor 1111 of this DAC (Eqn. (4.14». The integer data that controls 1111 is generated in real

time for everyMFF cycle according to:

D
OUT

- INT{2048 (2 - foUT /foUTM )}; 0:::; foUT < fOUTM (5.1)
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where j�1ITM indicates the range value of JoUT' This program, AMMODULE, is a control

module for setting parameters of the software-based blocks of the VR loop (Fig. 5.3). The

flow chart of the program AMMODULE is shown in Fig. 5.6. The details of the flow

chart are presented in Appendix D. The VR control is achieved by controlling the factor

1112 of DAC12 (PC1) using the terminal voltage error signal e(t) such that:

UREF = - Uo (1 - qJ(e(t») = -Uo (1 - 21112) = -U
AM (5.2)

where Uo is fixed at -10Vand qJ is the programmable control function which is a function

of the voltage error signal, e(t). Consequently, the outputs of DAC21 and DAC22 in terms

of their factors 1121 and 1122, respectively, become:

= u, (1 - 21112 )(1 - 21121) = UAM(1 - 21121 )

Uo (1 - 21112 )(1 - 21122) = UAM(1 - 2%2)

(5.3)

(5.4)=

There are many control functions that could be used to implement the function qJ(e).
The most popular are the proportional (P), integral (I) and the derivative (0) control functions.

In the literature, the terril control function is also referred to as control law , control mode

or control algorithm [70, 96 - 98]. A PID control law is a parallel combination of the

proportional, the integral, and the derivative control modes. Figure 5.7 shows a structure

of the PID control law . This PID control law is usually used where complete knowledge
of the controlled plant is lacking [96] as it is the casewith the excitation system controlling
the DESG.

The use of the PID control law in the excitation system requires the tuning of the three

parameters Kp, �, and KD of the controller algorithm to the DESG. For testing the voltage

regulation (VR) loop of the excitation system, the PID control law with an open structure
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Figure 5.7: The structure of the proportional plus integral plus derivative (PID)
control law as employed in the excitation system.

has been implemented in the program AMMODULE. The implementation is such that one

or more of the individual control modes (P, I, or D) can be engaged or disengaged

dynamically, if necessary. In Fig. 5.7, a smoothing low-pass filter (LPF) is used to reduce

the differentiation noise in the derivative control. In the program AMMODULE, the

parameters of the PID control law and those of the smoothing filter can be adjusted on-line.

The details of the implementation of the PID control law for the VR scheme are presented
in Appendix E.

5.3.2 Frequency Modulation Module (FMMODULE)

The microcomputer PC3 executes FMMODULE to measure/o, nr, and to calculate

the slip frequency, fa and sign[sJ. In addition, it produces analog signals nr(t) and

sign[sJfs(t) proportional to the rotor speed and the slip frequency via DAC31 and DAC32,
respectively. The voltage outputs of these two DACs are programmable in terms of their

factors Thl and '%2' respectively. These factors 1131 and 1132 are generated in real time for

every ETF cycle according to the following mappings:
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Dnr == (5.5)

(5.6)

where nrM and f:M are the range values for nr and�, respectively.

The program FMMODULE is a control module for performing functions that tune

the FR control loop. TIle flow chart of the program FMMODULE is shown in Fig. 5.8.

The details of the flow chart are given in Appendix D. After processing the acquired data

for each EfF cycle, the program FMMODULE first determines the appropriate value of

N. Then, it updates the frequency of the FM signal, fCK.' if necessary. It also updates the

jump index J from the calculated value of N. This jump index J is required in PC2 for

dynamic control of the pointer that scans the pattern lookup table. There are two options
for determining the value of the jump index J. In the first option, J is accessed from a lookup

table, JMp[x] (Fig. 5.8). This option corresponds to the case that Eqn. (3.7) is used as

the slip-frequency control function. In the second option, the value of J is determined in

real time as J = INT(NM/N), where NM is the maximum number of samples per cycle in the

pattern lookup table. This case applies when Eqn. (3.8) is used as the slip-frequency control

fu�ction. After this, the values of sign [sr], and J are conveniently packaged and then

transmitted to PC2 via the 24-bit data line. This process is repeated for every ETF cycle.

5.3.3 The Signal Generator Module (SIGGEN)

Figure 5.9 shows the flow chart of the program SIGGEN and its details are given in

Appendix D. TIle operation of this program is such that the factors 1121 and 1122 (of DAC21
and DAC22 in Fig. 5.1) are controlled to follow the cosine and sine waveform patterns

described by Eqns. (3.1) and (3.2). These pattern data are generated during the initialization

stage of the signal generation program, SIGGEN, according to the scheme described in

section 3.2.3 and 3.4. The pairs of the pattern data are processed and stored as reference
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integer numbers, Dco(k) and Ds1(k), ready for digital-to-analog conversion according to:

INT{2048 - 409.6*A*cos(2nk INM)}

INT{2048 - 409.6*A*sin(2nk INM)}

(5.7)

(5.8)

for k = 0, 1,2,00', NQ - 1, where NQ = 4096. These pattern data are calculated based on

UREF = -5V, which has been selected to give signals with the specified amplitudeA. This

p�eter, A, is used to control the range of the factors 1121 and 1122 ofDAC21 and DAC22,
respectively. For example, ifA = 1.0 Vthen 0.4 � 112x:;;: 0.6, and for A = 2.0 V, the

range becomes 0.3 � 112x� 0.7, where x = 1 or 2. This control is very useful for

limiting and optimizing the outputs of the amplifiers BOPAI and BOPA2. The gain factor

of the limiter block (Figs. 2.5 and 5.3) G2V<s) = �v is given by:'

(5.9)

where 112xM is the maximum value of 112x for a chosen value of A. Thus, ifA = 1.0 V,

�v = 0.2, and forA = 2.0 V, �v = 0.4. These values of�v correspond to limited ranges

of +2V and +4V of input voltages to the amplifiers, respectively. The output from

DAC12, i.e. UAM = -UREF, has a range of + lOY.

For every cycle of the FM-Flag, the program SIGGEN in PC2 will scan the PIO-12

ports A, B, and C for new data. The program has a set of procedures for decoding the data

received from PC3 via the 24-bit data line. The device check data received from port C

allows the program SIGGEN to recognize whether or not PC3 is talking [96] to PC2. Also,
the same device status data will inform PC2 to select the appropriate procedure for decoding
the data sent from PC3 to obtain the jump index J and the slip sign, sign[sJ. The program

SIGGEN utilizes these values ofJ and sign[sJ from PC3 to control the pointer that scans
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the pattern lookup table. Details of programming the 24-bit data line to realize the talk -

listen [96] link between PC3 and PC2 are discussed in Appendix C.

The FM signal, fed to PC2 as a digital input FM-Flag (Fig. 5.9) is scanned continuously

by SiGGEN. The frequency of this FM signal, fCK' controls the speed of execution of

SIGGEN. Execution speeds of the other two programs, AMMODULE and FMlvlODULE,

are controlled such that the program SIGGEN runs at least twice as fast. In this way, data

from PC3 is received by PC2 on time without introducing delays in the FR and the VR

control loops.

5.4 Operation of the Excitation System

The three real-time application programs of the excitation system software, i.e.

AMMODULE, FMMODULE, and SIGGEN, are designed to run continuously and

independently in separate PCs. All three programs can run under MANUAL or

AUTOMATIC modes of control, and these modes can be engaged dynamically. The

programs are equipped with user interfaces that are based on the command line. approach
[99]. The user interfaces are protocols consisting of single alphanumeric characters. These

protocols use keyboard key codes as on-line software potentiometers, switches and tokens

for choosing and adjusting the values of the different parameters and variables in

the excitation system. These command line user interfaces are fast and flexible. Details of

the command protocols of the three programs of the excitation system are presented in

Reference 100.

Under the MANUAL control mode, the programs will perform hardware initialization,
and will set the default control parameters and variables. These variables are set via the

keyboards of the respective PCs. The MANUAL mode is also useful for setting the desired

operating conditions for the excitation system, i.e. specifying the reference voltage, VREF'
.

the reference frequency, 10, and the sampling rate for the data acquisition processes in PC 1

and PC3. The AUTOMATIC control mode refers to the operation ofall the three programs
when the control variables in the modules are adjusted automatically.
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The program SIGGEN is critical to the operation of both the FR and the VR control

schemes. It is this program that performs the signal generation. Without the FM control

signal, the data packages containing J and sign[sJ from PC3, and without the amplitude
control from PCI, the program SIGGEN will generate constant-amplitude, constant

frequency, excitation voltages (Vq and vd) out of DAC21 and DAC22• The amplitudes of

the signals will depend on the factor A in Eqns. (5. 7) and (5.8), and the default value of

UAM = UREF from PCI. TIle frequency of the output signals will depend on the default

values of the jump index J, the slip sign sign[sJ, and the speed (fCK) at which the program

SIGGEN will be running in PC2.

5.5 Summary

This chapter has described a prototype of the computer-based two-phase excitation

. system for a variable speed dual-excited synchronous generator. The excitation system is

implemented on a distributed computing hardware consisting of three personal computers

(PCs). The signal and data interfaces in this hardware are realized by the use of specialized

plug-in. cards (peripherals). TIle software of the excitation system has three real-time

application programs dedicated for amplitudemodulation (AMMODULE), signal generation

(SIGGEN), and for frequency modulation control (FMMODULE). These three programs
are dedicated to the three PCs such that each of the PCs executes one of these programs.

TIle frequency regulation (FR) and the voltage regulation (VR) schemes of the excitation

system are realized from the intermodular interactions of the three programs. The programs

can operate either under MANUAL or AUTOMATIC control modes and these two control

modes can be engaged dynamically.

,



6. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Introduction

The implemented excitation system has been tested on a 3-phase, 3000-VA, 208-V,

60-Hz, 1800-lpm, star-connected dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG). The power

amplifiers BOPA1 and BOPA2 (Fig. 5.1) are rated for 300 VA each. Several signals were

used to monitor the performance of the excitation system and the generator response to

different tests. These signals are nr' sign[sJI:, UREF = -UAM' vd' vq' ifd, irq' foUT' and �,
Fig. 5.1 In this chapter, the experiments conducted on the excitation system and the

experimental results obtained are presented and discussed.

The experiments conducted fall into two categories. The first category is a set of

experiments for the validation of the two-phase signal generation scheme of the excitation

system as implemented on the distributed microcomputer setup. The second category

consists of experiments on the real time performance of the excitation system while supplying
excitation currents to the variable-speed DESG.

6.2 Performance of the Computer-Based Signal
Generation Scheme

One of the objectives of the experiments in this group was to test the ability of the

signal generation scheme of the excitation system to track and respond to the slip signal,

sr = sP), and the terminal voltage error signal, e = e(t), in real time. The other objective
was to obtain results for comparing thepoint-based data processing approach with the buffer

based data processing approach used in the feasibility study of the excitation problem

102
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[57, 58]. There are six experiments in tins group. These experiments were designed to

study the response of the signal generation scheme to the following commands:

1. Step changes in tile clock rate fCK (i.e. tile frequency of tile FM signal in

Fig. 5.1) for constant number of samples per cycle, N.

2. Step changes in the number of samples per cycle, N, at constant clock frequency.

3. Changes in the slip sign, sign[sJ.

4. Frequency modulation at constant amplitude.

5. Amplitude modulation at constant frequency.

6. Frequency modulation and amplitude modulation, both acting simultaneously.

For these experiments, two signal generators were used to supply the slip signal sr(t)
and the voltage error signal e(t) as test signals. The signal e(t) was sampled by using the

analog-to-digital con�erter (AJ)C) of PC1 in Fig, ?1. TIle sig� sr(t) was sampled by using
the ADC of PC3. Both test signals were sampled at 30 Hz. The two amplifiers BOPA1

and BOPA2 and the variable-speed DESG (Fig. 5.1) were in the OFF mode.

Effectively, the results presented in this section correspond to the case where G = 1 in

Eqns (2.1) to (2.3). The chart sensitivities for all figures in this chapter are given per smallest
scale division of both the horizontal and vertical axes.

6.2.1 Frequency Synthesis by Clock Control

Frequency synthesis by using a programmable real-time clock is illustrated in

Fig. 6.1. In this figure, low clock frequencies (� 10Hz) were selected so that the clock

signal, VCK' could be recorded. Evident from this figure is that increasing the clock rate

fCK for constant number of samples per cycle, N, increases the frequency fda of the generated
voltage signals (Eqn. (3.7». With this frequency synthesis scheme, low excitation frequencies

« 100 Hz) can be generated with extremely high accuracy.

,
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6.2.2 Response to Changes in the Number of Samples per Cycle

Figure 6.2 shows the effects of changing the number of samples per cycle, N, at a

constant clock frequency, on the generated voltage signals, Vd and vq' One of these effects

is that the size of the steps of the waveforms of the two signals decreases as N increases.

The other effect is that the waveforms become more smooth with increasing N. The third

effect is that increasing N at a constant clock frequency decreases the frequency of the

generated signals, fda' (Eqn. (3.8». All these effects do not affect the phase shift of 90°

between the generated signals.

Also, Fig. 6.2 shows that the signal generation scheme can respond to changes in N

dynamically and, thus, the waveform distortion of the generated signals can be controlled

dynamically. This ability to respond to changes in Non-line illustrates the effectiveness of

the pointer control process that scans the pattern lookup table. Changes inNare a result of

effective tracking of the changes in the jump index, J. This type of control is one of the

advantages of the point-based data processing approach compared to the buffer-based data

processing approach. In the latter case, the change in N requires a fresh initialization of
. .

the buffers containing the pattern data. This may be done only off-line [57, 58].

6.2.3 Response to Changes in the Slip Sign

The dynamic phase sequence setting using the sign of the slip values, signts�, is
illustrated in Fig. 6.3, for N = 256 andfCK = 64 Hz. This figure shows the effectiveness

of the pointer control process in changing the direction ofscanning the pattern lookup table

as the value of sign[sJ is changed dynamically (Fig. 3.12, Eqns. (3.18) and (3.21». This

phase sequence control is required by the excitation system to satisfy the excitation requirement

(4) of the variable-speed DESG, i.e. to control the phase sequence in such a way to

compensate for the slip frequency, Is.

I
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6.2.4 Frequency Modulation at Constant Amplitude

The frequency modulation scheme is implemented according to Eqns. "(3.7) and (3.8)

for the purpose of controlling the frequency fda of the excitation voltage signals, Vd and Vq•
TIle frequency fda should be equal to Is in order to satisfy the excitation requirements (2)
and (4) simultaneously. Figure 6.4 shows the effect of the frequency modulation at constant

amplitude. In this figure, the instantaneous values of the signal sr(t) are proportional to the

slip values. This slip signal is used as the modulating signal. The sign of this slip signal
should trigger the change of the phase sequence of the two excitation voltage signals, Vd

and v. This change in the phase sequence can be observed on the waveforms of these
q

signals at the instants of the zero crossings of the slip signal.

The other aspect of this frequency modulation scheme is the flexibility in choosing the"

modulated frequency, foe This frequency fo is the desired frequency of the terminal

voltage, �, of the variable-speed DESG. TIns frequency may be different from the rated

synchronous frequency of the generator. Such a flexibility indicates that the frequency
modulation scheme will allow the DESG to supply power at frequencies different from

the rated value.

6.2.5 Amplitude Modulation at Constant Frequency

The amplitude of the excitation voltages, Uff' should be adjusted so as to satisfy the

excitation requirement (5) of the variable-speed DESG. The result of the amplitude

adjustment is to keep the terminal voltage, �,constant. A negative amplitude modulation

scheme is used to meet this requirement. This modulation scheme is implemented according
to Eqns. (2.3), and (3.22) to (3.24). For testing this modulation scheme, the control function

qJ(e) was set to be equal to e(t), i.e. Uff = Uf{l - e). The results of this test are shown in

Fig. 6.5 for U, = 1.0 V. The results of this figure show that the signal generation scheme

can modulate the amplitude of the excitation signals accurately.

_t
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Figure 6.5 shows the results obtained by using the point-based data processing approach
with multiplying DACs. For comparison purposes, Fig. 6.6 shows similar results obtained

by using the buffer-based data processing approach. By a close observation of these two

figures, it can be seen that the delay between e(t) and vd(t) in Fig. 6.5 is negligible compared
to the delay between the two signals in Fig. 6.6. Thus, the use of the multiplying DACs

with the point-based data processing approach provides a faster and more accurate way to

track the voltage error signal, e(t), for regulating the terminal voltage V. of the DESG.

6.2.6 Frequency Modulation and Amplitude Modulation, Both
Acting Simultaneously

Figure 6.7 shows the variable-amplitude variable-frequency (VAVF) two-phase
excitation voltage signals, Vd and vq' as a result of having the frequency modulation and the

negative amplitude modulation, both acting simultaneously in real time. The results of this

figure correspond to the point-based data processing approach. From tins figure, it can be

noticed that tile tracking of the test signals e(t) and sr(t) is fast and accurate. The change in

the phase sequence takes place at the zero crossings of the slip signal sr(t). With tile VAVF

signal format of Fig. 6.7, the two phase excitation voltage signals will satisfy all the five

excitation requirements of the variable-speed DESG.

Figure 6.8 shows tile results obtained using the buffer-based data processing approach.
In this figure, the modulating signal is used as e(t) as well as sr(t). The effectiveness of the

amplitude modulation in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 can be compared for slip values close to

zero, which corresponds to low values of fCK• In Fig. 6.8, due to slow sampling clock

rates, fCK' it takes a relatively longer time to empty a buffer of pattern data to the DACs.

This slows down the amplitude modulation scheme. Thus, it is clear that tile point-based
data processing approach is a better way to implement the modulation schemes than the

buffer-based data processing approach.

f
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6.3 Operating Characteristics of The Variable-Speed
'Dual-Excited Synchronous Generator

As discussed in Chapter 2, the dynamic behaviour of a dual-excited synchronous

generator (DESG) operating at variable speed will depend mainly on the behaviour of the

gain factor KgV (Eqn. (2.13». The behaviour of this gain factor can be described by

Eqn. (2.14) if the parameters aoand al of this equation are known. However, the validity

of Eqn. (2.14) is based on the assumption that the DESG has identical field windings. In

practice, the two field windings may not be identical. This means that, for a specified value

of Vff, the excitation currents ifd and ifq produ� by the excitation voltages Vfd and vfq'
respectively, may not be equal. As a result, the corresponding stator linkage fluxes <l>d and
<I>

q
will not be equal. The result of this is ripples on the generated terminal voltage. The

amplitude of these ripples will be highest for values of Is close to zero. Due to this fact,

a saliency factor, p, defined as the magnitude of the ratio of the excitation currents ifd lifq
has been used to quantify the saliency feature of the DESG. The case of identical windings

corresponds to p = 1. For accurate operation of the excitation system, the condition

p = 1 should be satisfied as closely as possible in real time over the entire operating speed

range, This section, describes the measurement ?f p, a�, and al of the laboratory DESG

used in the study. The measurement of ao' and al is intended to verify the structure and

the accuracy of the DESG model given by Eqn. (2.14). A method for minimizing the effect

of having non-identical field windings on the performance of the excitation system is

discussed. Also, the resulting operating gain curves of the DESG at different operating
conditions are presented.

6.3.1 Determination of The Saliency Factor.

The general behaviour of the saliency factor, p, can be determined from the d- and

q-axis open-circuit characteristics of the DESG when the generator is excited by d.c. from

the d- and q-axis field windings, respectively. Figure 6.9 shows these two open-circuit
characteristics of the DESG used in the investigation. Tins figure shows that the two curves

I
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do not coincide and, hence, the two field windings are not identical. Figure 6.10 shows the

corresponding curve of the saliency factor plotted as a function of the terminal voltage for

the case when the DESG is excited by d.c.
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Figure 6.9: The d- and q-axis open-circuit characteristics of the DESG used in the

investigations.

Since the impedances of the field windings vary withfs, the value of the saliency factor

will also depend on the value of�: Thus, to each value of Is, a curve of the saliency factor
exists. From Eqns. (2.12) and (2.13), � = KgvVff when the DESG is unloaded and

unsaturated. Under these conditions, the saliency factor could be expressed in terms of the

impedances of the field windings, i.e. p = I ir/irq t = I Zr/Zrd I , where Zrtl and Zrq are the

,
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impedances of the d- and q-axis field windings, respectively. Whenls = 0 (d.c. excitation),

the saliency factor could be approximated by the ratio of the resistances of the field windings,
i.e. Pde

= RriRrd ' where Rrd and Rrq are the resistances of the d- and q-axis field windings,
respectively. In the case that the DESG is excited with a.c. (Is > 0), the saliency factor

could be approximated by the ratio of the self-inductances of the field windings, i.e.

Pac = LriLrd' where Lrd and Lrq are the self-inductances of the d- and q-axis field windings,

respectively. For the laboratory DESG used in the study, Rfd = 1.705 Q, Rfd = 1.587 Q,

Lfd = 0.265 H, and Lfq = 0.224 H. Using these values, Pdc = 0.9308 and Pac = 0.8453.

From these results and those of Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, it can be generalized that, for a practical
. variable-speed DESG, the saliency factor is neither equal to unity nor is it constant.
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The problem of non-identical field windings could be eliminated by a control scheme

that adjusts the amplitudes of the excitation voltages Vfd and vfq separately such that

<I>
d
= <I> over the entire operating speed range. The excitation system would thus regulateq .

the excitation currents ifd and ifq separately. This requires the use of current sources instead

of voltage sources to supply the required excitation currents [34]. This approach conflicts

with the thesis objective of using voltage sources. However, to minimize the effect of not

having P = 1 on the performance of the implemented excitation system, the amplifiers

(Fig. 5.1) were adjusted to have gains Gd (d-axis) and Gq (q-axis) such that

o, = Pay Gq = G, where Pay = (Pile + plJI)/2 = 0.9.

6.3.2 Determination of the Parameters ao and al

For the determination of the parameters ao and ai' the excitation system was used as

a variable-frequency voltage signal generator and the DESG was operated in its unsaturated

region, which corresponds to the terminal voltage range ofO� �:::;; 180 V (Fig. 6.9). This

experiment has two steps. '. Firstly, the DESG is operated at a specified constant speed

(nr), constant excitation frequency (Is) and a specified phase sequence, i.e a fixed value of

sign[sJ Then, �fis varied in equal steps and then several step responses, � vs VII' of the

generator are recorded as illustrated in Fig. 6.11. From these step responses, the value of

the gain factor Kgy corresponding to the operating settings is then calculated from

Kgv = /).� I/).Vff' The average value of the gains from all the step responses gives a point
on the constant-rotor speed gain curve. More data points are obtained by repeating this

procedure of recording the step responses of the generator at different excitation frequencies
without changing the rotor speed. The calculated curves of Kgv (Fig. 6.12) are then used

to determine the parameters ao and al of Eqn. (2.14) by curve fitting. Different sets of

data were obtained by repeating the experiments at different rotor speeds. Table 6.1 shows

the values of these parameters for six different speeds of the rotor. Figure 6.12 shows a

sample of three gain curves fitted to the measured data (shown by symbols on the figure).

,
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There are 8 step responses in this figure. The values of � are recorded as phase peak values. The values

of Vff are calculated from Vrr = GK2vUAM = -GK2vUREF (Eqn. (5.2), Fig. 5.3). In this case, K2v = 0.4,
G = 9, and AVrr = 3.6V. The average value of A� is given by:

A� = { 4.5 + 4.5 + 5.0 + 4�0
+ 4.0 + 5.0 + 4.5 + 4.5 } div. * 8. 165V/div.

= 36.7423V

Hence, Kgv = A�/AVrr = 10.2062.

Figure 6.11: Step responses of the laboratory DESG running at n = 1800 rpm and
excited with a.c. (Is = 2 Hz and sign[sr1 = -1).
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This figure confirms the accuracy of the model of Eqn. (2.14). This procedure of calculating
K from the step responses is valid as long as the DESG is not saturated. The averageBY

values of ao and al of Table 6.1 were then used to obtain the gain curves (for the three

cases discussed in Chapter 2) of the DESG shown in Figs. 6.13 to 6.15.

Table 6.1: Values of the parameters q, and al of the dynamic model of the Laboratory
DESG operating at constant speed.

.'

nr � al

(tpm) (sec/rev) (seC'- )

1350 0.6507 0.6721

1500 0.6107 0.5740.

1620 0.6169 0.5740

1800 0.6752 0.7316
:

2040 0.6080 0.6034

2250 0.5951 0.6116

Average values: ao = 0.6261 sec/rev., al = 0.6278 sec.'

,



Figure 6.12: Constant speed gain curves of the laboratory DESG showing the variation of
K with excitation frequency. This figure shows the measured data points
(s'liown by symbols) and the fitted curves.
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6.4 Real-Time Performance of the Computer-Based
Excitation System

The results presented in this section show the real-time performance of the excitation

system and the response of the dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG) to the

variation in the rotor speed n.: Four main cases of the operation of the excitation system

are investigated for an isolated DESG (i.e. not connected to a constant frequency grid). These

cases correspond to the following settings of the FR and VR schemes (Fig. 5.3).

1. TIle FR and VR schemes are both set to the MANUAL control mode.

2. The FR scheme is set to the AUTOMATIC control mode and the VR scheme

is set to the MANUAL control mode.

3. TIle FR scheme is set to the MANUAL control mode and the VR scheme is

set to the AUTOMATIC control mode.

4. TIle FR and the VR schemes are both set to the AUTOMATIC control mode.

A variation to case (2) is included in which the FR scheme is tested with step changes
in the desired synchronous frequency.j', Also, a variation of case (4) is included in which

the excitation system is tested to respond to a sudden application and removal of an inductive

load. The signals �,four' sign[sJfs, nr, UREF = -UAM' and either Vd and Vq or ifd and ifq
were recorded simultaneously to monitor the generator response. The amplifiers BOPAl

and BOPA2, Fig. 5.1., were set to have the gains Gq = 10.0 and Gd = G = 9.0. These

gains were selected based on a saliency factor PaY = 0.9 (section 6.3.1). TIle limiters in

Fig. 5.3 were set to have the same gain of Kzv = 0.4. This setting corresponds to a limited

amplitude range for Vd and vq.of +4 V. All the results correspond to the case where the

stabilizer block in Fig. 5.3 is disabled, i.e. G1v (s) = 0, and the controller is a proportional

(P) controller, i.e. G (s) = K ,and 'l:s = 10.0 sec.. These settings were found sufficient
I.'V p V

for demonstrating the performance of the excitation system without complicating its design .

r
. ,.
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6.4.1 Response to Speed Variation When the FR and the VR Schemes
are Both in Manual Control Mode.

Figures 6.16 to 6.21 illustrate the response of the DESG to the variation in the rotor

speed, nr' for the case that the FR and the VR schemes are both operating in the manual

control mode. Each of these figures show the performance of the excitation system at constant

excitation frequency, 1;" and a preselected phase sequence, i.e, a value of sign[sJ Since,

in this case, there is no frequency regulation and no terminal voltage regulation, tile DESG

driven at variable speed generates voltage witil variable magnitude and variable frequency.
The output frequency can be described by foUT = t; + sign[sJIs, where the term sign[sJJ:
has a different constant value for each of the figures. At a constant value of sign[sJIs, t�le
variation of the terminal voltage depends on the gain Kgv' which is a function of tile speed

nr (Fig. 6.14). It can be seen from tile plots (a) and (g) of these figures that tile terminal

voltage varies more or less linearly with the rotor speed nr (Eqn. (2.15».

Qualitatively, the percentage speed change for all the figures is less than 40% of the

initial value of speed. It IS therefore expected that the terminal voltage should also change
. .

by the same order ofpercentage. For example, for the results ofFig. 6.16, tile rotor speed
increases from 1566 rpm to 2034 rpm. This corresponds to 30% increase in tile speed
from the initial value of 1566 rpm. Correspondingly, the terminal voltage, �, increases

from 120 Vto 150 V, which is 25% increase. Thus, the change in nr results in approximately
an equal change in the terminal voltage.

The ripples on the terminal voltage waveforms of plots (g) of Figs.6.16 to 6.21 are

caused mainly by having non-identical field windings. The amplitude and the period of

these ripples decrease as Is increases. Tins ripple problem may be corrected by adjusting
the gains of the amplifiers dynamically such that ied = ieq over the entire usable speed range.

__ j
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Chart Sensitivity

Horizontal-

0.5 sec./div. for all plots
-60 t

.j ... Vertical-

(a) 18 rpm/div.,
(b) 0.6 Hz/div.,
(c) 200 mV/div.,
(d) and (e) 100 mV/div.,

t (f) 0.6 HZ/div., and

(g) 10 V/div. (line).

Figure 6.16: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and the
VR schemes are both operating in the manual control mode. (The DESG
is unloaded. Is = 0.5 Hz, sign[sJ = + 1, Jom = 1r + 0.5 Hz ).
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Figure 6.17:

Chart Sensitivity

Horizontal-

0.5 sec./dtv. for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpm/div.,
(b) 0.6 Hz/div.,
(c) 200 mVldiv.,
(d) and (e) 100 mVldiv.,
(t) 0.6 Hz/div., and

(g) 10 Vldiv. (line).

Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and the
VR schemes are both operating in the manual control mode. (The DESG
is unloaded, Is = 1.0 Hz, sign[sr1 = + 1, Jom = t. + 1.0 Hz).
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Figure 6.18:

Chart Sensitil'ity

Horizontal-
0.5 sec/div. for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpmldiv.,
(b) 0.6 Hz/div.,
(c) 200 mVldiv.,
(d) and (e) 100 mVldiv.,
(f) 0.6 Hzldiv., and

(g) 10 Vldiv. (line)

Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and the
VR schemes are both operating in the manual control mode. ( The DESG
is unloaded,.r. = 1.0 Hz, sign[sJ = -1, four = Ir - 1.0 Hz).

1
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Figure 6.19:

Chart Sensitivity

Horizontal-
0.5 sec.ldiv. for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpm/div.,
(b) 0.6 Hz/div.,
(c) 200mV/div.,
(d) and (e) 100 mV/div.,
(f) 0.6 Hz/div., and

(8) 10 V/div. (line).

Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and the
':R schemes are both operating in the manual controlmode. (TheDESG
IS unloaded, Is = 2.0 Hz, sign[sJ = -1, 10m = lr - 2.0 Hz )

,
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Figure 6.20:

ChartSensitivity

Horizontal-
0.5 sec./dtv. for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpmldiv.,
(b) 0.6 Hzldiv.,
(c) 200 mVldiv.,
(d) and (e) 100 mVldiv.,
(f) 0.6 Hz/div., and

(g) 10 Vldiv. (line)

Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and the
VR schemes are both operating in the manual control mode; ( The DESG
is unloaded, fa = 3.0 Hz, sign[sJ = + 1, toUT = 1r + 3.0 Hz) .
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ChartSensitivity

Horizontal-
0.5 sec./div.
for all plots .

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpm/div.;
(b) 0.6 Hz/dtv.,
(c) 200 mVldiv.,
(d) and (e) 200 mVldiv.,
(f) 0.6 Hzldiv., and

(g) 10 Vldiv. (line).

Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and the
VR schemes are both operating in the manual control mode. (The DESG
is loaded, fa = 4.0 Hz, sign[sJ = + 1, lOUT = Ir + 4.0 Hz).

Figure 6.21:

j
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6.4.2 Response to Speed Variation When the FR Scheme is Acting
Automatically and the VR Scheme is in the Manual Control Mode

The results of tins test are shown in Figs. 6.22 to 6.30. For these figures, the desired

output frequency isfo = 60 Hz. The frequency regulation for all these figures can be described

byfour =t. + sign[sJIs· In this case, the FR scheme adjusts the term sign[sJIs automatically
to keep four = 60 Hz. Plots (d) and (e) of these figures show the effectiveness of the FR

scheme in controlling the phase sequence of the two excitation voltages, Vd and vq' For these

results, the rotor speed deviates within the range of ± 16.67% from 1800 rpm. This

corresponds to a range of slip frequencies of 0 � Is � 10.0 Hz.

The plots of the terminal voltage � (plots (g) of the Figs. 6.22 to 6.29) show that the

generated voltage follows the gain curve of the VSCF operation atfo = 60 Hz, ofFig. 6.15.

Figures 6.22 to 6.25 show the results for the case when the DESG is unloaded. For these

results, the model described by Eqn. (2.16) can be used to interpret the variation of the

terminal voltage,�. Given that there is no automatic voltage regulation by the VR scheme,

the gain K will only vary with the excitation frequency, /.. Hence, the magnitude of thegv . s
.

terminal voltage, �, will follow the variation of the gainK. From the model, the gain is
. gv

maximum atfs = O. All these figures support this fact. For example, in Fig. 6.23 the '.

speed nr varies from 1602 rpm to 1980 rpm. This causes the slip frequency to vary

from +6.6 Hz to -6.0 Hz. From Eqn. (2.16), where ao = 0.6261 (sec.lrev.) and'

al = 0.6278 (sec2), the gain K will increase from 3.4193 (16.92%) to 20.2057 (100%)
, gv

atfs = O. Then, the gain will decrease to 3.7499 (18.56%). In comparison, plot (g) of

Fig. 6.23 shows that the terminal voltage varied from 40 V(18.18%) to 220 V(100%) at

fs = O. It then decreased to 50 V (22.73%). These changes compare favourably with the

changes of the gain Kgv obtained from Eqn. (2.16). Plots (d) and (e) of Fig. 6.25 shows

the variation of the excitation currents for constant excitation voltage UREF = -UAM' when

the FR scheme is acting automatically with the DESG unloaded. As expected, the field

currents increase with decreasing values offs. Highest currents flow when Is = O.

1
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Horizontal-
0.5 sec./div. for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpm/div.,
(b) 0.6 Hz/div.,
(c) 200 mV/div.,
(d) and (e) 100 mV/div.,
(t) 0.6 HZ/div., and

(g) 10 V/dtv. (line).

Figure 6.23: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme
is acting automatically and the VR scheme is in the manual control mode.
( The DESG is unloaded, andN = 32 samples per cycle)
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Chart Sensitivitv

Horizontal-
0.5 sec.!div.

for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpmldiv.,
(b) 0.6 Hz/div.,
(c) 200 mV/div.,
(d) and (e) 100 mVldiV.,
(t) 0.6 Hz/dtv., and

(g) 10 V/diV. (liue).

Figure 6.24: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme

is acting automatically and-the VR scheme is in the manual control mode.

(The DESG is unloaded, and N = 64 samples per cycle).
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Chart Sensitivity

Horizontal-
0.5 see./div.
for all plots

Vertical-

t (a) 18 rpm/div.,
(b) 0.6HZ/div.,
(c) 200 mV/div.,
(d) and (e) 1.0 Aldiv.,
(t) 0.6 Hz/div., and

(g) 10 V/div. (line).

t

t

Figure 6.25: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme
is acting automatically and theVR scheme is in themanual control mode.
(The DESG is unloaded, and N = 64 samples per cycle.. Plots (d) and
(e) show the variation of the excitation currents iCd and irq' respectively).
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Figures 6.26 to 6.29 show the results for the case when the DESG is loaded. Due to

the loading, the overshoot of the terminal voltage nearfs = 0 has decreased. TIns is expected

because, under loaded conditions, the terminal voltage should be less than the internal (no

load) generated voltage. The voltage drop depends on the load current and the reactances

of the machine at the supply frequency, lOUT [59]. Figure 6.29 shows the variation of the

field currents when the DESG is loaded.

The use of small values of the number of samples per cycle, N, in the signal generation
scheme will affect both the FR and the VR schemes. The effects are demonstrated by

Figs. 6.22 to 6.24 for unloaded DES9 and Figs. 6.26 to 6.29 for a loaded DESG. TIle

effects on the FR scheme are due to the low sensitivity of the counter dividers (calculated

using a small value of N) to the variation of the clock frequency,/CK (section 3.3). The

performance of the VR is affected in that the terminal voltage becomes distorted (stepped)

especially for values nearfs= O.

Figure 6.30 demonstrates a protective scheme in the excitation system software which

will not track clock rates ICKwhich exceed the specified maximum speed of the software

driver for the DAC21 and DAC22 ( PC2 of Fig.5.1). In this case, the software was set to

accept clock rates fCK � 540 Hz. In other words, the excitation software will disable the

automatic mode of the FR scheme if ICK exceeds this maximum rate. This protection was

tested for N = 128 samples per cycle. For this value of N, the FR scheme should stop

compensating for the slip frequency when Is > 4.22 Hz. This is clearly illustrated by the

plot of/oUT ofFig. 6.30. Thus, a faster driver (i.e, a faster computer or/and a faster program)
will obviously extend the slip frequency control range for the FR scheme. Since excitation

power is proportional to Is, this protection will not allow the control scheme to overdrive

the power amplifiers by limiting the value ofIs.
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1800 ... t

t Chart Sensitivity

Horizontal-
0.5 sec./div.
for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpm/div.,
(b) 0.6 HZ/div.,
(c) 200 mV/div.,
(d) and (e) 200 mV/div.,
(f) 0.6 HZ/div., and

(g) 10 V/div. (line)

Figure 6.26: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme
is acting automatically and the VR scheme is in themanual control mode.
( The DESG is loaded, and N = 16 samples per cycle) .
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QtU1Sensitivity

Horizontal-
0.5 sec./dtv.
for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpm/div.;
6ttt-�+-;--ri-�-i-�..;-:.+t-++-+-+-h+-+--l--+..!---..,t (b) 0.6 HZ/div.,

(c) 200 mVldiv.,
(d) and (e) 200 mV/div.,
(t) 0.6 Hz/div., and

(&) 10 Vldiv. (line).

Figure 6.27: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme

is acting automatically and the VR scheme is in the manual control mode.

( The DESG is loaded, and N = 32 samples per cycle).
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Figure 6.28: �eal-time respoo.se of the DESG to speed ��ation when the FR scheme

IS acting autoI11atlcally and theVR scheme IS m the manual control mode.

( The DESG is loaded, and N = 64 samples per cycle).
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t for all plots

Vertical-

Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme
is acting automatically and the VR scheme is in the manual control mode.
(The DESG is loaded, andN = 64 samples per cycle. Plots (d) and (e)
show the variation of the excitation currents ird and irq' respectively).

Figure 6.29:
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Figure 6.30: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme
is acting automatically and the VR scheme is in the manual control mode.
( The DESG is loaded, and N = 128 samples per cycle).
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6.4.3 Response to Speed Variation When the FR Scheme is Set to
Manual Control Mode and the VR Scheme is acting Automatically

The results of this test are illustrated in Figs. 6.31 and 6.32. The desired terminal

voltage of the generator is � = 150.0 V. Figure 6.31 demonstrates the effectiveness of

the VR scheme when the DESG is not loaded. Figure 6.32 illustrates the performance of

the VR scheme when the DESG is loaded.

From Eqn. (2.15), the gain Kgv should increase with the rotor speed, nr, since the

automatic frequency regulation by the FR scheme is disabled. In this case, the amplitude
control signal UREF = -U

AM
will decrease as the gain increases with nrdue to the action of

the VR scheme. TIle effect of this action can be seen on plots (c), (d) and (e) of both

Figs.6.31 and 6.32. Both figures show stable responses and the steady state error is less

than 2%.

6.4.4 Response to speed Variation When the FR and the VR Schemes
are Both Set to Operate Automatically

Figures 6.33 to 6.36 illustrate the performance of the excitation system for the case

when the FR and the VR schemes areproviding automatic frequency regulation and automatic

voltage regulation, simultaneously. For the results of Figs. 6.33 to 6.35, fo = 60.4 Hz

and � = 150.0 Vand the DESG is unloaded. In Fig. 6.36, 10 = 60.0 Hz, and plots (d)

and (e) show the excitation currents when the DESG is loaded. Qualitatively, these figures
show that the frequency, the amplitude, and the phase sequence of the excitation voltages
can all be controlled dynamically in real time to effectively regulate the terminal voltage,

�, of a DESG and the frequency lOUT of the generated voltage. Also, it can be noted from
these figures that the operating speed range decreased due to the fact that the amplifiers used

could not supply more excitation power to the windings. This speed range can be increased

by using power amplifiers of higher power and voltage ratings.

I
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ChartSensitivity

Horizontal-
0.5 sec./dtv.
for all plots

Vertical-

(a) 18 rpm/div.,
(b) 0.6Hz/div.,
(c) 200 mVldiv.,
(d) and (e) 200 mVldiv.,
(t) 0.6 HZ/div., and
(8) 10 Vldiv. (line).

.... t

Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme
is in the manual control mode and the VR scheme is acting automatically.
( The DESG is unloaded, f. = 3.0 Hz, sign[sr1 = -1, four = Ir - 3.0 Hz;
Kp = 50.0, Ksv = 3.3117).
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Figure 6.32: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR scheme
is in the manual control mode and the VR scheme is acting automatically.
(The DESG is loaded, f. = 3.0 Hz, sign[sJ = + 1, four = lr + 3.0 Hz;
Kp = 50.0, Ksv = 2.1184).
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Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and
the VR schemes are both operating automatically. (The DESG is
unloaded, Kp = 30.0, Ksv = 2.1184).
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Figure 6.34: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and
the VR schemes are both operating automatically. (The DESG is
unloaded, K_ = 40.0, Ksv = 2 ..1184).
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Figure 6.35: Real-time response of the DESG to speed variation when the FR and
the VR schemes are both operating automatically. (The DESG is loaded,
K = 70.0. T(sv = 2.1184).
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6.4.5 Response to Change in the Desired Frequency

For this test, the rotor speed was set at -1827 rpm and the UREF at -3.8 V. The reference

frequency, 10, was first changed from 60.0 Hz to 54.6 Hz, then from 54.6 Hz to 60.0 Hz.

This was followed by a change from 60.0 Hz to 64.6 Hz, and then back to 60.0 Hz from

64.6 Hz. These step changes were easily applied to the excitation system by selecting a

different reference frequency from the keyboard of PC1 (Fig. 5.1). The change is instant

and it affects the calculation of the slip frequency in PC3 instantly.

The response of the FR scheme to such changes is shown in Fig. 6.37. Plot (a) of

this figure shows the changes in loUT and plot (b) shows the slip frequency changes. The

slip frequency changes are from +0.9 Hz to -4.8 Hz, then from -4.8 Hz to +0.9 Hz, then

from +0.9Hz to +5.4 Hz and finally, from +5.4Hz back to +0.9 Hz again. This ability
of the excitation system to track the changes in the desired frequency indicates that such an

excitation system can be used with the DESG to supply power at different frequencies. This

means the ratings of the DESG can be easily customized for a different power system.

6.4.6 Response to Sudden Removal of Load

TIle frequency regulation (FR) and the voltage regulation (VR) schemes should provide
both frequency stability and voltage stability during all types of allowable operating conditions

of the DESG. One of these conditions is the sudden application and removal of a load [13,

15]. TIle computer-based excitation system was tested for this condition using a derated

load of 500 VA, 4.8 A. The computer controlled VSCF generating system was set to provide
a regulated supply of 100 V, 60.2 Hz.

The results of this test are shown in Figs. 6.38 to 6.40. Since a P-controller is used,

it is expected that the voltage dip (on application of the load) and the overshoot of the

voltage, �, (on removal of the load) [13] should increase with Kp' This is confirmed by
the results of these figures. The voltage dip is about 20% in Fig. 6.38 and 30% in

Fig. 6.39. The voltage overshoot varies from 20% in Fig. 6.38 to about 50% in

,
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Figure 6.37: The response of theDESG to step changes in the desired output frequency,
10, for the case when the FR scheme is in the automatic control mode.
( Chart sensitivity: horizontal- O.5sec.ldiv. for all plots, vertical-
(a) 0.6 Hzldiv., (b) 0.3 Hz/div., (c) 9 rpmldiv., (d) and (e) 100mV/div.).

I
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Figure 6.38: The response of the DESG to a sudden application and then removal of
an inductive load for the case when the FR and the VR schemes are both
in the automatic control mode. (Kp = 30.0, Ksv = 2.1184).
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Figure 6.39: The response of the DESG to a sudden application and then removal of
an inductive load for the case when the FR and the VR schemes are both
in the automatic control mode. (Kp = 40.0, Ksv = 2.1184).
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Fig. 6.40. In all the three figures, the peak time of the transient responses is less than

0.5 sec. TIle recovery time [13] of the VR scheme for almost zero steady-state error varies

from 1 sec. in the case of Fig. 6.38 to about 2 sec. in the case of Fig. 6.40. On the other

hand, it is clear from these three figures that the frequency regulation scheme is extremely

accurate. For both the application and the removal of load, the frequency dip/overshoot is

much less than 0.5% (0.3 Hz), and the recovery time is less than 0.5 sec.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, two categories of experimental results have been presented and discussed.

The first category of results validates the signal generation scheme employed in the computer

based two-phase excitation system for the variable-speed dual-excited synchronous generator

(DESG). The signal generation scheme has the flexibility to control the frequency, the

amplitude, the waveform distortion, the frequency range, and the phase sequence of the

generated two-phase excitation voltages, dynamically. TIns signal generation scheme meets

all the five excitation requirements of the variable-speed DESG.

The second category of results demonstrate the performance of the implemented

computer-based, real-time, two-phase excitation system acting on a variable-speed DESG.

The results confirm that an unloaded variable-speed DESG can be represented as a first order

system with a time varying gain factor. The gain factor is a function of the rotor speed and

the excitation frequency. However, the gain factor is more sensitive to the variation of the

excitation frequency than to the changes in the rotor speed. The performance results

collectively show that the two regulation schemes of the excitation system, i.e. the FR and

the VR schemes, are flexible, fast acting, and accurate. These two regulation schemes can

control the excitation voltages while acting one at a time or both acting simultaneously.



7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary of Thesis

A dual-excited synchronous generator (DESG) can be applied as a variable-speed

constant-frequency (VSCF) generating system. In such an application, this generator, which

has two excitation windings, requires two-phase slip frequency excitation voltages.

Practically, the application of this DESG for VSCF operation depends on the ability to

generate and control these two-phase excitation voltages. In this machine, the regulation
of its terminal voltage and the frequency of this voltage can be accomplished simultaneously

by controlling specific parameters of the excitation voltages. Based on these facts, the research

work reported in this thesis had the following objectives.

1. To develop a computer-based, real-time, two-phase excitation algorithm for

controlling the excitation of a variable-speed DESG.

2. To investigate the interface requirements, timing and sampling requirements,
and the measurement and signal processing requireinents for implementing the

excitation algorithm on a microcomputer environment.

3. To develop and test all the required real-time application programs.

4. To implement the excitation algorithm on a microcomputer platform.

5. To test and evaluate the resulting excitation system on a laboratory variable

speed DESG.

j
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In Chapter 1, an overview of the different types of electrical power generating systems

is presented. This overview introduces the excitation problem which arises when a DESG

is selected for realizing a VSCF generating system. This is followed by a review of the

methods that could be used to generate the required excitation voltage signals for such an

application. The possibility of using a computer-based technique for generating such

excitation voltage signals is introduced and the background of such a technique is presented.

Also, the objectives of the research work are discussed.

In Chapter 2, the basic principles and the excitation requirements of the variable-speed
DESG are discussed. The excitation problem is described analytically as a signal generation

problem in that a two-phase excitation supply should be generated to satisfy, in real time,

the excitation requirements of the variable-speed DESG.. Furthermore, the solution to the

excitation problem is described, using block diagrams, as having a frequency regulation (FR)
scheme and a voltage regulation (VR) scheme. An overview of the hardware requirements
for such an excitation system is also given.

The development of the real-time algorithm for controlling the excitation of the variable

speed DESG is described in.Chapter 3.. The technique used to synthesize and control the

frequency of the excitation voltages is described as a frequency modulation algorithm. The

technique used to control the amplitude of the excitation voltages is described as an amplitude
modulation algorithm. The frequency modulation algorithm has been used to realize the

frequency regulation scheme for the DESG. The amplitude modulation algorithm has been

used to realize the voltage regulation scheme for the DESG. Included in the chapter is a

discussion of some real-time constraints that could affect the performance of the FR and

the VR schemes. Ways to overcome these constraints are also presented.

In Chapter 4, the signal instrumentation employed in the excitation system for metering

the terminal voltage of the DESG, its speed, and the output frequency, is presented. In

addition, the filtering scheme that uses Least Squares quadratic filters for smoothing the

acquired data in the excitation system is discussed,

I
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The excitation algorithm has been implemented on a distributed computing hardware

consisting of three microcomputers (PCs). The hardware and the software of the

implemented computer-based, real-time, two-phase excitation system are discussed in

Chapter 5. The excitation software has three real-time application programs referred to as

AMMODULE, FMMODULE, and SIGGEN. The FR and the VR schemes ofthe excitation

system have been realized from the intermodular interactions of these three programs.

In Chapter 6, experimental results obtained from tests conducted on and using the

excitation system are presented and discussed. Two sets of results are presented. The first

set of results validates the signal generation scheme used in the excitation system. The

second set of results demonstrates the real-time performance of the excitation system while

supplying excitation voltages to a laboratory variable-speed DESG. The performance results

present the response of the DESG to the variation in the rotor speed for four combinations

of the MANUAL/AUTOMATIC settings of the FR and VR schemes. This second set of

results includes the response of the excitation system and theDESG to changes in the desired

frequency of the terminal voltage and to sudden application and removal of load.

7.2 Conclusions

A computer-based, real-time, two-phase excitation system for a variable-speed dual

excited synchronous generator (DESG) has been developed, implemented, and tested. Thus,
the research objectives of the thesis have been met successfully. In this context, several

significant conclusions can be drawn from this research work and summarized as follows.

1. The computer-based excitation system is a flexible signal generator that can meet

the excitation requirements of the DESG. The excitation system is flexible in

that, the frequency, the amplitude, the waveform distortion, the frequency range,
and the phase sequence of the two generated excitation voltages can all be

controlled dynamically.

-
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2. Since the signal generation scheme uses numerically computed pattern data (of
cosine and sine waves) for the signal generation, this data can be changed to

generate a different set ofvoltage waveforms. Also, different multi-phase control

signals can be generated by varying the number of the DAC channels used. In

addition, more control options may be added to the scheme by increasing the

number of control signals. The number of control signals can be increased by

adding more ADC-channels, more timer/counter channels, or more parallel
I/O data lines into the pes used.

3. The open structure of the software of the excitation system allows for real-time

experiments to be configured dynamically. This makes it easy to perform several

real-time experiments in a single experimental session.

4. The excitation system can be implemented by using standard plug-in data

acquisition components and standard personal computers (PCs). The use of such

plug-in cards together with the open structure of the excitation system software

allows for the excitation system to be used as a data acquisition system, a

personal instrument, or/and a controller. For example, the excitation system

can be used as a digital tachometer for measuring rotational speeds and

frequencies or as a metering device to measure voltages.

5. The developed excitation system has a frequency regulation (FR) scheme

and a voltage regulation (VR) scheme. With both regulation schemes operating

automatically, the DESG can supply power at constant frequency and constant

terminal voltagewhile its rotor is driven at a variable speed. The experimental
results show that these two regulation schemes are fast acting and.accurate,

One of the novel feature of the excitation system is that the FR and the VR

schemes control the excitation voltages simultaneously, but act independently

and, thus, the system can be easily configured for other applications. For
. .

example, the excitation system can be used as a conventional automatic voltage

•
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regulator (AVR) by setting the VR scheme to act alone under d.c. excitation

and using only one of the generated excitation signals, Vd or v. On the other
.

.

q

hand, the excitation system becomes a low frequency generator when the FR

scheme is used alone. In both of these cases, the FR and the VR schemes can

be set to operate in the manual control mode or in the automatic control mode.

6. TIle experimental results show that the FR scheme is afast acting governing
scheme and it can handle a wide range of fluctuation in the rotor speed. This

feature of allowing the randomness in the rotor speed to generate power at

constant frequency is very desirable in utilizing the DESG for generation of

electrical power from wind. The operating speed range can be freely chosen.

However, this speed range should not violate the safety requirements of the

mechanical design of the generator rotor.

7. With the FR scheme acting automatically and the rotor running at a variable

speed, the DESG can generate electrical energy at constant frequency which

can be selected on-line. This feature of the FR scheme gives the excitation

system the ability to detect and follow the change in the desired synchronous

frequency, fo• Thus, such an excitation system can be used to customize the

DESG to supply power at different frequencies. For example, aDESG running
at a speed corresponding tot. = 55 Hz can be used to supply power at 60 Hz by

setting Is = 5 Hz and sign[sJ = + 1, or to supply power at 50 Hz by setting

Is = 5 Hz and sign[sJ = -1. The difference between the two settings is only in

the phase sequence of the two-phase excitation voltages.

8. The slip frequency, Is, is a sufficient control variable for regulating the

frequency of the terminal voltage of a DESG under disturbances such as changes
in the reference (desired) frequency, 10, and the changes in the rotor speed.

Changes in the rotor speed can be caused by a change in the input power to the

prime mover or due to the loading of the DESG. For the facilities used in the

study, up to ± 25 % change in the speed from the desired speed can be

1
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compensated (when the VR is in its manual control mode). The ability of

the excitation system to handle a wider slip range depends mainly on the

availability ofpower amplifiers of higher rating. Also, a wider operating range

of the slip frequency may require the use of a faster computer platform (pC2

of Fig. 5.1) to implement the signal generation scheme.

9. The software-based open structure of the FR and VR schemes provides a flexible

way to implement these two control schemes. The parameters of the software

based blocks of these regulation schemes can be adjusted o�-line to optimize
their performance. This flexibility in adjusting the control options of these

regulation schemes is very useful and handy for on-line experimentation.

10. When unloaded, a variable-speed DESG can be modelled as a first order system

with a time varying gain factor. TIns gain factor, Kgv' is a function of the rotor

speed, nr, and the excitation frequency ,fa. The experimental results show that

the gain factor is more sensitive to the variation infa than to the variation in nr•

11. Sine€? the two-phase excitation control signals are applied to the DESG via its

two field windings, it is necessary to identify accurately the field circuit of

the machine and its effects on the dynamic performance of the machine. In

this study, the use of the saliency factor, p = iCdliCq' is suggested as a way of

comparing the field circuit of a practical DESG (p < 1) to that of an ideal DESG

with identical field windings (p = 1)

J ___
�
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Appendix A

VOLTAGE GAIN FACTOR OF UNLOADED DUAL
. EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR

OPERATING AT CONSTANT SLIP

A.I Introduction

In Reference 59, the two-axis theory has been applied to model an ideal dual-excited

synchronous generator (DESG) when operating at constant slip. In the developed model,

the three-phase stator winding of the DFSG are replaced by two equivalent fictitious windings

stationary with respect to the rotor, one being on the d-axis and the other on the q-axis.
These two fictitious winding together with the two field windings on the d- andq-axis

represent the model in the two-axis (d- and q-axis) frame. In this appendix, the
.

.

..

:

corresponding voltage-current relationships of an unloaded DESG are used to derive the

gain factor, Kgv' which gives the relationship between the magnitude of the terminal voltage,
�, to the magnitude of the two-phase excitation voltages, Vtf, of the DFSG at a specified

operating slip, sr' such that � = KgvVtf'

A.2 The Voltage Current Equations of Unloaded DESG

The differential equations of the unloaded DESG operating at a slip sr can be written

in the Park's two-axis reference frame as follows [59]:

=

(A. 1)

(A.2)
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(A.3)

(A.4)

where VId and vtq are the d- and q-axis components of the terminal voltage, respectively; VCd
and Vcq are the two-phase excitation voltages applied to the d- and q-axis field windings,

respectively; iCd and iCq are the field currents produced by VCd and VCq' respectively; LI1 is the

d- and q-axis magnetizing inductance between the stator phases and the field windings, Lff
is the self-inductance of the d- and q-axis field windings of the DESG, Rc is the resistance

of each field winding, COo = 2rifo is the desired angular synchronous speed, and p is the

differential operator dldt. Also, it is assumed that the DESG is unsaturated.

At constant slip, the d- and q-axis voltages and currents of both the rotor and the sta

tor windings are all sinusoids of the slip frequency [59]. Thus, all these components can be

represented as phasors of the form Y = Ye j(sr(l)O t + tf1 ), where Y is the magnitude of Y, t/J

is the phase angle and j is the complex operator. Using this phasor representation in Eqns.

(A. 1) through (A.4), the following equations can be obtained:

VId - jSrcoo La ICd - (1 - Sr)CO�a ICq (A.5)

Vtq - (1 - Sr>CO�lCd + jSrcooLlcq (A. 6)

Vrd - R/Cd + jS/'{}Lrr/rd (A. 7)

�q - RCICq + jSrcouLff/rq (A.S)

where VId,Vtq' VCd' Vcq, lCd' and Irq are the phasor representation of vld' vtq' VCd' vCq' ird' and

iCq' respectively. Furthermore, it has been shown in Reference 59 that the d- and q-axis

components of the terminal voltage, VIII and Vtq' have the same magnitude, �,and 90° p��
shifted from each other, i.e.
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(A. 9)

(A. 10)

On the other hand, the excitation voltages, Vfd and vfq' which are generated and supplied
to the rotor of the DESG, have the same magnitude, VIf, and are 90° phase shifted from

each other. During steady-state conditions (i.e. at constant slip), these excitation voltages
will produce the currents ifd and ifq which also have the same magnitude, IIf' and are 90°

phase shifted from each other. Accordingly, these phasor relationships can be expressed as

follows:

I Vfdl - I Vfql = Vrr (A. 11)

v;.q = -j Vfd (A. 12)
.

IIfdl = IIfql - Iff (A. 13)

Ifq - -jlfd (A. 14)

Substituting Eqns. (A. 10), (A. 12), and (A. 14) into Eqns. (A.S) to (A.S), it can be shown

that the performance of the unloaded D�SG canbe represented by a system ofonly two

equations:

V;d = jSrcooLa t; + j(1 - sr)cooLa Ifd - jcooLalfd

Vfd - Rflfd + jSrcooLIf Ifd

(A. IS)

(A. 16)

Taking the magnitude of both sides of Eqns. (A.1S) and (A. 16), the following equations
can be obtained:

I V", I = � = COJ.-lff (A. IS)

IVfdl = VIf = ('YR/ + (srcooLlfi)Irr (A. 19)

Consequently, the voltage gain factor of the unloaded DESG, Kgv - ��/�VIf' can be

given by:

(
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(A.20)

where Xa = wULa and Xff = WOLff. Equation (A.20) relates only the magnitudes of the
respective stator and rotor voltage components and, thus, is valid for both the d-q and

a-b-c frames.

J



Appendix B

LEAST SQUARES QUADRATIC
SMOOTHING FILTERS

B.I Determination of Filter Coefficients

A Least Squares (LS) quadratic filter will fit a quadratic function

w(t) = Co + CIt + Cll to a specified set of consecutive data points of the time varying

signal w(t) [64]. The number of data points, W, used in the curve fitting process defines

the window size of the filter. Odd window sizes, i.e. W = 2M + 1 for some integer M,
are usually used so that the processed data can be made to correspond to a particular time

instant in the window, e.g. at the center or the end of the window (Fig. B.1).

Moving data window
..

•

•
• •

•

•

•

-M -2 -1 o 1 2 M

Figure B.t: Data points in a filter window.
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In the excitation system software, the smoothing property of these LS filters is exploited.
This property naturally removes fast transitions in the data or rapid fluctuations that are caused

by high-frequency noise. The smoothed data point �(to = 0) can be shown to be given by

(1:n4)(I:wn) - (I:n2)(I:nZWn)
(I:l)(1:n4) - (Ln2)2

(B. 1)

where 1: denotes the summation from n = - M toM, i.e, Equation (B. 1 ) can be 'simplified
to the form:

(B.2)

where 0'., i = 0, 1,2, ... , M, are unique coefficients of the smoothing filter which depend
, I

on the window size W. Equation (B.2) requires future values ofwo and, thus, is only good,

for off-line processing. The causal form of Eqn. (B.2), i.e. one that does not require

future values of wn' is obtained by centering the fitted curve in the window at to = M:

(B.3)

The value of the coefficients O'i' i = 0,1, ... , M for W = 5, 7,9, 11, and 13 (M = 2,

3, 4, 5, and 6) can be calculated using Eqn (B. 1) and organized into a 7 by 5 matrix

AA[][] as follows
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W= 5 7 9 11 13 a.
1

AA[U] = 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 -0.076923 0'6
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 -0.083916 0.000000 as
0.000000 0.000000 -0.090909 0.020979 0.062937 0'4
0.000000 -0.095238 0.060606 0.102564 0.111880 0'3
-0.085714 0.142857 0.168831 0.160839 0.146853 0'2
0.342857 0.285714 0.233766 0.195804 0.167832 0'1
0.485714 0.333333 0.255411 0.207459 0.174825 0'0

Let another array Window[] contain the actual window sizes, i.e.

Window[] = [5, 7, 9, 11, 13]. By careful observation of the two arrays AA[][] and

Window[], it can be seen thatan index y (= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) can be used to select which filter

(i.e. value of W) to use. For example, ify = 0, the value of W = Window[y = 0] = 5 is

selected. Correspondingly, the coefficients of the selected LS quadratic filter can be

accessed by using the index y = 0 to select the first column of the coefficient matrix, i.e.

M[i][y = 0]. Thus, the arrangement of the coefficients in the matrixM[][] provides a

filter block.

.'

B.2 Implementation

Figure B.2 shows the flow chart of a procedure for configuring the LS filters

dynamically. In this figure, the data to be filtered is stored in a filter buffer denoted as

Buffer[] and the index y will select the desired filter. After every filtering cycle data must

be reorganized by shifting in a first-in first-out (FIFO) manner. This FIFO approach keeps
the correct time history of the sequence of the raw data in the buffer, Buffer[].
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W = Window[y]
Buffer[W-l] = New_Data

i = 4-y
ii = Y + 2

Sum = 0.0
l = 0

kk = 1+1
Temp = Bujfer[lJ + Bujfer[W-kk]
Sum = Sum + AA[11[Y]* Temp I--__---,

I - 1+1
i = ;+1

kk = kk+l
Temp = AA[6][y] *Buffer[W-kk]

Smoothed data = Sum + Temp-

i = 0

Bujfer[11 = Bujfer[i+ 1]

Figure D.2: The flow chart of the procedure for configuring the LS quadratic
filters dynamically.
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Appendix C

PROGRAMMING THE DATA ACQUISITION
AND SPECIALIZED PLUG-IN CARDS

c.i Introduction

In the excitation system, the personal computers PC1, PC2, and PC3 of the excitation

system ( Fig. 5.1) are programmed to acquire data from input devices and send processed
and formatted data to output devices efficiently, accurately and continuously. Input devices

include analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), interval programmable timers, mass storage

devices, keyboard or another computer. Output devices include digital-to-analog converters

(DACs) , video monitors, storage devices, timers or another computer. These input and

output devices are collectively referred to as I/O devices or peripherals (Fig. 2.7). They
have to be properly interfaced to the PCs. The I/O support is realized by the use of

DAS-8, DAC-02, and PIO-12 plug-in cards.

The function of each device interface is to enable the hardware of the peripheral to be

associated with the hardware of the processor section of the respective PC. A typical

arrangement is for the interface components to be treated by the processor (CPU) of the PC

as sections ofmemory, i.e. memory mapped I/O or simply I/O ports [69, 94]. In such an

I/O arrangement, suitable memory addresses are reserved for the interface components so

that the transfer of data is accomplished by means of sets of signals on the normal address

and data buses of the computer. This is the casewhen plug-in cards are used. The reserved

memory addresses for each interface form an I/O memory map for the respective plug-in
device. In a rc, each memory map, and hence each I/O device, is usually identified by a

unique reference address referred to as the base address of the device memory map.

179
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It therefore follows that any I/O device that is accessed for input or output of data from a

PC is selected as an I/O address relative to some base address of the device. An input port

accepts electrical signals as data from an output peripheral and places them on the data bus

at the appropriate time for the CPU to read. An output port acquires data from the data

bus and presents it to an output peripheral.

Since the operation of the modules of the excitation system software are controlled by

programmable clocks, thesemodules should be capable of accessing the appropriate locations

ofeach I/O device at periodic intervals. This appendix presents programming considerations

for programming the three types of plug-in cards used in the excitation system, i.e. the

DAS-8, DAC-02, and the PIO-12 cards.

C.2 The DAS8: An 8-Channel Analog-to-Digital Converter,
Timer and Digital Interface Board

The excitation system uses aruiIog-to-digital converters (ADCs) to track the terminal

voltage V. of the DESG, the voltage error e(t), and, if necessary, the slip signal sr<t).
Programmable timers are used to synthesize the FM clock frequency fCK' the reference

frequency 10, and for measuring the frequency lOUT of the terminal voltage and the rotor

speed nr• Digital I/O signals (HIGH-LOW signals) are used for triggering real-time events

and for controlling and synchronizing the processes of the excitation system. All these I/O

functions are facilitated by special I/O interfaces provided by a set of standard DAS8 plug
in cards. Each DAS8 plug-in card provides the following [66, 101]:

1. An 8-channel 12-bit successive approximation ADC with sample hold feature.

The ADC has a per channel full-scale input of ± 5 Volts and a resolution of

2.44 mY. Typical conversion times of the ADC is 25 J.lSec (35 usee max)

resulting in data throughput rates in excess of 30 kHz. These rates are machine

and software dependent.
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2. Three separate 16-bit down counters on an 8254 timer device. One of these

counters is connected to a submultiple of the systems clock (2.5 MHz) and all

I/O functions of the remaining two counters are accessible to the user.

3. The DAS8 has seven (7) bits ofTTL digital 110 which are organized into one

output port of 4 bits and one input port of 3 bits.

C.2.1 Programming the Analog-to-Digital Converter
on the DAS8 Card

Each sampling event by the ADC on the DAS8 board is a sequence ofWRITElREAD

operations on specific 110 memory addresses of the board. The relevant addresses for

programming the ADC on the board are as follows:

Memory Address Read Operation Write Operation

DAS8-Base + 0 Low byte Initialize 8-bit AJD conversion

DAS8-Base + 1 High byte Initialize 12-bit AJD conversion

DAS8-Base + 2 Poll digital inputs
including the AJD
end-or-conversion

(EOC) signal.

Select multiplexer channels (0-7)
set/clear digital 110 signals

where DAS8-Base is the base address of the I/O memory map of the DAS-8 board. The

data format of the ADC is shown below:

HIGH BYTE
� ---------�-----------

_r \. . ../ '-
.

lSI 1 s21 s31 s41 s51 s,1 s71 sst Is, ho IS11ls121 Xl XiX I Xl

LOW BYTE

Yl-bits ofData -------....1 �ON'r c� 1
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After a l2-bit AID conversion, data from the ADC ports has to be read as two bytes,
one of these bytes is the low byte, LoByte, and the other byte is' the high byte, HiByte. The

low byte has to be read first, For every sampling event, the processing of the two bytes is

as follows:

Data = (16*HiByte + LoByte/16)10/4096 - 5.0 (C. 1)

The procedure for programming the ADC is illustrated in the flow chart of Figure C.l

and an example of the actual programming of the ADC is in the listing of the function

main( ) of the program AMMODULE of the excitation software reported in page 28 of

Reference 100.

C.2.2 Programming the 8254 TImer on the DAS8 Board

The programmable feature of the 8254 interval timer [94, 101] allows the user to

program each of its three counters separately. Each counter can be programmed for a specific
task or used in multiple modes of operation. In the excitation system, the counters are used

. mainly as square wave generators and for pulse-width measurements (pulse-counting).

The use of the 8254 timer depends very much on the understanding ofhow to program

the internal registers of this timer chip. For programming purposes, the three counters are
located at the I/O addresses DAS8-Base + 4, DAS8-Base + 5 and DAS8-Base + 6; and

the counter control register is located atDAS8-Base + 7, whereDAS8-Base is the base address

of the DAS8 board. Each sequence of programming the counters should begin with the

specification of the mode of operation of the selected counter. This mode of operation has

to be initialized by writing the appropriate control byte to the control register. After

initilization, the application program can eitherWRITElLOAD integer data to the counters

or READ integer data from the counters.

In the case of a WRITE/LOAD operation, a processed l6-bit integer data D is first

decomposed into two bytes, LoByte and HiByte, and then these bytes are loaded into the
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Specify channel scan
Limits; then initialize
first channel: Channel = 0

�.._, Bit setting 011 the
ControlRegisterSet multiplexer channel:

Write to ADR+2, Channel, then
initiate 12·bit AID conversion

by writing to ADR + 1

Read/test bits of the
�_..... ••� StatusRegister

Read low and high
bytes of data:
readLo fromADR+O
read Hi from ADR+ 1 Reading sequence:

first the low byte and
then the high byte

Process data and stamp it for on-line storage:
Data[Channel] = (Hi*16 + Lo/16)/409,6 • 5,0

Channel = Channel + 1

GnR = DAS8·Base )

Figure C.I: A flow chart showing the procedure for programming the ADC on

the DAS8 board,
.

,
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selected counter. The decomposition of the dataD should be as follows:

HiByte - INT(DI256)

LoByte - INT(D - HiByte*256)

(C.2)

(C.3)

On the other hand, the values of the data bytes, i.e. Lobyte and HiByte, read from a

specified counter should be latched properly. Then, these two bytes should be combined

to yield the required data as follows:

D = (HiByte*256 + LoByte) (C.4)

Functions CounterReadO [100, pg. 42] and LoadCounterO [100, pg. 43] show the

details of how the counters of the 8254 timers are programmed for different tasks in the

excitation system.

C.3 Programming the DACs on the DAC-02 Analog
Output Board

The DAC-02 is a two channel analog output board which consists of two separate

double buffered 12-bitmultiplying DACs plus interface circuitry [66, 102] . The excitation

system metering scheme uses several of these DACs to generate the analog signals VII' vq'
�,fOUT' nr, is, and UAM = -UREF (Fig.5.l). Since these DACs have 12-bitresolution, they
can convert only integer data, D, in the range 0 �D � 4095, decimal.

The basic requirement for programming the DACs on the DAC02 board is to know

the I/O memory map of the board. The two DAC channels are mapped as follows:

Channel 0 (CH = 0) DAC02-Base + 0 is the low byte port
DAC02-Base + 1 is the high byte port

I
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Channell (CH = 0) DAC02-Base + 2 is the low byte port

DAC02-Base + 3 is the high byte port

where DAC02-Base is the base address of the memory map of the DAC02 board.

The data format for each channel is as follows (Fig. 4.6):

HIGH BYTE LOW BYTE

_r
-

\.-'
......

\.

hi sz, s31 s.1 s51 s.1 s,l s.1 Is. h. is" hzl Xl XiX I xl

� 12-bltsofData -----....1 :Om c�1
The programming steps are illustrated in the flow chart of Figure C.2. The dataD has to

.
.

be decomposed into a low byte and a high byte for loading the DACs. It should be noted

that the data format is such that the bit sequence is shifted 4 bits to the left. This must be

taken into account in the decomposition of the dataD. The function SendDAC02( ) of the

program AMMODULE [100, pg. 43] is an example of programming a DAC02 card.

C.4 Parallel Data Transfer Between Two Computers Using
the PIO-12 Card

Any connection between two computers, for the purpose of data transfer, must ensure

that the two computers can operate together properly. This means that the connection between

the two computers must be mechanically, electrically, and functionally sound. Such a

connection is usually realized by the use of devices called programmable peripheral interfaces

(PPI). These devices are also referred to as I/O digital interface adapters. The mechanical

soundness .of the connection is done by physically wiring the ports of the PPIs (Fig. 5.2).
The electrical soundness is achieved by selecting a PPI with logic signals compatible with

I
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Get the data, D
Select channel,
CH=O or 1

Decompose the dataD into a high byte, Hiliyte, and
a low byte, LoByte as per the DAC data format:

HiByte = INT(DIl6)
LoByte = INT(D - 16*HiByte)*16

Write to

DAC02_Base + 2*CHOutput LoByte to low byte address

Output Hibyte to high byte address

Write to

DAC02_Base + 2*CH + 1

Figure C.2: A flow chart showing the procedure for programming the DACs on

the DAC02 board.
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the PC to which the PPI will be interfaced. The functional soundness of the connection has

to be done by software switching, i.e. by programming the ports of the PPI. The general

setup for transfer of digital data between two computers in a parallel scheme is illustrated

in Fig. C.3.

PC2 -

jPPI I
-

IpPI I
-

PC3- -:: /
- -

Module - -:: / - - Module
� -

/
- -

Parallel data lines

Figure C.3: The general setup for parallel data transfer between two computer
systems using two PPls.

C.4.1 Choice of suitable PPI

A typical general purpose PPI will have I/O ports which can be individually programmed
and used in multiple modes of operation. Four issues have to be investigated when

considering the use of a certain PPI. These are:

1. How to program the adapter, i.e. to understand its I/O memory map.

2. How to configure the I/O ports of the PPI as input or output ports. This is done

by writing a control byte to the control register of the PPI [ 94].

3. The possibility of configuring the I/O ports for unidirectional and bidirectional

data transfer.

i
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4 The handshaking capability of the PPI. Handshaking is the electricallelectronic

software provision for the verification that a proper data transfer has occurred

between two devices. Any handshaking scheme has a data-ready data-received

signal scheme that ensures orderly data transfer between the machines involved,

In the excitation system, two PIO-l2 plug-in cards are used to realize the data line

between PC2 and PC3 in Fig.5.l. A PIO-12 card uses the 8255 PPI. This PPI provides
24-bit parallel digital 110 interface in the form of three 8-bit ports which can be programmed
in software to serve as input or output ports [94].

C.4.2 Packaging Values of Control Variables for Transmission
From PC2 to PC3

In the
-

excitation system described in this thesis, it is required to transmit values of

three variables, J, sign[sJ, and Mode from the module FIvIMODULE in PC3 to the module

SIGGEN in PC2. The value ofJ specifies the jump index which corresponds to the required
number of samples per cycle, N, of the sinusoidal patterns used in the signal generation.
The value of sign[sr] specifies the phase-sequence, i.e. the direction of rotation of the field

- ,

flux cD relativeto the rotor of the DESG. The value of Mode, specifies the available/

unavailable status of the module FMMODULE. Also, this Mode contains the information

needed to select which slip-frequency control function should be used for varying the

frequency fda of the generated excitation voltage signals, Vd and vq., i.e. Eqn. (3.7) or

Eqn. (3.8). The values of these variables J, sign[sJ and Mode, should be formatted and

packaged in a suitable manner for transmission to the microcomputer PC2. On receiving
this data package, the microcomputer PC2 should decode the values of the control variables

from the bytes in the package.

Many formats could be devised for this purpose. In the following discussion, a byte
is treated as the smallest unit of data package which can be transferred between themodules.

Though the data format may depend on the scheme designed for the transfer, it suffices to

aim at a minimum number of bytes that can contain all information and form a complete

r \
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package. In the excitation system software, the program FMMODULE of PC3 is

programmed as the sender/talker and the program SIGGEN of PC2 is programmed as the

receiver/listener. Flexible data formats for transferring data over the 24-bit data line can

be established by following a five-step procedure:

1. Specify the information to be encoded or formatted. The specification may be

a range ofmagnitude of numbers and the required resolution or a number of

choices.

2. Decide on how to encode the information into bytes.

3. Determine the optimum number ofbits which should be reserved for transmitting

each integer number.

4. Determine the total number of bytes required for encoding all data available

for transmission.

5. Pack all the data into the minimum number of bytes possible ready for

transmission.

This five-step procedure has been applied to develop the data format for the

24-bit data line of the excitation system. The application is elaborated in the following.

STEP 1:

The specification of the three variables J, sign[sJ and Mode as programmed in

the excitation system are as follows:

1. J: 1 � J� 2048 and specificallyJ = 1, 2, 4, .. , 2048. These values are coded

as J = 2(1l-x), wherex = 0, 1, 2, ... ,11. These values ofJ correspond to values

of Nin the range 8 � N� 16384, Le, N = 8(� = 2(3+xl, where x = 0, 1,

2, ... , 11.

I
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2. . The variable sign[sJ = sign(fo - fJ can take three values, i.e. + 1, 0 and -1.

3. The variable Mode contains the information on whether the module FMM

ODDLE is available (data = 240) and running properly or not available

(data >< 240). This is a diagnostic information. Also, Mode will indicate

whether Eqn.(3.7) (data = 0) or Eqn. (3.8) (data = 15) is being used as the

slip control function.

STEP 2:

1. If Eqn(3.7) is used as the control function, the value of J is sent to PC2 as a

code. There are 12 choices in all to fully represent J = 2 ll-x, X = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

11. For this case, both the programs FMMODULE and SIGGEN have lookup
,

tables of the jump index, JMp[x]. The integer code x points to the desired value

of J. In the case that Eqn. (3.8) is used as the control function, Jhas to be sent

as an integer value.

2.
, The variable sign[sJ has three possible values and, thus, the data format should '

.

allow for three choices to be transmitted.

3. The variable Mode has four codes to be sent, i.e. status of FMMODULE:

available/unavailable; slip frequency control function: eitherEqn.(3.7) or (3.8).

STEP 3:

1. To transmit 12 coded choices of J, at least four (4) bits (i.e, 24 = 16) need to

be reserved. A minimum of 11 bits are needed to send a value ofJ in the range

I�J�2048.

2. At least two (2) bits are needed fortransmitting three (3) coded choices ofsign[sJ.

,
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3. To transmit the status of FMM:ODULE, at least two bits are needed. Another

two bits are required to transmit the choice of the slip frequency control functions.

Summing up the bits in all the three cases gives a total of 19 bits. This amounts

to at least 3 bytes (8-bits/byte) to fully encode J, sign[sJ, and mode for

transmission.

STEP 4:

Within the three bytes, there are 24 bits. With only 19 bits needed, five (S) bits will
remain unused. Thus, the manner in which the data is packed into the three bytes is the

choice of the programmer. Figure C.4 shows one data format for the case when

Eqn. (3.7) is used as the slip frequency control function and Fig. C.S shows the data format

used when Eqn. (3.8) is chosen.

BYTE3

I flATUS ICONTROL�I)It ....

BYTE2

I .... UNUSED_�......I I
sign [sr]

BYTE1

Ibalb,lb,1 bslb41 bJlbl'Ib11
�SED�I< J _J

Figure C.4: Data format corresponding to the first slip frequency control
function (Eqn. 3.7).

BYTE3

I$ATUS ICONTROL�I)10:<

BYTE2

I bal b,Ib61 bslb4lb31 b1lb11
I I J -High Byte I

... �
sign[sr]

BYTE1

I J - Low Byte I���----- -_,_,--)Io:�

FIgure C.S: Data format corresponding to the second slip frequency control
function (Eqn. 3.8).
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STEP 5:

For the case of the data format of Fig. C.4, packaging of data is easier in that BYTE1

and BYI'E2 are assigned to contain the values ofJand sign[sJ separately, and BYIE3 contains
theMode information, In PC3, these three bytes are processed for sending to PC2 as follows:

BYTE1 = J (C.5)

BYTE2 = sign[sJ + 2 (C.6)

BITE3 = Mode = Slip-Funaion-Code + STATUS (C. 7)

InPC2, the required control data is recovered from the three bytes by the following arithmetic
operations:

J = BITE1 (C.S)

sign[sJ = BYTE2 - 2 (C.9)

..

Slip-Function-Code = BITE3AND 15 (C. 10)

STATUS = BYTE3 AND 240 (C.II)

Equation (C.lO) is for decoding information from the low nibble ofBYTE3 and Eqn. (C. 11)
is for decoding information from the high ni�ble of BYTE3.

For the case of the data format of Fig. C.5, the values of J, sign[sJ and Mode are

processed in PC3 for sending purposes as follows:

BYTE1 = J-LoByte (C. 12)

BYTE2 - J-HiByte + (sign[sJ + 2) * 16 (C. 13)

BYI'E3 - Mode = Slip-Function-Code + STATUS (C. 14)

/
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In PC2, BITE3 is processed according to Eqns. (C. 10) and (C. II) to recover the values of

the variables Slip-Function-Code and the STATUS, respectively. The values of J and sign[sJ
are recovered by performing the following arithmetic operations:

J-LoByte = ,BITE1 (C. 15)

]-HiByte = BITE2 AND 63 (C. 16)

sign[sJ = (BITE2 AND 192) - 2 (C. I?)

J = ]-HiByte*256 + ]-LoByte (C.18) .

The two data formats (Fig. C.4 and C.5) clearly show that all three bytes are presented
to PC2 in a "broadside" manner, i.e. in parallel. This provides a fast way to send data

from PC3 to PC2. Details of the actual programming of this scheme are reported in pages

61-62 (sender, PC3) and page 89 (receiver, PC2) of Reference 100 .

•
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Appendix D

THE FLOW CHARTS OF THE EXCITATION
SYSTEM SOFTWARE

D.I Flow Charts of the Program AMl\10DULE [100, pp. 17 - 48]

The flow charts of the program AMMODULE are shown in Figures 0.1 to 0.8. The

callable functions of this program are briefly described below.

FUNCTION FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

main( ): The calling function of the program AMMODULE.

Set_Display( ): Sets the screen for displaying the values of the variables and
control settings at ruri time.

.

Protocol( ): Provides hot keys for on- line control from the computer
keyboard. The hot keys are single alphanumeric characters
programmed to trigger certain events interactively as the
AMMODULE is running continuously.

SendDAC02( ): Sends integer data in the range 0 to 4095 to the DACs of the
DAC02 card.

LoadCounter( ): Loads a selected counter with the control codes or the
reference count. Also, initializes the selected counter for
event counting.

CounterRead( ): Reads the hardware counters on the 8254 timing device.

GainSet( ): Initializes the reference voltage settings for the manual
control of the voltage regulation scheme.

Display( ): Displays alphanumeric data on the screen for signal
visualization.

194
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AMMODULE

KEYBOARD HANDLER
On-Line User
Interrace

Measure the Frequency
of The Terminal

Voltage ( loUT)

VOLTAGE REGULATION
SCHEM�

YES

NO

Cleanup and
Exit Gracefully

\.

Figure D.I: The flow chart of the main function of the program AMMODULE.
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( main()

"I,

Declare Local Variables and
Initialize Arrays

'" ,

Set the Base Addresses of DAS8
and DAC02 Cards

�,

Open File for Data Logging

� ,

Set the Screen for Display:
Set

_ Display( )

"',

Initialize The Amplitude of the Excitation
Voltages: GainSet(), SendDAC02( )

"',

Set the Sampling Rate and The Reference

Frequency (10): LoadCounter()

. �,

Initialize The Event Flags: MMF and ETF

-

H

1

Figure D.2: The flow chart of the initialization block.
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YES

Read the First Byte of the
KeyCode: Request!

YES

Read the Second Byte of the
KeyCode: Requestl

NO YES

Figure D.3: The flow chart of the keyboard handler.
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MEASURE THE FREQUENCY OF THE
TERMINAL VOLTAGE: lOUT

Update the STATUS oCthe

ftleasure_Jireque�_�ag
(MFF)

YES

Read Counter #0:
CounterRead(O)

Process Data: lOUT

Filter/Smooth the

Frequency Data
.

Figure D.4: The flow chart of the frequency measurement block.



Ulxlat� the STATUS of the

£w!II/_Trigger_Flag (ETF)

199

YES

Perform AID

Conversions

Filter/Smooth
the Acquired Data

NO

PID Algorithm

Figure D.S: The flow chart of the voltage regulator block.
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_"::Ire "e'
" ••• '"UIJL"

PID ALGORlmM

YES

Compute the Proportional
Actuation Value: tnp

Compute the Terminal
Voltage Error: t.

YES

Compute the Integral
. Actuation Value: Tn,.

YES

Compute the Derivative
Actuation Value: mD

Figure D.6: The flow chart of the PID algorithm block.

f

Add the Actuation Values:
m = 11lp + Tn,. + I1lo
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OUTPUT DATA

Output the Voltage Error
ea as an analog signal, e(t):

SendDAC02( )
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YES

Update the Amplitude of
the Excitation Signals
(UAM): SendDAC02( )

YES

YES

PRINT to Screen:

DisplayO

Save Data to

DISK (FILE)

Figure D.7: The flow chart of the main output block. .
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Protocol( )

Declare and Initialize
Local Variables

NO YES

Adjust Variables and
Parameters Based
on Request!

.

(Nonnal Keys)

Adjust Variables and
Parameters Based
on Request2

(Function Keys)

Figure D.S: The flow chart of the main function ProtocolO of the
program AMMODULE.
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D.2 Flow Charts of the Program FMMODULE [100, pp. 49 - 77]

The flow charts of the program FMMODULE are shown in Figures D.9 to D.14.

The following is a brief description of the callable functions of this program.

FUNCTION FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

maio( ) The calling function of the program FMMODULE

Set
_
base( ): Initializes the Base addresses of the plug-in cards installed

in the microcomputer PC3.

Set_Display( ): Prepares the computer screen for the display of the
measurement readings and control settings.

Display Readingf): Receives alphanumeric data from the main program, formats
the data, and displays the information on the computer screen
(for signal visualization).

Protocol( ): Provides hot keys for the on-line control from the keyboard.
ofPC3.

Send
_
Dac02( ): Sends digital data to the 12-bit DACs on the DAC02 card.

Counter_Loader( ): Loads any of the 16-bit counters of the 8254 timer with a

precalculated integer data.

Read
_
Counter( ): Reads the three 16-bit counters on the 8254 timer and

initializes them for the next measurement cycle. Each counter
data has a low byte and a high byte. The low byte of data is
read first followed by the high byte.

Level_Setter( ): Initializes the timing clocks. This level defines the

quantization unit of time for each timer.

.

get_CO:

Load_data():
.

Initilizes the name of the file to be opened for data logging .

Initializes the lookup tables for the Jump-Index J and the

number of samples per cycle, N. The lookup tables are

duplicates of those initialized. by the program SIGGEN in

PC2.

I
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FMMODULE

FREQUENCY
REGULATION SCHEME .

KEYBOARD HANDLER
On-Line User
Interface

YES

Cleanup and
Exit Gracefully

Figure D.9: The flow chart of the main function of the program FMMODULE.
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( mainO)
"II'

Declare Local Variables and
Initialize Arrays

�,

Open File for Data Logging: get_ f( )

... ,

Set the Base Addresses of Plug-in Cards (DAS8,
DAC02, and PIO-12 Cards): Set_base( )

� ,

Set the Screen tor Display of Data and

Control Settings: Set_Display()

'III'

Initialize the Ports of the Data Line

(three ports of the 82SSA PPI)

� ,

Generate the Lookup Table of the Jump Index J:

Load
_
data( )

'III'

Set the Default Frequency fCK of the FM Signal:
Level_Setter( )

'III ,

Initialize The Event-Trigger-Flag: ETF

�,

I

Figure D.IO: The flow chart of the initialization block.
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Update the STATUS of the

Event_Trigger_Flag (ETF)

YES

Measure Speed (nr) and the
Reference Frequency (Ie)

Filter/Smooth the Measured Data

Slip Frequency Control Function

and/or parameters

-

FigureD.ll: The flow chart of the frequency regulator block.
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Compute the Product:

sign[sJ .t;

YES

Decompose sign[sJ f.
into sign[sJ and Is

Slip_Function_

No2 Slip.;_Function_

Nol

Vary N, Keep fa
Constant

Vary iCK, Keep N
Constant:

Counter
_ Loader( )

Figure D.12: The flow chart of the slip frequency control function block.
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OUTPUT DATA

To Screen?

PRINT to Screen: .

Display_ Reading( )

I

YES

Send Data to PC2 via the
24-bit Data line

As Analog Signals ?

Output to Strip Chart

Recorder: Send
_ Dac02()

YES

Save Data to

DISK (FILE)

Figure D.13: The flow chart of the output block.



KEYBOARD HANDLER

209

YES

Read the First Byte of the
KeyCode: Request

NO YES

Attend to the Request:
Protocol ()

Figure D.14: -The flow chart of the keyboard handler block.
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D.3 Flow Charts of the Program SIGGEN [100, pp. 78 - 95]

The flow charts of the program SIGGEN are shown in Figures D .15 to D .19. A brief

description of the callable functions of this program is given below.

FUNCTION FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

main( ): The calling function of the program SIGGEN.

Protocol( ): Provides shortcut keys for dynamic control from the

Keyboard. The programmed keys can be used for manual
control in the case that the FMMODULE is not available

-

(i.e. not running).

Set
_
base( ): Initializes the base addresses of the required plug in cards.

Load_data( ): Initializes the pattern and the jump index lookup tables for

signal generation.

Device_check( ): Tests the status of the FMMODULE during the initialization

stage of the program SIGGEN. Function may be upgraded
to provide more diagonistic features.

{
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SIGGEN

KEYBOARD HANDLER
On-Line User
Interface

TWO-PHASE SIGNAL
GENERATION SCHEME

YES

Cleanup and
Exit Gracefully

_ Figure D.IS: The flow chart of the main function of the program SIGGEN.

L
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C mainO)
.

,

Declare Local Variables

� ,

Set the Base Addresses of Plug-in Cards (DAS8,
DAC02, and PIO-12 Cards): Set_base()

H'

Check if FMMODULE (PC3) is available
and in Operation: Device

_
Check( )

� ,

Configure the DACs for 8-bit or 12-bit Operation

. �,

Specify the default Amplitude of the Pattern
Sine and Cosine Wave

� ,

Generate the Pattern and the Jump Index

Lookup Tables: Load
_
data( )

� ,

Initialize the Jump Index J and the Status
of the FM Flag

� ,

1

Figure D.16: The flow chart of the initialization block.

I
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KEYBOARD HANDLER

213

YES

Read the First Byte of the
KeyCode: Request

NO YES

Attend to the Request:
Protocol ()

Figure D.l7: The flow chart of the keyboard handler.
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YES

Update the STATUS
of the PM Flag

.. Select a Pair of Pattern Data

According to the Quadrant
Information, then,
Send Data to DACs

Update the POINTER INDEX
and the Quadrant Information

Receive Data from
PC3 (if there is any)

Figure D.IS: The flow chart of the two-phase signal generat<?r.



DECODER #1

Use SUp_FunctiOD_No1:

Update the STATUS of
the FMMODULE

SUp_FunCtiOD_No1

215

YES

Vary fcr.' Keep N Constant

(DATA FORMAT 1)

SUp_ FunCtiOD_No2

DECODER #2

Use SUp_FunctiOD_N02:

Vary N. Keep fcr. Constant
.

(DATA FORMAT 2)

Figure D.19: The flow chart showing the blocks of data decoders.



Appendix E

DIGITAL IMPLE:MENTATION OF
SOFTWARE-BASED BLOCKS OF
THE EXCITATION SYSTEM

E.l Introduction

Computer-based control has thepotential to greatly increase the class of control laws

that can be used [70 - 74]. For example, it is easy to use'non-linear calculations to incorporate

logic and to perform substantial calculations in the controllers. To take advantage of this

potential, both the frequency regulation (FR) and the voltage regulation (VR) schemes of

the excitation system are provided with software-based structures for implementing desirable

control functions. This appendix describes the implementation of the two transfer functions

of the VR control loop, i.e, the controller Gcv(s) and the filter G5v(s). The flexibility in

implementing these transfer functions is in the choice of their structures and in the method
.

of the digital integration, differentiation, and filtering [93].

E.2 Implementation of the PID Control Algorithm

The proportional plus integral plus derivative (PID) controller structure has been found

suitable for implementation in the excitation system. This structure is used for the VR

controller transfer function, Gcv(s). The choice of this structure is based �n the fact that the
PID control law can be used where complete knowledge of the controlled plant is lacking

[96]. This is the case with the excitation system controlling the variable-speed dual-excited

synchronous generator (DESG). The transfer function Gcv(s) has the form (Fig. 5.7):

216
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where Kp is the proportional gain, 1i is the reset time, K. = Kpf1i is the integral gain, TD is
the d�rivative time, Ko = KpTD is the derivative gain, and GF(s) is the transfer function of
a smoothing filter (LPF in Fig. 5.7). The digital implementation of Eqn. (E. 1) is as

follows.

ePn = Kpen (B.2)

ein = K.(O.333333en + 1.333333en_1 + O.333333en_2).�T (B.3)

eOn = KD(en - en_I)/IlT (B.4)

where en' en_I' and ell_2 denote the error samples at time instants til = nIlT, (n-l)IlT, and

(n-2)IlT, respectively; ePn, eIn, and eDn are the actuation values due to the P-, 1-, and

D-control actions on the error information, respectively. The excitation system is designed

such that the sample time IlTcan be specified as IlT = 2To = 2/fo' whereto is the desired

synchronous frequency of the DESG.

Equation (E.2) is a simple multiplication ofKp and the sample en' Equation (E. 3) uses

the Simpson's integration rulewhich fits a parabola to three consecutive sample points. Other

integration methods, e.g. the Euler's rectangular (simple accumulation) method, Trapezoidal

method, and the 3/8's rule [93,96] would equally be easily implementable. The choice of

integration method will depend on the available computing power and the desired

performance. In this study, the choice of Simpson's rule is based on educated intuition for

realizing a near ideal integration and to show the flexibility of the excitation system. Equation

(E.4) uses the simple backward difference (Euler's method) to approximate the derivative

using two sample points. Naturally, this method ofdifferentiation greatly accentuates noise

and, thus, the processed values of eOn will be noisy. To overcome this noise, an l l-point
LS quadratic filter is used to smooth out the differentiation noise. The smoothing filter has

the form:
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O's(eOn + eOn-10) + 0'4(eOn_1 + eOn_9)·+ 0'3(eOn_2 + eOn-S) +

0'2(eOn_3 + eOn_7) -+ 0'1(eOn_4 + eOn-6) + O'oeOn_S (E.5)

where eOnf is the smoothed update of eOn' and ai' i = 0, 1, .. , 5 are the filter coefficients.

The smoothing filter is part of the filter block described in Appendix B. The total control

action cp{e) is the sum of all the three actuation values, i.e.

(E. 6)

In the excitation system software, the PID control law is programmed such that the

P-, 1-, orD-control actions can be engaged or disengaged on-line, as may be desired. Also,

theparameters Kp, KI and KD can be varied dynamically. This type of programming has

been found suitable for on-line experimentation with the excitation system [100].

E.3 �plementation of the Filte� Gsv(s)

The transfer function G5v(s) (Fig.5.3) is implemented using the fourth-order Runge

Kutta (RK) integrationmethod [70]. ThisRK integrationmethod is widely used for simulation

of control systems especially when the system is highly nonlinear and(or discontinuous. Also,
the RK method is known to perform well in variable sample rate systems of which the

excitation system is one of them. The use of the RK method is intended to demonstrate

another feature of the excitation system, i.e. it can be used for real-time simulation and control

by using the popular techniques used to solve differential equations in off-line. Since the

excitation system uses fast and affordable computers, such a use is achievable. After all,

the main difference between off-line simulation and real-time simulation is only in the way

the test data is obtained. Normally, data is calculated in the case ofoff-line simulation and

data is acquired in the case of real-time simulation. .

...
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The filter transfer function has been defined earlier (Eqn. (4.2» to be of the form:

(E.?)

where ao = l/t5v and bo = K5/t5v. Figure E.2 shows the direct implementation scheme

of the filter. This figure can also be described in terms of the state V2, the input VI and

output � as follows.

V2 - VI - aOV2 - F(V2, t)

�. - bOV2

(E. 8)

(E. 9)

Figure E.I: Implementation diagram for G5v(s).

Equation (E. 8) defines the functionF(V2,t) required for implementing the RK integration
scheme. Let VI = VlO and V2 = V20 at tn = to.. Using these initial conditions, the RK

integration steps to generate the next update of � are as follows [70]:

Kl - F(V20, to)ilT = VlOilT - aoV20ilT

IS - F(V20+ K/2, to+ilTI2)ilT = VlOilT- aO{V20+ K/2}ilT

(E.lO)

(E. 11)
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IS - F(V20+ Kz/2, to+dTI2)dT = VlOdT- aO{V20+ Kz/2}dT (B. 12)

K4 - F(V20+ IS, to+d1)dT = VlOdT- aO{V20+ IS}dT (B. 13)

V2I - V20 + (KI + 2Kz + 2IS + K4)/6 (B. 14)

�I - hOV2I (B. IS)

tl - to+dT (B. 16)

It should be noted that Eqn.(E.16) is necessary only for off-line simulations. In

real-time simulations or control, the time is automatically incremented by the driving clock

and new samples will be acquired in real-time. Equations (B.lO) to (E. 13) can be

reorganized for digital programming as follows.

s, - X - V2Jtl (E.l7)

Kz - X - {2V20 + K1}h" (B. IS)

IS -
. X - {2V20 + K2}h" (E.l9)

K· - X - {V20 .+ IS}hI (E.20)4

where X = VlOdT, hI = aodT, h" = hI/2. The values of hi and h" may be updated

only when either ao' dT or both are changed. In addition, the initial condition (V20, to)
has to be updated for every clock tick. For the above algorithm, the initial value V20 should
be updated such that V20� V21 before the integration procedure is repeated for the next

clock tick.
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